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The incomparable calendar for those who love soaring. 13
magnificent colour photos on highest quality art paper in large
48 x 29cm format - ideal for framing. On the back of each
month's page, a lively commentary on the scene depicted.

AEROSPACE INFORMATION CENTRE
26 CHURCH STREET
STAPLEFORD, CAMBS CB2 50S
Price £9.86, inclusive of postage and VAT
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AUSTIN AV'IATION
122 Main Street, Stdli:ngton,
York Y06 1JU

I
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GLASER DIRKS
_.
SAILPLANES

,-----\vT't:::~~~~-==~~~~···=·::Jj=
I

UK Agent Since Inception

I
I
I

BG-{;Il!f
r
Telephone Easingwold (0347) 810-255
24hr Ansafone takes 2min message

Special features:
Fin water ballast tan'k
All controls incl'uding ballast
auto-correct on rigging
Wings entirely carbon fibre

I
i
I

{:

~

New DFVLR wing section with low bug and rain sensitivity
Span - 15/17 metre
Wing area - 10.95 ta 11.59 sq metres
Empty weight - 2551<g. Max weight 525kg
Water ballast - 180kg, both 15 and 17 metres
OG-300 wins Northern

1

t===:::;,t==:=::J

* OG-300 47300

OM ex-works

* OG-l 01 G 38200 OM

ex-works
Option list for DG-600 is now open for 7987
"This price Is for complete aircraft LESS instruments

AB-INITIO TO DIAMOND BADGE
Enjoy motor gliding from Enstone in our newly expanded fleet
A Janus CM and a PIK 20E have joined our two Grob 109s, so now you can: learn to
fly ab-initio and collect your SLMGPPL* in the Grobs; convert from Bronze and
Silver Certificates to SLMGPPL; learn basic gliding techniques, field selection and
navigation; develop advanced soaring techniques in the Janus CM, and go for
cross-country soaring flights and Badge a,ttempts in the PIK 20E and the Janus.
Complete beginners are welcome. Courses planned to suit your timetable and
bUdget. Friendly club atmosphere. Seven days a week operation throughout the
year.
No membership subscription. Tuition by CAA-approved instructors. Book. flying by
the hour. Pay only for flying. All aircraft available for pliivate hire.
'Self Launching Motor Glider Private Pilot's Licence

Give us a ring, or, better still, come to see us:

OXFORDSHIRE SPORTFLYING CLUB, ENSTONE AERODROME, CHURCH ENSTONE, OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4NP

Tel: 060 872 208

Send for our
programme.
Information in
German and
English

Segelflugschule Oerlinghausen, Flugplatz, 0-4811 Oerlinghausen 202

Tel: 0049·5202·72323
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

McLEAN
AVIATION
THE AERODROME, RUFFORTH, YORK Y02 30A
0904-83653

*

*

*

*

Factory trained and approved repair agent for
GLASER-DIRKS Sailplanes and Powered Sailplanes
Sole UK agent for
O/K Clockwork Bar,ographs
Please ask for details
~i1

f

*

*

*

*

REPAIRS and C. of A. inspections on wooden,
metal, carbon and glass-fibre sailplanes

*

*

*

*

FOR SALE
Kestrel 20-outfit - Offers around £10,000
Bijave - 2 seater and open trailer - Offers
Ex. MOD T-21s and T-31s - complete
Plus damaged examples
K-6 E salvage

BC Powered Sailplanes UK

October/November 1986
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TH E PIK 30

HIGH PERFORMANCE SAILPLANE with retractable power plant
NEW -

BY SIREN-FRANCE

SIREN has now in production a new improved versiOn of the very well known motor glidef PIK 20E 2 F.
The 17m span PIK 30 is going to become your best ,choice." will offer you top performance, with aH qualities of the original
PIK 20E and the best price for a motor glider of high technology (including carbon fibre).
You can fly either Open Class or 15m Class
So you get new opportunities with all thEt advantages of'the auxiliary engine
Your best choice will be PIK 30, already on order for THEF,RENCH AIR FORCE

TECHNICAL DATA OF THE 17 m
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wing Span
Wing Area
Wing Loading
Aspect Ratio
Maximum LID
Min Sink
Weight Max.

• VNE

=17 m
=10,63 m' (1'14,4 sq.ft.)
=36/43 (7.42 to 6,86lb/sq.ft.)
=27,2
=45 at 110 Kmlh
=0,54 mls
=460 Kg
=260 Km/h

ELECTRIM SAILPLANES
THRUXTON RACING CIRCUIT, THRUXTON j ANDOVER. HANTS

Telephone: Weyhill 2089 STD 0264-77

r---Cd,Mg RJ LJ L:i C A name you can t r u s t - - - - - - - . ,
FOR THE WIDEST RAN'GE OF VARID,METERS,
FLIGH'T DIRECTORS AND NAY COMPUTERS
CVS SERIES

M Nav 50

*

* Complete system
* Dual scale, dual damped vatio
* Speed Director
* Averager
** Audio
Distance and Glide Computer etc

2 sizes 80mm or 57mm

* Scale change
* Damping Switch
* WillAudio
operate either:
(AU20) or

Audio, Director, Averager (CMP150), or
Audio, Director, Averager, Nav (C Nav 50)

C NAV 50

CAV50

* 80mm
Integral Audio
* Scale Change
* Damping Switch
* Averager

*

* As M Nav 50 but no vario
* Operates from standard Cambridge
varios (except CAV 50)

(This lIario will NOT operate CMPl50 or C Nail SO)

GD

Cambridge
Aero
Instruments

Cambridge Aero Instruments, Inc.
6A Dunham Road, Billerica, Massachusetts 01821
Tel. (617) 275-0889; Telex 948503
Access & Visa Accepted
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Contact your local
Cambridge Dealer.

RD Aviation Limited

Telex 265871
MONREFG
John Delafield,
(Quote MAG 10(89)
Cotswold House,
Mill Street, Islip,
Oxon OX5 2SY
Tel: Kidlington (08675) 2357
or Bicester (0869) 245052

from December \966
Unit 23,
Station Fields
Industrial Estate,
Kidllngton,
Oxon

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

•

serVIce
t;~-1

__

~

We've always"..
aimed to give flyers - .
the best possible service.
So when we were appointed
Licenced Repair Agents by
,.
Grob and awarded an exclusive
~
spare parts franchise for their gliders" motor gliders and light aircraft,
it was a time for celebration, reflection and considerable investment.
Similarly. being stoclcists for Tost launch equipment and exclusive agents
for their winches, gave us a bit ofa lift.
Having the bits and the responsibility is now a pleasure and ifyou ever have
a forced landing, it's comforting to reflect that Chiltern can take care ofthe problems
of getting your aircraft back to base or into our fully-equipped workshops.
Our large stock of parts, repair material and accessories
then comes into play. Whether you repair it yourself
or use our expertise, you can be sure that you're
getting the best.
Every repair by Chiltern is backed by a
customer protection policy with full product
liability cover - a mark of confidence in their
products and our workmanship.
A telephone call will bring our recovery
trailer to your aid and all the backing you need.
Licenced to repair all Grob produces.
Sole Concessionaires for spare parts for
gliders, motor gliders and light aircraft.

GROB
-=-------===-

Booker Airfield, N r. Marlow, Bucks, SL7 3DR.
0494445854 (works) or0865 890517 (outside office hours).
Access and Barclaycard accepted with pleasure.
Grob demonstration and sales - Tel: 049137184
October/November 1986
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SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD
SPECIALIST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954

ROLLADEN SCHNEIDER'S REPAIR AGENTS
FOR THEIR LS RANGE OF GLIDERS
REPAIRS AND C OF A INSPECTIONS UNDERTAKEN
ON ALL MAKES AND TYPES
SOLE SUPPLIERS OF 'AEROLENE' FABRIC

THERMAL EQUIPMENT LTD
WINTER AND SECONDHAND A'IRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS

SOUTHDOWN AEROSTRUCTURE LTID
CAA approved to build the GRP microHg,ht P,IPSTRELLE 2C

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
Telephone HERRIARD (0256 83) 359

SPECIAL OFFER

The World's No. 1

SPECIAL LOW PRICE

LS-6

0

1st & 2nd: Rieti
1st: British National

lIS

so

0

STO ONo
~

.,
.,., ffIfi
•
.5 •

•3

e,,\

1

etc etc

VOL

or Standard Class L-S4
Now with improved performance
Early Delivery

llIIO()ltq

OTX•

COM

9

.0

/CHAN
FSG 71 M

0

Details from:

SPEEDSOARING

6 LASHLAKE RD, THAME, OXON
084421 4132 or 08692 42691
24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE
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SAILPLANE & GLIDING

37 THE LEYS UPPER HEYFORD

NEGUS
*

*

OXON. OX5 3LU
Te!: 0869822142

QUALITY YOU CAN BE SURE OF ()
MOTOR GLIDER & LIGHT AIRCRAFT
ENGilNE OVERHAULS

Sailplane Repairs & C's of A (All Types)
CompOsite Fabrications

M. L. ALLFORD

D.E.M., T.Eng., M.I.M.G.Tech.E.

Civil Aviation Authority

The following revised chart has been published by the Civil Aviation Authority:-

1:500000 - SOUTHERN ENGLAND AND WALES - 2171CD - EDITION 12
Previous editions of this chart are now obsolete.
You can purchase the latest editions of all quarter and half million aeronautical charts of the United Kingdom - either
in person or by post - from:THE CM CHART ROOM
THIRD FLOOR CAA HOUSE
KINGSWAY LONDON WC2B 6TE
Tel:01-3797311 ext2569
and from the following accredited chart agents:AOPA
50a, Cambridge SI
London SW IV 40Q
Tel:- 0' ·834 563'

AIRTOUR INTERNATIONAL
Elstree Aerodrome
Hef1s W06 3AW
Tel:· 01-953 4870
Open Saturdays

BRITISH AIRWAYS-AERAO
AERAO House
Heathrow Airpon
Middlesu TW6 2JA
lel:- 01-562 0795

EOWARO STANFORO LTO
12-14 Long Acre
London WC2E 9LP
Tel:- 01·836 1321
Open Saturdays

AIRPLAN FLIGHT EQUIPMENT
14, Cumber Orive
Wilmslow
Cheshire SK9 60Z
lel:- 0625 528035
Open Seturdays

BGA
Kimberley House
Vaughan Way
Leicester LE' 4SE
Tel:- 0533 531051

They are also stocked by most Flying Clubs and Schools.

DON'T FLY WITH AN OUT OF DATE CHART
THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS

~L

<€LPLANES

WE REPAIR: GLASS LLOYD'S
APPROVED

STEEL -

~
ALLOY -

NOW IN OUR 26th YEAR
WOOD

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-COVERS

RAPID
SERVICE

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS
FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF
SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN, MARPLE, CHESHIRE SK6 7JW Tel. 061-4272488
October/November 1986
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London Sailplanes Ltd
rbon I tube
d;r
t'_ cd
AA 'or re P .
lass IF. s stee
,,,a} . lists ,n g pltlst,e . t; wood.
spee'tl 'nforeed
fibre reI
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

A. SCHLEICHER GLIDERS AND SPARES: SOLE U.K. Agents
TOST WHEELS, lYRES (inc. 400 x 4), WEAK UNKS, RELEASE HOOKS (new and factory exchange units)
PRINTA NEOGENE DOPES AND PAIN'TS: Main stockists
Agent for WINTER INSTRUMENTS. Most other instruments and radios available
MATERIALS FOR REPAIRS AND REBUILDS
GLI FINNISH BIRCH PLY ina range
thicknesses from 0.8 to 6.0mm

0«

GERMAN STEEL TUBE for GLIDERS: Complele range
INSTRU MENT CALIBRATION AND REPAIRS
And hundreds of other items availabl'e from stock -

All at competitive prices

ne uS -- LONDON SAILPLANES LIMITED
•ph 0
at.
Tring Road, Ounstable, Beds. LU6 2JP
Cd II
· Tel'ephone: Dunstable(0582) 62068
Or
Open Monday to Saturday: 9.00 - 1.00 and 2.00 - 5.00

PEGASUS

FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION
Ring Steve White on 0494 36888 or Alister Kay on 02406 2491, or write to

NINE FOUR AVIATION LTO
2 Hazlewood Cottage, Horns 'Lane, Marlow, Bucks, SL7 3DU
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PZL-WILGA

.. iTlinutesto Iowa glider to lllOOm
1 minute to descend Irom 1000m
5 minutes lor the whole towing operation

5Z0-50 PUCHACZ
Two-sealer all glass-fibre training
glider

MAY BE BOUGHT,
HIRED OR LEASED

GLIDE ANGLE 1:30
FULLY AEROBATIC

/

GLIDERS
MOTOR GLIDERS
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
AGRIOULTURAl Ale
HELICOPTERS
ENGINES
INSTRUMENTS
SPARE PARTS

NEW
15 METRE CLUB GLASS
SZD 51-1 JUNIOR

FROM FIRST SOLO
UP TO DIAMONDS

JANTAR STD 3 SZD-48-3
Glide ANGLE 1:40

ANGLO-POLlSH SAILPLANES LTD
Wycombe Air Park· Booker· Marlow . Bucks

(0628) 39690 (:0494) 40911 Telex: 848341 CHACOM G

F----:l
I
I

It's called the Executive
Weekend Case.
We'd like to think of it as two
cases in one.
It opens as an executive case
, with all the refinements you would
expect from a superior product - fully
lined three pocketed compartment with
built-in pen/pencil holders plus a writing
.
platto.rm for those important notes 'on route'.
Unlasten the security tabs for access to the generous
personal section. Ample room for a weekend change
of clothes, shaver, etc.
Beautifully covered in tough cushioned PVC
. in a choice of three colours. Our case
. incorporates immaculate stitching
throughout. double handles, reinforced
corners, brass combination locks and
ball feet.
The overall dimensions of this hand~or:ne
case are 18" x 13" x 6%" and the quality IS
assured by our

NO QUIIlSLE MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!

PleaSe al~low up to 14 days for delivery.
OCtober/November 1986

To: CHEIRON PRESS LTD
7 AMERSHAM HILL, HIGH WYCOMBE
BUCKS HP13 6 NQ
.

Please send me . '.' .... Executive
Weekend easels). In Black/
BurgundY/Br~wn at £39.95 plus
£2.35 P & P. ( Please delete.)
I enclose cheque/P.a. for £
made payable to Cheiron Press ltd
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ANTHONY EDWARDS

One particular flight born about 1976 is
etched: in my memory. Only a few ml'les out
of Cambridge on a rough cross-country I
became so miserable and anxious that I
detennined there and then to give it all up.
What was the point of carrying on gliding? I
flew back to the aerodrome, turned on to
the familiar approach, and instantly felt
relaxed. Glancing sideways {mm the cockpit I caught sight of King's College chapell
and the University Library tower, the old
familar skyline, and Il<new as I parted the
grass again this must no/ be the last lime I see
that view from a glider',!,' cockpit.
So it was with a mixture of fear and hope
that, in August 1976 I went down to Farnborough, and the very first thing I learnt was
almost the most important: I was not alone.
Not only did other pilots suffer from the
anxiety and phobia which occasionally
gripped me, but for many of them it was
much worse because their livelihood was at
stake, whether they were military or civil
pilots. I began to feel a bit of a fraud
already, wasting the experts' time, until Dr
A. J. Benson, -who was helpfulness personified (and no doubt tbe possessor of
some fearsome RAF rank I now forget),
'assured me that I was an object of some
clinical curiosity through being the first
glider pilot to have owned up. He had seen
every other kind of pi.lot, but not an engineless one. Apparently helicopter pilots are
amongst t'he commonest sufferers, and I'm
not surprised, see,ing how they dangle from
their asymmetrk Flymos in perspex goldfish bowls.
First, a physical examination. Was the
equipment duff? Was I suffering from
semi-elliptic canals? I had often wondered,
but evidently 1was not The test was hi.larious, for I was made to sit in a sort of giant
centrifuge which was gently accelerated and
then rather suddenly stopped. Normal people, if I remember rightly, were supposed to
feel iU but not too ill at this, and I went the
appropriate shade of green. So my problem
was not in the ears; it must then be between
them.
The remainder of the visit was taken up
with discussions of spatial disorientation
and the feelings of insecurity and detachment which power pilots had reported. It
became clear that my own symptoms,
though not identical bec(luse of the rather
different environment in which a glider
pilot operates, were indicative of much the
same problem. A kind of anxiety neurosis
induced by, or perhaps inducing, feelings of
instability leading to great unease and a
longing to be on the ground again.
But was there a cure? Not as such, but
friendly reassurance and the knowledge
that I was not alone coupled with some
practical tips soon had me on the mend. I
210

FEAR OF FLYING
In the first half of this article (August Issue, p165) Anthony
described how for twenty years he suffered from
nervousness when flying until, In 1976, he was helped by the
RAF Insti1ute of Aviation Medicine at Farnborough.

climbed into my Olympia 463 a few days
after the visit and flew it from Cambr,idge to
Henlow and back, the greatest distance for
two years. The next year I managed two
lOOkm triangles and in 1978 I stayed up for
3hrs 40mms, the longest time for four years.

"Five-hour flights are
back again, and both a goal
Diamond and Gold height
have come my way . .."
Then Catharina and I did something
which turned out to be a great help. We
changed our 463 for an Astir Standard and
a whole new world of rock-like stability.
Five-hour flights are back again, and both a
goal Diamond. and Gold height ,in wave
have come my way, though on the flight
previous to my Gold height I did have to
open the brakes at 6000ft and descend
because the roughness caused the old worries to emerge. But I can control them now,
and allow for them. Let me tell other sufferers how.
First of all, don't be shy - talk about your
problem. You are not alone. Try to fly only
when you feel fit and relaxed, for other
anxieties exacerbate this particular problem. Try to fly only when you really want to
fly. This may rule out instructing, but I have
found that task flying is no problem provided I don't take it too seriously (but then I
never did). If you don't like a flight, land,
and try again another day.
Be sensible about your equipment. I
stuck to our Olympia 463 far too long (thirteen years) because I obstinately adhered to
the maxim that bad workmen blame their
tools. An Astir Standard is 50% heavier and

a whole world more stable. Add waterballast and it's like riding a gyroscope. Look
after yourself when flying. Eat and drink on
long flights, and try to relax a bit. Take care
of your semi-circular canals (now whatever
can he mean by that?).
When I was in the Farnborough centrifuge I noticed that moving my head up
and down induced nausea, and thinking
about it afterwards I realised that such a
movement when the body is turning will
obviously set up very confusing motions of
the fluid in one's ,canals. Yet what do we do
in our gliders? We put ourselves into high-g
thermalling turns and then move our heads
up and down like drinking ducks, taking our
eyes from the instruments to the horizon
and. back again; with a quick left-and-right
scan thrown in. Modern gliders are better
because the instruments tend to be both
further away and closer to the horizon, but
the real cure is to minimise head movements whilst thermalling - move the eyes
instead, they're designed for it.
A few months ago I was on a Lakeland
gliding expedition organised by Pete
Whitehead. After a week of limited success
we were positioning his Swallow in a field
on the flank of Skiddaw whensuddeoly he
offered me the COCkpit. Before I had time to
reflect on what was about to happen, I was
jerked over the edge, my 6ft 2in jammed
into Pete's winged tea chest. For a goldell
hour I soared Skiddaw. soared the finest
slope in England, a beautiful dear 2500ft
from 'bottom to top - three Long Mynds in
height. On the top, and for a lOOOft, thick
snow, and spread out at the bottom, Oerwent Water_ At that moment I was the hap.
piest man alive, a moment I would have
missed If I had not found help just when I
needed it Thank you, everyone, and for
those who suffer still, take heart, you do not
have to become an arm-chair pilot yet.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

MARY MEAGHER

When Bernie Fitchett asked me to
crew (or him in the 15 Metre Nationals at
Nympsfield I said yes right away. (Except
for Sundays, when other arrangements
would have to be made.) "Sure, I'll do it!" I
said, "but I don't know much about it.
You'll have to tell me what to do." Bernie
promised to get me a set of rules to study,
but they unfortunately never materialised.
"You'll have to do everything for him"
Elaine Townsend told me. (She crewed for
Bernie last year, when he won by four
peints.) "He needs a tot of looking after.
You'll have to scrub, pour, wash, mend,
smoke, fetch and carry, anI;! make sure he
doesn't forget anything." I began to have
misgivings. "In the air he's a genil!ls, but on
the ground, well ..." I did have the notion
that all I had to do was go and retrieve him if
be landed out,. which being one of the' best,
he was not so likely to do. This was beginning to sound involved. Oh well. At least it
would be a learning experience.
Saturday was scrubbed. Sunday I got
back in time to cheer like mad when Bernie's glider zapped over the finishing line
second, only Chns Garton came in next and
because he had started later, of course he
beat Bernie. Very confusing. I was confused
for the rest of the week.
Monday and Tuesday the only thing getting ready to fly was the briefing tent, which
threatened to set out on a downwind dash
(wind SW 20 gusting to 33) even as Phil
Andrews, the task setter, remained grimly
optimistic. We spent the rest of the afternoon staking down Bernie's tent, with an
extra line tied for security to the trailer. Do
not forget to detach your tent before driving
off with the trailer.

I pushed and
polished and
fetched and carried

_
_
_

Wednesday was a cracker. Bernie
showed me how to syphon water into the
wing tanks. I pushed and polished and
fetched and carried and did what I was told;
attended the briefing at Bemie's elbow and
dutifully copied down the track (Bridgnorth, Honeybourne, Rugby and home, a
total of 31Okm) and Bernie's secret codes
for Low, Landing, Final Glide, and Roll
(which means get the show on the road).
But it was such a super day, I was sure
Bernie wouldn't land out, and he said I
could slope off and do some local soaring
which I did in the Nympsfie1d club K-13
with Sutty Sutcliffe. We had a grand time,
six up all over the place; 'toured the Severn
valley and Gloucester Cathedral and
whooped it up· over the ridge. Bernie came
OctoOer/Nollember 1986

MARY AT THE
NATIONALS
A worm's eye view of the first of this season's competitions,
the 15 Metre ,Nationals, reported by Bernard Smyth on p217
home safely. Pete Sheard, in the encampment adjoining, was very unhappy. He had
forgotten to seal his camera.
You no longer need a committee watch
,from the ground while everybody dives for
the startline at once. The clever Japanese
have invented a camera that takes a picture
with the time of day included. There is a lot
of fuss in the briefing tent about setting the
litt'le clocks just right, and then the camera
mus,t be loaded, tied up with a bit of string
and some sticky paper by Pat White in the
control hut, backed up by a barograph that
also has to be smoked, loaded, sealed up
wlth sticky ,tape .and signed. [ let Bernie do
all that because I didn't want to do anything
stupid and mess him up. The competitor
takes a photo of the startline (the SW corner
of the white hangar) and when there is an
opportunity informs control by radio of his
statting time, later to be confirmed by the
film.
All the TPs must show up on the film as
well, taken from the correct angle and showing the correct landmarks. Poor old Chris
Lyttelton took a picture of Junction 14
instead of Junction 13 on the M4, and of
course they wouldn't take his word for it
how far he got round, so that set him back
substantially. So many ways to go wrong!
Ralph Jones made a fuss about Hemie
using No. 9 for the competition. Did he
have Charles Ellis's permission to use No.
9'1 Bernie doesn't have his own glider, he
was using the ASW-20 Booker GC 'bought
from the Italian Count Marco Gavazzi. The
Italian registration is I FEEL. (I feel pretty?
I feel sick?) The number on the tail, as befits
an Italian glider, is Roman numeral IX.
Yes, Ralph, Bemie did have Charles Ellis's
permission to use No. 9 in the Camp.
"You've got to take it seriously, Mary"
said Nigel Philpot, who was crewing for
Pete Sheard. "I don't go skiving 6ff round
the neighbourhood, I stay right here and
listen out for Pete."
Perhaps he's right. I noticed that nobody
else went swanning about local soaring,
despite the kind offer of Nympsfield GC of
free day membership for crew. Everyone

sunbathed intensively, keeping watch on
the gliding frequency for important messages. In particular, Gill and Brian Spreckley were in frequent radio contact. "Brian!"
"Gill!" "Brian!" "Gill!" Began to sound
like "Kathy!" "Heathcliffe!"
Clearly it was the duty of the crew to
provide radio inspiration as well as slave
labour. I began to feel I had been shirking
my duty, so next day I joined the sunbathers
and when Bernie called "No. 9, Delta," I
cranked up the old valve set in the back seat
of Bernie's car and acknowledged the call.
Carried on sending acknowledgements into
the ether but Bernie never heard any. I did
press the button, I really did. They heard it
on Brian's set.

Bernie tends to
wander off at
the last minute

_
_
_

Next day Bernie turned up with a checklist. He seemed surprised when I hadn't
heard of his check·list; item one on the
checklist should be don't forget the checklist. [t is an exceedingly useful and necessary
guide for the novice crew. The distillation of
years of competit,ion flying, rompiled by
Dee Reeves. Bernie's list includes under
headings Before Briefing, After Briefing,
Stow, Load, Check, At Night, all the nitty
niggling vital details that must be taken care
of before launch, eg;' remove pitot tapes,
check code, stow pee bag, tail doUy om!!
and in agonised caps, underlined,. stow pilot!
Bernie tends to wander off at the last
minute, which can be hard on the nerves of
the crew as the launch begins and the hookers dash and the tugs swoop and it will be
our turn ne)(l and where's tl1J.e pilot?
I felt a lot better with the check-list in
hand. With Bemie among the f,irs! four, and
because he won the Nationals last year, and
because he needed ,to do well in this one to
go to the WOrlds, J was beginning to feel
inadequate. A terrible fear of goofing.
Remembered just in time not to polish off
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Just always make the wrong decision!
Picking the wrong field can be bad news; picking the wrong
insurance company can be a disaster!
That's why the bright guys choose Mowbray Vale - because they
know they're the experts when it comes to glider insurance.
So ifyour problem is aircraft insurance, make the right decision now!

Ring Carol Taylor or Stephen Hill on Thirsk (0845) 23018
- 24hr. Ansaphone Service.
Or write to

MOWBRAYVALE INSURANCE
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 1HL.
Telex: 587470
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Fax: 0845 25483

Represented at Lloyds
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

MARY AT THE Nft.TIONALS

t,he mark the timekeepers scrawled on the
canopy. Tucked in his pillow, ticked off the
list, hooked up ehecable and scuttled off
with the tail doUy.
All day I stayed by my post, but never
heard anything from No. 9 until he called
two minutes to line. I dashed to the field,
met Bemie on landing, and we towed IX
back to base. Bemie was faidy pleased with
his day, until he unclipped his camera. It
wasn't sealed. Sealing cameras was not On
the check-list.
Bemie was so mad he stomped off to
conerol .and forgot eo take a picture of his
tail fin. That cost another 20pts. Because
Peee Sheard had forgotten to seal his camera the day before a pr.ecedent had been see
and they only deducted five minutes from
Beroie's time for oot sealing the eamera. I
felt terrible. Somehow responsible. Should
have thought of it! Thought he'd done it
already, hut Lt wasn't on the check-list!
Doris and Laura showed uP' on the
weekend and did a splendid professional
job of crewililg for Bernie; he did much better on Saturday. Sunday everybody landed
oul on a miserably hot soggy day. Spreckley
won, of course. Hernie' ended up in 4th
place.
Ferhaps in the fullness of time it won't
seem to matter so much.
>I<

>I<

>I<

All the big shots were lounging around
waiting for the' launch, while lustin Wills
tord a story about a competition in France,
some year's ago. Everybody landed out in
the same big field some' distance from base,
so arrangements were made for 15 tugs to
come next morning to retrieve the 30 glideT$ and the pilots were laken by coach to a
very nice hotel nearby. Splendid dinner.
They aU got up early and went to the dewsoaked field. Hut one self-important German pilot, flying a Nimbus 2 (tremendous
span) insisted his glider had to be first to
take off because he had a very important
business appointment. So the others helped
him push the Nimbus up to the front of the
queue .. Eventually a buzzing in the distance,
and the 15 French tugs arrived and the 15
French tug pilots got out and stood around
in the morning air, eating their baguettes,
etc. The German got very impatient with
the delay and insisted on starting out right
away. So one pilot shrugged, and stiU chewing on his b~guette, etc, hooked up to the
Nimbus and began the take off run. The tug
took off. The Nimbus, however, being still
wet with dew, declined to fly. There was a
sound of expensive crunching in the far
hedge, the tug released, came round and
landed, .and the pilot said, with nonchalance, "Who's next?"
OctQber/NQvember 1986

TIM PEARCE

NEARLY
LUCKY
Tim writes about his first
cross-country and Silver
distance attempt which
ended up as a 210km O/R to
Lasham

I

knew it was my lucky day ... 1 just knew
it. I could feel it in the air. As a family man, I
had delivered the children to school and
filled the car with petrol. I bought two
boxed drinks and a handful of Harvest
Crunch bars {for airborne lunch with luck)
and checked that the chewing gum was
already stowed in my hat.
I arrived at Nympsfield feeling relaxed
and confident. lames gave me a good briefing for my first cross-country and at 1153hrs
I launched the K-6E into a hopeful sky on
the start of this great adventure, releasing at
2000ft over the airfield.
I settled down fairly quickly and after
establishin.g that [ could remember how to
thermal by taking a couple of local climbs to
c1oudbase, I se,t the stop-watclr, pressed the
start button and off I set. I must admit that I
was never really confident, nor did I doubt
myself, I just set off.
Aston Down and a 6kt thermal, fly south
to Kemble, more lift, follow the railway
line, Cricklade (c1oudbase again), on to
Swindon, Hey I'm at Swindon and just
38min into the flight. It was unbelievable.
Around the northern outsk,irts and I picked
up the motorway. The weather ahead
looked poor with large areas of total cover,
and my spirits took a knock when I spotted
loe Cook in a field with the club Astir.
I scratched on fairty regardless and made
Hungerford with about 200mt. Turning in
weak Hft I found myself in comp·any with a
libelle (one of the few gliders I can identify
at a glance) and, thinking my sdf-confessed
erratic thermalling might put this other pilot
off, I edged away to an area of promising
fields about a mile away and straight into a
briJIiant thermal (what luck). Back at
cloudbase (now about 3000ft) 1 made my
way to Newbury where I realised that I waS
going to land. This sent me into a moment of
panic and [ heard myself thinking that I

would crash as fidd after field had to he
discounted for one reason or another.
Then there it was, my .tiield, ahead of my
port wing. It wasn't perfect (are they ever?)
but i,t was big enough and near enough. and
not too far out of wind. 1flew over to check
for slope, then back again to check once
more. The downwind boundary was a low
hedge with a few small trees but there were
gaps large enough for an easy approach ...
perfect
Woosh ... Should I? The book
said no
I did
2kl up all the way round
... it held good
the altimeter started
creeping up
back to the 1000, then
1500, 2000
all the way back to cloudbase at 3500ft. What luck (does anyone else
talk to thermals? I certainly chatted to that
one all the way up).
I must say in defence of my deoision to
turn in a thermal, having already decided to
land, that my altimeter at that moment (I
won't tell you what it. read) was under reading by about 300ft relative to Nympsfield.
Anyway cloudbase again and glad of it with
that heavily wooded area to the south of
Greenham Common to <:ross.
A quick check of ·the map to assure me
that Basingstoke was coming up ahead.
Over the golf course Arthur Duke flew
!beneath me on his return journey and his
cheerful wave was most welcome. I spotted
gliders before I saw Lasham, but when I
realised they were local machines I quickly
sorted out the club from Odiham away to
the left.
Flying in lift I reached the club and
checked my watch ... a little DVe, 'two
hours, not bad. Now photographs. Ray
Lemin had cautioned me about photographic sectors but I think Keith Aldridge's
succinct "Fly in on course well beyond the
clubhouse, turn and take a picture of it
down the wing" came to mind more readily,
and that's what I did, twice. Just to make
sure.
That was it. Silver distance in the bag
(well in the camera anyway). I was pleased
(understatement). If I'd known how I would
have done a loop. Now for a big decision.
Should I land and claim that distance or do I
turn back?
I stayed high over Lasham and had lunch.
I felt super cool and definitely a pundit eating my crunch bar and drinking my Caribbean cocktail whilst thermalling over the
club. Mind you I did feel a bit of a wally
" when I squeezed the box ready for stowing
and sprayed the canopy with sticky cordial.
The book says try up wind and see how
you get on ... so off I went. It is much
slower isn't it? I remembered on my second
climb on the return journey (for that's what
it was by now) thinking that [ would never
be rid of Basingstoke . but gradually it
(Continued on p245)
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BRENNIG JAMES

I

figured no one would ever let me fly a Nimbus
3, so I had to buy one and now, about £50000
poorer, I had my own, visiting Fuentemilanos in
Spain for the sixth time.
Having flown the first SOOkm triangle in the UK,
I was keen to fly the first 1Oookm triangle too, but
felt pretty certain that it wasn't on in the UK
unless you got launched at lOam every good day
for five years. Over the previous few days I had
flown three 500km and a 600, I had pored over
maps and glided down to, Hervlls and back to
assess the TPs down there. The TPsl chose
were first Monleagudo reservoir, Bejar, MonteagudQ town, then home - l004/(m.
My Nimbus 3 was fully loadedl with waterballast to 75Okg. I1 was launchedl at 12.04 local time
which, 'being double summer time and 4°west, is
about 9.5Oam on the sundial. Launching is down
hill on the runway, but unfortunately downwind
and crosswind, so there are ten seconds of
naked fear while you wonder whether your controls will act before you have groundlooped into
the he<%le.
Already one or two cumulus were sitting on the
local mountains and I asked the tug pilot over the
radio to go to the southermost of these near St
Raphael. On the way a stoo flew across my track
which I thought was a good omen, particularly as
I was in the medical profession.
I cast off and climbed atl Okt to 11 OOOft, came
back to the airfield and photographed it to have a
start. Along track a few cu were forming, so I went
to these slowly pushing up my inter-thermal
speed from 70 to 90kt as the clouds turned out to
be reliable. Usually the lift is better over the
mountains.
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Tne airfield is at 3280ft and the mountains go
up to about 7500ft. Cloudbase was 11 000 rising
to 13oooft, and I tried to stay above 9000ft all the
time. , kept about 500ft clear of cloudbase since
my view of the clouds would be obscured. I just
f1ewaJong the weather in the general direction of
the next TP.
I had worked out that above 140kt I was losing
out, but at 12OOOft 120kt indicated is 150kt truequite a useful speed. I was either going to do
1000km fast or not at all, so once I was established I would pick the next cloud then make a
definite sprint for it at 120kt, then when I hit the
thermal, heave back the stick toclimb at 60°. Just
before It stalled I caught it with stick and rudder
and flicked it into a45°circJe. The zoom got back
500ft and three turns put on l l 000ft - this was
usually enough. I would pick the next cloud and
make a definite sprint af 120 for it. Fairly soon' I
had settled into this routine and was knocking off
the thermals with ease.
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IRST U OOOKM
TRIANGLE IN EUROPE
B.rennlg, who in 1'968 became the first in the UK to comp'lete a
500km triangle, is the first British pilot to fly a 1000km triangle
In Europe. On July 11 he covered 1004km In his Nimbus 3 in
8~rs.

Brennig started gliding in 1947 and was a founder member of Thames Valley GC, now Booker,
and is also a member of Oerlinghausen. He has
All Three Diamonds.
Total energy is not much help as it cannot cope
with 120kt. I used two,variometers, a Winter and
a simple Westerboer. Both the needles moved
as one, the only advantage was that the electric
was set to music so Icould look out of the window
occasionally.
I think centring on therma.ls is a myth. In Spain
particularly lift Is narrow and rough. You can
often feel yourself well set up in 4kt lift, but after a
little rummaging around, find 1Okt to one side. I
find three turns in one place is about the limit, so I
either scratch around again or press on. I was
getting 10kt most of the time and confirmed this
with watch and altimeter. OCcassionally I got
12ktclimbs. 1000kmatl/D 1:25 is 40km climb or
1200ooft, which works out at about 120 thermals, so my recollection of the flight is a little hazy
- just a frantic rush from cloud to cloud.

The Nimbus 3
is a handful

_

With full waterballast and 80ft wingspan, the
Nimbus 3 is a handful, but I found I quickly got
used to it and oould throw the aircraft around very
easily. I hardly ever dolphined. I think three quick
turns in a strong the~mal payoff much better.
Often Ijust could not keep up the required level of
concentration to circle really well, so when I fell
off the table of the lift the vario, Instead of trilling,
used to emit a discouraging durr. So ,I often
centred by flying away from the durr - rather lazy,
but on a 'long flight anything goes.
About three-quarters of the way to Monte-

agOOo I got lost as one runs out of landmarks, 'but
I found a railway with a village in the crook of a
hairpin, a fix, so I was on my way. There was a
nice cloud beyond the reservoir, but after I had
worked it I found I had gone about five miles too
far, but it was as well that I had because I was
soon down to 6000ft which I considered was very
low. I had my eye on a slope to soar but got away
in a mere 6kt. Once around the first TP it was a
mad rush down to Bejar. Ijust fonowed the clouds
and found myself approaching Bejar from the
eastwith a layer of<:irrus above. There was agap
beyond, but by the time the sun was through,
warmed the ground and the thermal rose to
where I was, there would be considerable delay.
After Bejar Ishould have retraced my track and
flown round the arc of mountains to the east, but I
took a short cut and got down to 6000ft again. I hit
ten down and made a dash for the nearest avail·
able field, about ten miles away, but immediately
it the strong lift which the sink surrounded and
wound up smartly to 10OOOft and was on my way
again.
In general, the mountains and a five mile band
around them are unlandable. The plains are OK.
Large fields, few hedges, often one field in three
is fallow. Once back near c1oudbase, it was back
to the previous routine.
About two-thirds of the way back, along this
leg, I tried entering a few healthy looking clouds,
but they did not payoff, so I carried on as before.
Returning to Monteagudo, which again was
out in the blue, I only got down to 9OOOft, but had
to dog leg a lot before I found strong lift to
13000ft. About 80 miles from base on the return
leg the clouds gave out at about 8pm, so I slowed
down to best glide; 60kt indicated 75kt true, 90
now I began to dolphin a bit. It was hazy and
flying into the sunset 1 only had a vague idea
where I was, but the ship hardly seemed to lose
height at all. In fact, I got home with about 2000ft
in hand - I dumped 250kgs of water and landed
with a flourish.
After a mild beat up I climbed up and turned
downwind. Now the part I like the best - fly
downwind about half a mile from the airfield
which is now out of sight. Ido a 180°turn and as I
level out see the runway dead straight ahead.
Half brake and touch down one-third of the way
along the runway, roll and turn onfo the tarmac
outside the clubhouse.
"Ich habe ein tausend kilometers geflogen! Das
ist gut."
SAILPLANE & Gt../DING

VIVIEN HALEY

SUnday, May 4 and I was up at 6.45am to a
blue sky and high winds. Oh well, I thought, not
much good for a cross-country today!
Drjving to the gliding site a11.30 cumulus was
appearing everywhere. This was not a good sign,
it meant that it would probably over-convect by
lunchtime!
On arrival at the site, I was met with great
gloom as very strong winds from the SE meant
taking off on the soon runway. Only one problem
- "friendly" l'ocal farmer does not like us and has
erected 8ft concrete posts at the end 01 the runway. Therefore, no flying: today!
Paul Robinson, whO is great on optimism, said
to me "Why don't you do a downwind dash and
try for the UK women's 100km goal? It's only
83km1h and has been held for 29 years. You
oould fly to Crowland!" As we obviously would
not be able to launch a glider, I looked at my map,
smoked my barograph, put film in camera and
nattered as is the way at all gliding sites.
At 9.30am a oommittee meeting, started in the
clubhouse and a few of us were left outside to
contemplate the beautiful cumulus clouds and
the strong crosswinds.
"Come for a ride to Ipswich Airport to bUy a
map" suggested Colin and off I went for an hour
or so.
On return, no gliding yet but the wind had
veered to 170°. I then changed my destination to
Langham Airfield on the Nonolk coast but this
was only 98km from our site,so chose Raydon
Airfield as my s.tar! point - both are deserted
airfields.
By this time, Pete Wilby, our ex-CFI, had
arrived and he offered to tow me off (towards. the
concrete posts which had never been done
before:!) Up until now I had quite happily been
planning this flight (since I wasn't going anywhere) - now my tummy started to do peculiar
things.
The Sporting Code and Official Observer's
boOklel were scoured but, although arl 00 could
drive 10 a certain point at Raydon Airfield and I
could be observed crossing the startline below
300011, record attempts were :not.able to accept a
remote finish and timing by the barograph.
I heaved a big sigh 01 relief and had another
cup 01 coffee. My partner, Kevin, 'phoned home
to say he would be back for lunch.
The committee meeting finished and :1 told'
Paul the news that the record could ,not be
attempted as there would be no one at Langham
Airfield to observe my arrival. "No problem" he
informed me, "we'll get an 00 there!" and
rushed off to 'phone Tibenham to see whatconditions were llike ifl Norfolk. 'I tried to remonstrate
with Paul but all to no avail - he's like a bUlldogl
when he gets the bit between his teeth!
I felt decidedly sick by now and' sat down to
have another 'look at the map, seriously, this
time. Kevin said Quietly that ill wanted to go, he
would rig the glider,
Pirat, and not to worry
about that side 01 things.
I went to the loo!
By now, everyone seemed to be involved as
nothing else was happening and this was exciting, wasn't it? More calculations were made, distances and heights of airlields measured and a
declaration board photographed. I couldn't do
that, of cOUrse - my hands were shaking so much
that I could not hotd the camera.

a
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OLD RECORD BROKEN
Vlvien, who has always faintly disapproved of separate
records for men and wom.en, was bullied into attem,pting to
beat the UK single-seater women's 100km goal held for 29
yea,rs by Rlka Harwood.

Vivien photographed after her reQOrd flight. She flies her syndicate Pirat at the Essex & Suffolk GC and
ill her seven years' gliding has a Silver C and Gold height with Diamond goal ambitions. A teacher with
three grown sons, Vivien also· has a PPL.

Soon after 2.00pm Paul and Jonathan
Abbess, the 00, set off to race to tangham
Airfield. The trailer would fOllow after I had
started. I was committed. Angus, our eFl, drove
to Raydon Airfield to officially observe the start
Everything that could be done, had been done.
The fact that no one knew what lhE! conditions
were like for soaring didn't Seem to matter - it
lOOked OK!
I visited the Iooagain, packed my handbag and
crossword puzzle for when I had to sit in a field for
four hours waiting for a retrieve and towed the
glider to the launch point.

Nervousness gone _ - - _
Just concentrating
_
EveryOlle watched with interest to see if we
impaled ourselves on the concrete posts. a~ the
end of the runway. Noproblem. Pete held the tug
down until the last minute. 'I was all right now,
nervoosness gone, just oonoentrating on seeing
where the lift was during the tow. It seemed very
close to the ground which wasn't a great deal of
help! Pete waved me off in the correct position at

the DOrrect height and I turned \0 cross the startline and headed towards Waltisham Airfield and
Stowmar'kel 1 encountered no lift where
expected and had lOst 1COOft! I made a decision
- it was not good enough for a cross-country and
I turned back towards tAa site. I; felt bad. All the
effort everyone had made, but it was better to
Iland at the site than in a field 15 miles away.
When I was almost ~back at the site at 1500ft, I
found some iero sink and; tried a turn. Mmrrmm,
112kt, 1kt, 2-4kt up. I climbed up to 3300ft and
into clOUd. By this time the wind had taken me
downwind of Wattis~am and I decided to go, I
thought that I had blown the record attempt, but 1
would treat it as a normal cross-oountry flight. I;
kept a northerly heading and all· my lan(lmarks
came up where I expected bi,lt, $Qvery Quickly! I
found the lift difficult to work and was down to
1400-1600ft on three more occasions throughout the flight with beautiful fields picked out. I
would fly from directly upwind of a superb looking
cloud and not :be able tQ find the lift anywhere,
then the vario would start tQ beep at zero and :1
would have to scratch aoo work it until It became
2-4kt up. My language was unprintable! When I
reached 300011 I would set off in Iift on the downwind side of the clooo, but altering my speed to
whatever was necessary to fly level, then sink
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ELSPETH MORRISON

COMPU .&A
CROSS-COUNTRY
A Computer Aid to Planning a Cross-Country Task

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
Repairs and overhauls
carried out
Approved for PZL and Winter
Instruments
Barograph Calibration centre

Write or phone:

M. G. Hutchinson
'Tanfield'
Shobdon
Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR6 9LX
Tel. 056-881-368

(answering machine)
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J!rtmoak is an excellent soaring site, at least
for local soaring. Two ~hr flights for the Bronze C
is easy. Progress on Silver legs proceeds rapidly
as the Shrs just needs to be endured and a
H)OOm height gain is frequently on. Even Gold
height can be achieved fortuitously by early solo
pilots flying on the right day in the right conditions.
But Portmoak pilots, with a few notable exceptions, are not renowned for cross-country activity. The atmosphere is clear. The views are
superb. There should be no problems of navigation and yet we remain locked into local soaring.
Breaking away is difficult
Hill lift disappears as we move away from the
escarpment. There are thermals but they are
insubstantial and uncertain, discouraged by the
sea breezes and the local expanse of water,
Loch Leven. Portmoak is situated in its own blue
hole. So back to the hill we go. A pity because
they tell me 10km inland and wesl the thermals
are waiting.
Of course there is the wave but to exploit wave
requires flair and courage. Ten thousand feet
may increase the radius of the local soaring territory but as the wave clouds close in under you
and the gaps disappear, navigation becomes
more difficult and photographing of TPs nearly
impossible. As the ground visibility diminishes so
does the nerve.
Go east and we move towards the coast and
the forbidden airspace around Leuchars. Go
south and we must cross the estuary of the Forth
and stray into the Edinburgh TMA. So we must
head west or north. Then the real trouble is not
Blue 22 but unfriendly terrain. Hills and mountains offer few attractive choices for unscheduled
tield landings.
To maximise the possibility of lift, to encompass the desired distance with identifiable TPs
and to provide a reasonable chance of a safe
landing if all lift fails cross-country tasks from
Portmoak need to be carefully planned.
Few 300km triangles have been declared and
successfully aooomplished within Scotland.
However, the changed rules permitting zig-zags
and closed tasks with three TPs increase the
possibilities enormously and planning has
become the latest hobby for every glider pilot
with aspirations (should I say fantasies) beyond
the SilverC.
The mercator projection onto a flat sheet of
paper known as a topographical airchart is of
limited use for precise measurement. Thus the
simple approach of chart, pins and a measured
piece of string is inaoourate,
Foraoouracy calculations must be based on
spherical geometry. The exact distance between

two points may be calculated provided the
latitude and loogitudeof each ;point is known. A
formula for use on a scientific calculator was
developed with A. Shelton. But even with this the
calclilations are tedious, time-consuming and
error prone. The obvious solution is to
a
computer. The program, which provides a
generalised solution for any valid task, was written in BBC Basic but may be easily converted for
any other microcomputer.
To use this program you must understand the
current rules which permits a task to (a) be open
or closed and (b) have a minimum of one leg and
a maximum of four.
An open task: does not return to the starting
point in contrast to a closed task where the finish
and the slart are the same point. Examples of
closed tasks are the two leg OJfl and the three
leg triangle. While Ihe two leg dog leg and the
three leg zig-zag are open tasks.
With N legs the closed task has a common
start and finish point plus N-1 TPs. The open task
has a start point, a finish and N-1 TPs.
Longitude and latitude are recorded as
degrees, minutes and seconds. In the UK, being
north of the equator, the latitude is always a
'northing'. Usually the longitude is a 'westing'as
most places in the UK lie west 01 the Greenwich
meridian, however, allowance for an 'easting'
has been made for pilots flying around East Anglia, Kent or other points east.
Using this program it has been shown thal
theoretically a 750km task and even a 1000km
task could be done within Scotland. Perhaps only
one pilot has the experience, the skill and the
glider to achieve this. Will he be ready to fly the
day the right conditions prevail'?
For most of us our ,fantasies are more modest.
In ignorance of the normal pattern of therrnals I
once thermalled north and east of Portmoak to
achieve an aooeptable Silver C distance. Now I
know better but perpetually lail to break away
from the blue hole of Loch Leven. Ten kilometres
west the thermals are waiting! Ten kilometres
west I hit sink and turn tail towards home. Whne
some pilots break the sound barrier I struggle to
break the ten kilometre barrier. Once I make ill
believe anything is possible ... In the meantime I
can occupy the rainy day by studying charts,
choosing' TPs and calculating without tedium.

use

Any reader wanting further information
should contact Elspeth at 5 Riselaw Terrace,
Edinburgh, EH10 6HW. She is happy to send
. listings, notes atc if you send IJ sae alid will
supply the program 011 disc, plus supporting
documentation, but woufd appreciate t2.00
to cover the cost of the disc and pap.
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BERNARD SMYTH

SAILPLANE 15 METRE CLASS
.WS
NATIONALS
DG·600

Held at Nympsfield from J'une 7-15 with six contest days
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Development work on the new 15m Class
DG-600 is iA an advanced stage with the maiden
flight scheduled for 1987. It has 17m wingtip
extensions and a new thin wing section with
boundary layer oontrol which has onlV 12% max
thickness, developed by Messrs Horstmann and
Quast of the OFV'lR Braunsclilweig. This carbon
fibre wing, plus a small diameter fuselage boom
and a n~ tailplane, promises to give an increase
in performance.
The well proven DG cockpit will be used and all
controls will be hooked up automatically, which is
an important safety feature.
The predicted glide angle for the 15m is 1:451:46 and 1:49-1 :50 for the 17m version.
Grob G 103C
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Grob have brought out a new two-seater" the (~
1030 Twin 1111, which uses the fuselage and tailplane of the Twin 11 Acro, but has an entirelynew
wing. The planform resembles that of the Discus,
whilst the profile, by HorslmanA afld Quast, is
said to be much less sensitive to, rain. The wingspan has been increased by ~ 10 l8m. Claimed
performance is 1:38 at 110kmlh. To improve
aerobatic performance, wide span ailerons have
been fitted, giving a roll performance of four seconds from 45 0 to 45°. The use,of carbon fibre has
allowed Grob to maintain the empty weight at
370kg, whilst increasing the maximum all-up
weight to 600kg (from SSOkg),. VNE has also been
increased by 30kmlh to 280kmlh.
October/November 1986

Rebriefing.

B

rian Spreckley won the 15 Metre Nationals
at the Bristol &GlolJCestershire GC's site by the
skin of his teeth. He won !wo days but was
closely chased by Justi" Wills and managed to
win tne trophy in the end by only 34pts.
rhis Booker LS-6:pair pllshed Lasham's eMs
Garton (Ventus B) into Srd place. He was only
53pts behind Justin.
Brian Spreckle.y came 7t1:1, 4th, =15th and
even, =18th on four days, but managed to stay In
froot on points except for Day 2 when Chris Garton became' overall leader for a day.
Booker's 8ernard Fitchett (ASW-20) was usually in the first seven throughout the six days with
Spreckley, Garton andWills" but on his best days
he was.only 2nd and 3ro, and came 4th overall.
Out of the six days there were. three 1000pt
ones and a 958. One day 'gave 520pts and the
final one 489, 'so it was altogether a testing Gomp
with conditions varying from an almost rOOkm/h
day to near gale,-forcewinds with everyone lafld'ing out.
"Marvellous fun" was how BriM Spreckley
descfibed ,the event In thanking director James
Metcalf aDd, his team for all their work.
The first day .(Saturday, June 7) began

ignominiously, with 25 gliders taking off in
worsening conditions fOf a 226km triangle.
Cloudbase dropped from 2000 to 1200ft while
launching was going' on and the 25 soon landed
back and the day was scrubbed.
But the first contest day on Sunday was much
happier, if windy. Brian Spreckley was first back
frorn the 242km triangle at 59.82kmIh. Chris Garton was 2nd at 56.24 and Semie Rtchett 3rd at
55.58kmlh, Chris arriving with just enough
energy to land ahead.
Fourteen gliders made it back with a big landout near Enstone along the return leg. RobeI1
Dall (Discus) got within sight of Nympsfield but
had to land on Minchinhampton Common. Task
setter Phil Andrews was glad to see the 14 make
it home to prove the task had been "on".
Day 2 (Wednesday, June 11) was a day of
days after two rest days - a 31 Okm quadrilateral.
Chris Garton won at just short of 1OOkmlh and all
but James Weston (DG-1oo) of Ulster got back,
many finishers arriving only seconds apart.
Martyn Wells was 2nd at 97.89 and Justin Wills
3rd at 94.73kmlh.
Brian Spreckley won Day 3 (Thursday, June
12) - a 227km triangle - at a creditable
217
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94.53km/h in difficult conditions under an inversion. He went up from 2nd to overall leader.
Ralph Jones (Ventus) had trouble when he
returned to Nympsfield not long after take-off
with camera problems. His wingtip hit long grass
and he ground-looped, damaging his starboard
aileron and tail. He was out for the day but was
back overnight after quick repairs.
All but three 01 the remaining 38 got back, one
landing on Selsley Common just off the east end
of the airfield.
Friday the 13th (Day 4) promised an even
lower inversion, but a 212~m triangle was set.
Later it was reduced to a 180km dog leg 0 fR, but
everyone still landed out. Robin May -(ASW-20)
won with 135.6km for 520pts although lan Ashdown (Pegasus 101A) of SQuthdown GC flew
138.6km, but a photographic penalty'reduced his
points to 481 giving him 6th place. Distances
flown were as low as 11 km.
Saturday (Day 5) was a difficult day with no
good height gains and poor viz. Tom ZeaJley
damaged his ASW-20 in a land-out and had to
withdraw for the rest of the contest.
All but eight returned home from the 217km
triangle, though, and the 1000pts went to Chris
Garton for 82.72km/h. Bernie Fitchett was 2nd
(78.81) and Booker's Mike Young (77.02) wa~
3rd in a Ventus B. Brian Spreckley's 4th place
was good enough to keep him in first place overall, but only just, at 34pts.
After several stand-downs, a 185km triangle
was set on the final day, Sunday, June 15, but
everyone landed out and it was a late prizegiving after Martin Durham's win in his Ventus ,B
with 128.6km.

thermals to about 3500ft. Mean wind: 090 0 7kt. FreezIng level: 11 OOO/t. Max temp: 24'C, dew point: 13 fal·
ling to 9'C.
Day 6, Sunday, June 15. The high had receded northwards and the easterly winds strengthened during the
morning. The air was almost isothermal to 5000ft and it
was mostly too dry for any cu except for a short spell
when a few very flat clouds appeared, chieffy over the
higher ground. Most thermals only reached about
3000ft. Mean wind: 090 ~ 24"kt. Freezing level: 12000ft.
Max temp: 26'C, dew point 13"C.

WEATHER SUMMA'RY ·BY TOM BRADBURY
Day 1. Sunday, <lune 8. A warm front moved eastwards across Ireland but a weak ric;Jge over England
gave moderate lift beneath an inversion at 5000ft.
Some areas of ~pread out de veloped and the inversioo
lowered during the afternoon. Mean wind: 27()' 17k1.
Freezing level: 4QOOh and 9()()()ft, Max temp: 17'C,
dew point: 7'
Day 2. Wednesday. June.11,A warm fron.t wave moving eastwards over Brittany brought much overnight
rain, clearing early in the morning as a new high began
to form Qve; ·Ireland. A1tholJgh the air was intiany very
unstable a subsidence inversion rapidly reduced the
size of cumulus over the west Midlands. Strong thermals dl1veloped giving generally very good soaring.
Mean wind: 360' I·Okt. Freezing levl1l: 4000ft. Max
temp: 16"C, dew point: 4'C.
Day 3. Thursday, June 12. The high continued to build
aM was centred just off Easl Anglia at midday but
upper cloud ahead of' the next Atlantic frontal system
covered all exceplthe south-east. This cloud broke up
during the day allowing weak thermals to develop
0
below an inversion at 4000ft. Mean wind: 240 Bkt.
Freezing level: ll000ft. Max temp: 18'(;, daw point:

,

8 "C.
Day 4. F.riday, June 13. The belt of high. pressure
extended lrom Denmarlc to Comwall but although the
Atlantic koots had weakened there was extensive
upper cloud. In the morning there were inversions at
1500 and 4000ft and the cirrus was· so thiCk that the few
therms/s which did form were weak,only becoming
usable where the cirrus thinned out. Mean wind: 270 0 8
kI. Freezing level: I I OOOft. Max temp; 21 'C, dew point:

I

8'C.
Day 5. Saturday, June 14, The belt of high pressure
had moved north to lia over northern England. Although
lh6 frontal system had decaYed the residual moisture
was just sufficient for very flat clouds to form for 8 time
along the rOl/te. A little further to the sOUlh and esst the
air was too dry tor any cloud: The inversion limited
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P08
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

30
31
32
33

34
35
36
37
38

39

Spreckley, B. T.
Wlllo, T. J.
Gorton, C.
Fl1chett, B.
Young. M.J.
Wollo, M.
Monto, G.
MOY,R.
EIlIott, B.
Throooell, M. G.
Dur11am,M. W.
Munloch, M.
DIll, R.
Sheen!, P. G.
Cook, I.
Stuart, T.
HIII,D.J. M.
WBtaon, A- J.
Redmon, S. J.
KIng, P. A-

_118,0.
Janeo, P.
Joneo, R.
Stlngemore, G.
Macfaclyen, T. E.
Boatln, J.
Howklno, Pamelo
McAndrew, G.
F.nner, A- T.
Aohdown, I.
Z.lIoy, T. S.
Homlll,E.
Smllh, G. N. D.

Baker, R.
OawlOn, M.
GI088Op, J. D. J.

Moulang, T.
Ly11el1on, G.
Weston,J.

• = penalty;
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Gild...
LS-6
LS-6
Ventuo B
ASW-20
Venluo B
LS-6
ASW-20
ASW·20
Ventuo
Venluo
Ventuo B
ASW-20
Dlscuo
Ventuo A
Mini Nlmbu.

00-300
Dlacuo
Mosqullo
ASW·20L
Mini Nlmbu.
Veg.
Ventuo B
Ventuo
Vontuo
ASW-20L
Ventuo B
Nlmbuo15
"-g88uol01
Mini Nlmbuo
"-goouo 1OlA
ASW-20
ASW-20
LS-4
ASW-20
Std Clrruo
ASW-20
ASW-20
ASW-200
00-100

rr

Brian Spreckley, the Champion, with Gill, his
wife. Both photos by Bemard Smyth.

DIy 2 11.6
310km.
Bridgenorth,
Honeyboume, M11M4S

Diy 1 U
242km.
Mof Junction 13,
SlIverstone
Speed
(Dlstl
59.82
53.54
58.24
55.58
53.43
(177.20)
50.08
(215.70)
52.32
43.84
43.17
(163.20)
(237.00)
(172.50)
(172.20)
44.97
(172.20)
40.60
(231.00)
(64.30)
(17850)
(178.50)
51.70
(170.70)
(182.00)
(198.00)
(190.70)
(181.20)
(168.50)
(178.50)
42.01
(84.00)
42.90
(178.50)
(16900)
(72.00)
(87.20)
(30.80)
(142.50)

Poo

PIs

1
4
2
3
5
25
8
17
6
10
11
32
15

1000
944

26
=27
9
=27
14
16
38
~22

=22
7
29
20
18
19
21
31
33
13
36
12
=22
30
37
35
39
34

968

962
943
518
912
645
933
856
850

472
716
503
502
866
502
'777
696
146
523
523
927
497
534
587

563
532
483
423
840
'191

848
523
491
171
222
36
404

Speed
(Dlat)
91.86
94.73
99.63
91.94
87.21
97.89
88.04
92.22
91.42
88.87
84.75
88.63
70.15
89.22
90.01
77.73
74.94
87.60
84.76
86.34
85.22
84.03
94.07
89.36
72.44
81.73
87.02
79.04
83.62
89.27
78.46
81.36
72.55
86.55
66.01
75.81
88.12
75.19
(232.20)

Poo
7
3
1
6
16
2
15
5
8
13
G22
18
37
12
9
30
36
24
=22
20
21
25
4
10
35
27
17

32
26
11
29
28
34
19
38
31
14
33
39

Pta

886
928
1000
687
818
974

630
891
880

842
782
812
567
'847

859
679
588

'773
782
805
789
771
918
B49
601
737
815
'648
765

848
689
732
803

808
'407

650
631
641
197

Diy 3 12.8
227km.
llllham, DIdcot
Speed
(Dlot
94.58
85.00
82.89
85.19
73.13
84.24
72.43
79.16
80.09
87.25
67.96
75.60
78.73
81.54
78.08
65.17
73.12
66.63
70.08
73.31
66.03
63.23
0
73.47
79.81
84.91
75.90
72.93
(224.80)
67.40
75.96
73.44
(63.70)
74.07
55.07
72.51
72.74
70.78
(184.80)

Poo
1
2
6
5
-19
4
24
10
8
28
Z7
15
11
7
12

32
=19
29
26
18
30
34
39
=16
9
3
14
21
36
31
13
-16
38
33
35
23
22
25
37

DIy 4 13.6
l80km d11 OIR
WlntIlge, Crlckfldo,
WlntagO
Pto

Dlot

958 105.10
827
799
'810
685
817

660

130.60
68.90
84.90
112.6
129.90
124.60
135.60
70.90
112.10
109.60
131.10
107.80
82.90
64.70
53.20
125.90
68.70
32.70
122.40
75.40
105.10
132.90
25.20
116.80
68.90
98.80
11.00
65.40
138.60
87.70
53.20
68.90
72.20
73.90
46.20
30.70

633
250

40.50

856
748
780

585
595
699
742
780

733
557
685

580
624
668
569
'434
0
670
757
828
703
663

310
'567
704
670
68
'534
419
657

P08
~15

4
=25
19
14
5
7
1
24
11
12
3
13
20
30
~31

9
28
35
8
21
~15

2
37
10
=25
17
36
29
6
18
~31

=25
23
22
33
36

ONF
34

Pto

DIy S 14.6
217km.
Southem,
SUv....tone

Speed
(Dlot)

72.07
71.99
82.72
78.81
77.02
71.80
68.53
68.65
62.33
64.43
58.16
403
58.27
500
59.25
395
67.01
283
62.30
201
64.58
149
82.42
'457
219
80.08
58.77
57
64.18
461
88.20
249
63.56
383
508 (158·80l
62.16
23
436 (177.60)
220 (184.60)
355 (78.70)
62.17
0
6258
204
'481 (182.80)
305 (159.80)
149, 59.77
220 I 58.87
235 (166.60)
243 60.45
58.52
118
61.20
48
52.19
54.35
92
383

498
220
292
'391
495
471
520
229
415

DIy 6 15.6
16SIon •
Horelord Wyo
bridge, A34I A429
Tolol

Poo

Pta

4
5
1
2
3
6
7
10
17
12
27

847
845
1000
944
918

26

648
662
774
706
739
707
674
655
733
791
724
285
704
'274

23
9
17
11
16
21
25
14
18
14
35
=19
36
32
39
=19
15
33
34
22
24
37
28
29
38

31
30

843
796

768
706
736
646

338

Dlot

Poo

Pt. PoInto

113.80
113.30
113.80
124.30
110.10
118.60
113.30
113.30
121.60
118.60
128.60
115.80
115.80
82.60
115.80
111.80
123.80
63.80
120.10
113.30
74.10
92.80
123.80
89.30
113.30
89.10
121.80
113.30
115.80
61.10

=18
-21
-18
=2
=29
=9
=21
=21
7
:9
1
=12
-12
35
=12

422
420
422
470
406

28

~~

3<1

e

=21
38
31
=4
32
=21
33
8

121
704
~2',
~12
710
335
38
287
ONF
669 110.10
=29
656 113.80 • ~18
11
'201 1"6.10
~2
629 ' 124.30
'.601 115.80
-12
126 113.30
=21
560
64.30
37
591 115.80
=12

44S6
4482
4409
4365
' 4141

444 4091
420 4085
420 3992
457 396S

444

387~

489
431
431
282
431
413
467
287
451
420
244
328
467
312
420
311
458
420
431
185

3765
3562
3513

3469

3432
3403 ,
3388
3310

3265 ,
3233
3165
311'3
3105

3055
3022
3019
3015
2967
2903

2839

2825 I
406' 2817 I
422 ,2815
433 2734
470 2659
431 2828
420 23C7
199 2069
431 1965

DNF. did notlty
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GEC AVIONICS OPEN
CLASS NATIONALS
The GEC Avionics Open Class Nationals was held at RAF
HUllavington from July 26-August 3.
l e r e really isn't a 101 to be said about this
Comp with ,ooly three oOl1test days and none of
those spectacular finiShes we have become
used to seeilag, Hullavington very quicKly
became DUllavington.
The Championships were opened by Lord
Trefga~ne with admirable brevity as the day
looked promising, AI' Farmer, director, echoed
this time saving during his introduction of dignitaries and officia'ls, and the pilots moved off to
the grid.

once again the pilots were off and away, this time
on a 218km pOlygon, Frome, Newbury, Gloucester.
Again no one arrived home, however the day
resulted in a superb win for John Glossop
(ASW·17) showing the big wings how it was
done witt:! Frank Davies and Hamish, Brown taking 2nd and 3rd places respectively, both in Kestrel 19s. Until the penalty points had been
awarded Frank Pozerskis was in 2nd place for
the day - he was almost as thrilled with, the
thought of becoming National Champion as Ihe
was al becoming a father again. As it was his
admin problem cost him a few places arid left
Alister Kay in 1st place with John Glossop 2nd
and leading t'he 21 Metre challenge, with Fran'k
Oavies after the 19 Metre cup.
Friday was another flying day. With a remote
finish as part of the 295, 1km polygon, Lutterworth, Cambridge, Stoke Mandeville to Bioester,
the trailers and crews were on the road again.
With 12 finishers at Sicester, the day was pronounced a masterpiece of task setting by Andy
Miller, The day brought a wil1 for .Ralpht Jones
with Alister Kay 2nd and Ray Foot 3rd. John
Glossop's 4th place maintained his lead on the

FINAL RESULTS
Open Class

John Glossop, who finished in 2nd place, photographed before Day 3 having won Day 2. Both
photographs are by Jane Randle.
21 Metre cup and Jed Edyvean (Ventus S) beat
Frank Davies to go into the lead for the 19 Metre
cup.
CongratUlations to Alister Kay, a very deserving Champion, who won with consistently good
flying, and to John Glossop whose awards consisted of the Trust House Forte prize, kindly
organised by Philippa Watt, for the best handicapped flight on Day 2, the 21 Metre cup and the
trophy for 2nd place. Last Year's Champion, Ken
Hartley, finished 3rd. Jed Edyvean collected the
19 Metre cup with superb flying in his first ever
Nationals. John Taylor, 7th, won the weekend for
two donated by Trust House Forte.

Diy 1.29,7

Diy 2.31.7

OlliY 3-1.8

2411lm ..

2181lm potygon
From•• NltWbury,
Gloucester

Lun.rworth. Carlon
Gibbet. Sloke

Ofeyeal. Wale"
Headlnglon

29$.11lm 0081 race

MM'lMvllle.

ElIoC"'et

Po.

Alister Kay, the Open Class Champion, in the
cockpit of his ASW-22.

I

Key, A. E.

2
3

GIOUOP. J. 0, J.
HlIrttey, K. J.
Foot, R. A.
Edyvean. J.
Lysallowskl, E. A.
raylor, J. A.

•5
6
7

•

For the next three days that was as far as we
got. On the Sunday, less than 150km away,
pilots were at 10000m+ in wave.
At last a oontest day - Tuesday, July 29. The
depression moved out over the North Sea and
the pilots' depression went with it, but despite the
morning's or;>timism /:lO one completed the
241km triangle, Draycott water, Headingham
'roundabout Alister Kay (ASW-22) was the nearest home followed by Frank Pozerskis (ASW-22)
with RalphJones (N imbus 3) in third place after a
photographic penalty.
Wednesdaywas as wet as Monday but Thursday saw a chang,ein the dreary weather and
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Glider

PUot

0
'0

"'2

13

,.
14
15

17

'0

'9

Wells, M. D.
Pozerllkls, P.

20
Z1
22
Zl

Ems,J.

i'

ASW-22
ASW-,]
Nimbus 3
Nlmbu.3T
Venlus 8
Nimbus 3
ASW·20F\.

207,3
IfI"
'896
1602
1706
16\ 2

LS-6

167.3
2,00.1
176.7

ASW-22
Ke&lral 19
Nimbus 2
Nimbus 3

Davl. ., F.J.
ROM"., O. G.
Jan••, R.
Hood.l. S.
Poafslet., •.
NOrTle, A. J.
Rowlend, C, O.
Brown, H. f.
Moulang, A. P.
L.yttlvton, c.. C.
Young. M. J.
FJemlng, A. M.

171.3

"entus 9
Jentar 2

~46.0

Kestr.ll&

2>7
t813

ASW·:lOl
ASW-206l.
Venlua B
Nimbus 2
Yentus B
DG-400

Bo)'don. M. V.

V.ntu, El

25

Brlce. P. F.
Throllsell, M. G.

27
2.

Ooc:h«ty, T. P.
TIJO, V. F. G.

ASW-20
Janus C
Nimbus 3

29

Clet1(e, M. A.

30

Cook, P. G.
Tap.on, B.

'"

Charlen~GrH".

Keslrellg
Janus C
NlmbYlI2CS
Nimbus 28

J. A.

1130

200.2
186.3
'640

2Il

31

'571

JIII1US

C
ASW·17

Wfbb, M.J.

0'"

Vtnlll'l B

,~,S

1722
153.2
140.6
159.7
164.0
1613

15:12
'032
6"
'S,5
1044.0

22.7
, • .8

Po.

,
10
4
7

"'.
7<.

56'
.76
641
602
565

,." ...
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12
2
a
27
3
10
5

'3
.23
ill
6
'9
9
-20

..

...a
720
627

:172
'684
OOS

""'

Dlst

13".7

'565
143.3
1327
148.8

1:l77
1208
1264
151.8
151.3

'''33

40.9
'''''7

JJ'

11

130.0
122 0
1498

645

276

576
SO'

'541
609
S3J

.....
3' 6

322

2'20

'415

5J3

31 ,
22.2
J8.9
21 \
31 I

-20
Z9
-3'
25

SJ3

1223

17

-13

-29

-31

4.2

.59
57.

'92
0
".121

"

0

"

237
0

271
18.4-

Po.

,

"'.

6

471

11

'44{J

13
5
-6
'5
'2
6
2
4
'0
9
21l
10

'424

14

3
24
'7
2'
20
·22
26
19
27
-22
16

-29
2.

-29
-29
-29

5<6
-"89
471

403
426

SpM<l
(Dilt)

710

6.'
63J
697
62<
653
6S.5
560

'445

(2779)

526

1200 .)

'94
O'

.'"",
443

'20
J1

lOO
46
'2

...

9
68
4
44

"38

0
IS
0
'0
0

65.6
Ui.a
('026)
GJ.2
li48.1)
(UCI

:2:~

GJ7
(262.61
(27a.7)
(26o.a)

Po.

,

2

10
3

"7

('30 1)

2().1,

69.

2Q"
1990

'958
1815

15

681

...,

.74

-,3
-0

...

22

5%

20
·a

65<
",0
699
976

-13

,.
"

2'

27
23
29
3'

(60.21

21&<

907

922

('876)
(263.61
(220.51
('2'5.2}
(2.4251

96<

." =
95'
.,<
0S3

2S

1''1''-7)

Pol"t,

5
'2
17

{274.71
(2707)
(224.2)

(2'6.2j

Total

"'.
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,.
24
32
29
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PHILlPPA WATT

l e Ihird Europear:t Gliding Championships
were held in Mengen, Germany from June 12-29
with six contest days. Seventy four pilots from 16
counlries came tOgether in a competition" billed
by man¥ as a World Championships - without
the Australians and Americans.
Mengen is localed ,in southem Germany, wesl
of Munich and to the north of !Lake Conslance.
Altnaugh the immediate 'locality of Mengen is a
poor soaring area, the site provided a good base
for tasks deep' into the excellent soaring country
of the Black Forest and the Swablan Alb.
Whateveti their final Iresult may have been,
every single member of the British team al
Mengen regarded the time and money Invested
in flying in the Championships as invaluable. The
gener8i consensus of' opinion was thalthe standardof lIylng was quite exceptional in all Classes
and that team flying, particularly by the French,
Gennan and Dutch pilots, demonstrated itself as
an increasingly powerful tactic.
This was certainly clear in the final results of
the Open Class, w,here the two German pilots,
Klaus Holighaus and Holger Back, took 1sI and
2nd place, closely followed by the three Frenchmenl Gabrietl Chenevoy, Gerard Lherm and
Marc Schroeder. Holger was ,flying a Nimbus 3D
with Stefan Senne as 1P2.
Both British pilots in Ihe Open Class - Ken
Hartleyand David Watt - were impressed by the
French, performance. ,Ken told me - "You could
see Ihe French lOoping out, one pllol would act as
a marker, whilst the other two sought out the
strongest core withill the thermal. The lowest
pilot was always supported by the other two." It is
a sign ot the French team's dedication to the
practice of team flying that they very rarely
needed' to use ,the radio to communicate.

Ken Hartley was
particularly tenacious

_
_

The Open Class was won by Klaus Holighaus,
the legendary competition pilot and glider
designer. It was a iOlly close finish ill that 1:st and
2nd place were tied On the penUltimate day between Klaus Holighaus and Gabriel CI:lenevoy
(France) at 7901 pts apiece with the taP four
pilots neck and nec.k to the finish line. Of the
British pilots' per:formances, Ken Hartley was
particularly tenacious on the difficult scratchy
days atthe beginning of the competition. Sadly a
calculated risk on the last day didn't payoff and
this dragged his overall IPOsition down.
After a poor start, Oavid Watt's performance
improved. He was the winner of the competition's
longest task at 5SOkm and ended the competition
in 6th place.
The 15 Metre Class certainly contained more
than a smattering of internationally renowned
pilots, amongst whom one should note: Kees,
Musters (Holland), winner of Austraglide 1986
and former World Champion, Stig 0ye
(Denmark), another former World ChampiOn, not
to mention Dutchmen Daan Par& and Otto Blankenzee and Henry Stouffs (Belgium).
The British team fielded three pilots - John
Cardiff, Ted Lysakowski and Mike Jefferyes.
Although, Mike may not have achieved the linal
place f:1~ would have liked, he did say t/;lat flying
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A FOREST COMPETITION
Philippa takes a squirrel's eye view of the European
Championships

Klaus Holighaus, the European Open Class
Champion. Photo: Philippa Watt.
this particular competition had had a major
impact upon him - he felt reasonably good during
the first few days, but subsequently realised that
he had been lulled into a false sense of security.
The standard of competition was the highest that
he had experienced. "You can't be chicken", he
said, "the competition was frightening."
Ted Lysakowski's experience saw him
through many a gritty moment and procured him
the respectable position of 13th.
John Cardiff showed quite how well he can fly
by winning two of he competition days in a quite
spectacular fashion, meantime he landed out on
Ii1reerace days!! Needless 10 say, he maintained
his sense of humour ·throughout: ably abetted by
his crewman Aex. John did say it was one of the
best CQmpetitions he had ever entered.
Competition in t'he Standard Class was every
bit as fierce as ,if! the other two Classes. John
Bally and Warren Kay w13re the two British pilots.
Whetheti Warren's assessment that "20 out of
the 30 + pilots in the Class would be lin the top five
in any UK Nationals" is true or not, the competition was tmdoubtedly daunting.
Local experience proved a great advantage
with good (hennal sources easily identifiable to
those "in the know".
Warren was ,certain to gain a great deal of
valuable experi~nce even though his placing
was not terfiflc.
John Bally put up, an excellent performance
and was lying 4th towards the end ollh,e competition. Unfortunately his, final position of 18th
nowhere near indicates the level of fight Which he
put up. John was impressed and pleased by the
level 01 competence in his Class. World famous

Gantenbrink (Germany) hardly ever faltered lying in the first three on seven out of ten competition days and winning by more than SOOpts.
By the time the competition had ended I had
spoken to ,all the pilots in the Bntis'h team and to
the team manager, Ben Watson. Their opinion
was unanimous - Team flying~ is vital to the ultimate success of
the national team, together and individually.
- Britain cannot afford" to be isolationist. The
world competition is catching lip and overtak·
Ing.
Ben was very pleased with the overall performance - British pilots were winners of three days
and he felt the final results were a definite
improvement on overall results at Vinon.
Ben certainly reels that professional crews are
a must. Something thal certainly surprised meas a most inexperienced crew' member - was
that he believes wives/girlfriends make ,the best
crew!
A team manager certainly needs helpers. The
workload can be quite over the top at timesparticularly during the start, when knowledge of
other teams' tacticalllying can Be quite crucial.
Finally a word from un Pillich. startline
administrator who said theJfrench were relaxed,
the Germans were efficient but the English were
fun!!
Leading resuils: Open Class, 1 K. Holighaus
,(W. Germany), Nimbus 3, 8834pts; 2 H. BacklS.
Senne ~W. Gennany), Nimbus 3[), 881 Opts, 3 G.
Ohenevoy (France), ASW-22, 8780pts; 4 G.
Lherm (France), Nimbus 3, 8634pts; 5 M.
Schroeder (F,rance), ASW-22', 8399pts; 6 O.
Watt I(GB) ASW-22 , 7696pts; 10K. Hartley(GB),
Nim'bus 3, 6381pts. 15 Metre Class: 1 D. Pare
(Holland), Ventus B, 7154pts, 2 K. Musters (Holland), Ventus A, 711 9pts;' 3 G. Navas ,(France),
Ventus, 6906pts; 4 H. Schmacht (W. Germany),
ASW-2OC, 6632pts, 5 S. 0ye (Denmark),
ASW-20, 6584pts; 6 O. Blankenzee (Holland),
ASW-20, ,6552pts; 13 'E. lysakowski (GB), Ven~
~us, 5688pts; 21 J. Cardiff (GB), ASW-20s,
5135pts; 23
. Jefferyes (GB), D6-202,
4802pts; Standard Class: 1
Gantenbrlnk (W.
Germany), Discus, 7116pts; 2 B. Selen (HolIland), 06-300, 6525pts; 3 S. Baumgartl (W.
Germany), lS-4, 6146pts; 4 J. Trzeciak
(Pdland), DG-300, 6132pts; 5 R. Scl\lramme (W.
Germany), Discus, 6076pts; '6 J. Forsten (Finland). Discus, 6014pts; 18 J. Bally (GB),
Pegasus, 5482pts; 28 W. Kay (GB), 06-300,
4575pts. There were 14 entries,in the Open; 27 in
the 15 Metre and 33 in the Standard Class.
1
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IAN KING

I s , they did ask me to direct again but I
decided to COR1pete. However, after Stlch a good
series; 1983 at Aboyne, 1984 at North Hill and
1965 at Sutton Bank; it COtJldn't last. For me the
taking part was its own compensation. but 'or
many I suspect 1986 will be recorded asa poor
Enterprise vintage; more so for the absence 01 a
Wills from our number, although Justin, flying' in
Norway, did figUre irl our reck0t1ing.
There were four task days with 44 ,gliders. four
of our number tlying hors ooncOUrs and Mike
Garrod. when he believed his forecasts. flying
ex-officio. First place and the Enterprise plate
was shared by TonyiMaitland (Mini Nimbus) and
Nick Gaunt (Kestrel 19) who were 2pts apart.
After the openir19 on Saturday, June 28, by a
Devon,& Sorilerset founder member and intr.epid
aviator now resident in the USA, Brian Masters,
we heard ofJUstin',sglide to the midnightsull and
approved his flonorary Enterprise entry, with
promises of regular reports when 'phones were
available.
The Met was discouraging with pea-soup visibility. John Fielden set tasks but continuing bad
visibility made it too dangerous to fly.
On Sunday thunderstorms pushing north from
France roused us early and dampened our
enthusiasm. Later an unexpected squall made
us SCatter to hold everything down and the
Cairngorm's K-7 in the visitors' glider park would
have gone berserk but for the fortunate presence
of Joe and Flo Watt, Picket-punched wingtip
fabric was the only damage.
On Monday the continental high was on the
retreat and a clearance from the NW was promised, but too late for a task.
At last on the Tuesday we had a task. Mike's
forecast was for light SW winds backing later and
freshening. Cloudbase was 4000ft + with posSible high cover spreading from the W later.
Ttlermals improving to 3-5kt. The task was the
Fielden line-shoot, NE to Corby, choice of TPs.

Ii1Idllt.... (km)_ _

This tumed, out to :be the biggest task of lhe
week. Ben Watson ~Nimbl,ls 2) took the long way
out to TP7. via Dorset, Hampshire and points
east, and returned almost as far as Edgehill
(355km). Tony Maitland: turned IPa afld found
that the Cotswold thermals deserted him near
Chipping Norton. A flurry of :1009 Wings turned
TP5 but only Mark Darby (Cirrus) and Chris
Simpson (ASW-20L) made the return. Lesser
mooals and later starters found conditions
"interesting" and re-adjusted their pl'ans Or lowered their sights.
Late 00 the launch line, having,dedared Tf'S
for a possible badge claim, I fOUAd difficulties in
the Badminton area and returned to the Somerset Levels to be downed by sea air. Others who
beat the sea air to return to North Hill were
lemmy Tanner (Vega) TP4; Tony Newbery
(pegasus) TP2 and Colin Watt (ClUb Astir) T:P1.
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ENTERPRISE 13
lan reports on the 13th Competition Enterprise, held at North
Hill from June 28-July 5.
Photographs and captions by Chris Riddell
So for the day Mark Darby, Chris Simpson and
Lemmy Tanner took top places, with Charles
Owles (Dart 17) as top wood. The Moulang Gang
(Challock K-13) were 6th behind Ben Watson,
having turned TP4 and landed back at Kingweston SE of Glastonbury (224km). My pleasure
was to share thermals with the Gull between
Wells and Bath.
The forecast for Wednesday was not inspiring
-winds 220/5 to 10kt, with thermals 1-2kt at best
but an improvement expected later. With morning Royal flights in and out of Exeter. briefing was
delayed until noon when John revealed his
Supacat Cradle.
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Joint winners Nick Gaunt of Yorkshire GC and
Tony Maitland of Herefordshire GC share the
Enterprise plate.

CHARD POND

"----?

Turn any combination of TPs (not the same
one each time!) for 50pts each, return to land at
North Hill for 100pts and distance points 1pt/km
from the last TP. As you might guess, enterprise
was well demonstrated. Norman Parry (LS-4)
rounded five TPS and landed at Booker while
other variations were Dave Reilly (Libelle) to
Blackbushe, Chris Simpson to Dunstable and
Simon Minson (Club Astir) to Shrivenham. However, simple dedication to the task. and landing
back having turned seven TPs, won the day for
'Lemmy Tanner. Tony Smallwood (Gull) put us 100
shame by rounding three TPs, including Wells,
and landing at Somerton:to finish 7th for the day.
Mike promised better for the Thursday. Winds
NW light badking Wand freshing laler; some high
cover but generally broken. The tasks were
110km O/R, Meldon quarry (Okehampton),
205km O/R Salisbury Catnedral or a "315km
triangle, Meldoo, Salisbury.
A day of highs and 'lows, amply demonstrating
the love-hate relationship of soaring pilots with
their sport. Tony Maitland visited Meldon slowly.
lowly and scratchily (and hated gliding). then
returned to North Hill with only one climb and on
to the south coast sea breeze, dashing joyously
through to Blandford and left hand down a I.ot to
Salisbury. Dashing back to tbe sea breeze he
found that it had developed into a strong convergence aoo he: romped happilyhorne. Nick
Gaunt, professing igoorance of these parts, followed Tony hQllle. Meanwhile Justin (OG-4(l2)
crossed the Arctic Circle twice.

fOlly Moulang, receives the Wooden Ship award
'rom Viv Fitzgerald. Entefpfise secretary.

John Fielden sets the O/R task with Michael
Garrod in attendance.
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YOUR LETTE 5
HAVE YOU A SOFT DRINKS PROBLEM?
Dear Editor,

Lemmy Tanner contemplates the prizes with
evident satisfaction.

I noted from a recent article in Radio Control
Models & Electronics that the author, whilst
flying a model helicopter, had experienced a
disorientation problem which he accidentally
found was related to drinking "diet" soft drinks.
Some time later (after laying off the soft stuff)
he read of a report in the Experimental Aircraft
Association's magazine Sport Aviation
(February 1985 issue) which explained the
problem which could have a lot of relevance to
our own sport.
The report, written by Or Stanley R. Mohler,
concerned a substance called aspartame. This
is marketed under the brand name
"Nutrasweel" and used in a number of soft
drinks. The report states that ... '" found that
there are numerous reports by persons who
have experienced visual impairment, dizziness,
loss of equilibrium or disorientation following its
use". The effect is attributed to an allergic
reaction which some people may have to the
methanol which is produced when aspartame
breaks down ilthe body. The report
concludes: "I'm not advocating that you don't
drink diet soft drinks - but if you do develop
headaches, dizziness, blurred vision or other
symptoms, these may be associated with the
diet drink. Just be aware of this".
Has any reader experienced this problem?
BARRY G ILMAN, Stoke-on- Trent

John Cadman coaxes a song from Michael
Pope, Viv Fitzgerald looks unimpressed.
Mike Garrod, Norman Parry, Ken Moorhouse
(Mini Nimbus) and Peter Roberts (DG-202-t7)
all completed the main task - John Cadman
(Ventus BT) did also hut whether "turboed" or
not I1 haven't discovered.
Snag of the day. A Libelle landing at Crewkerne observed too late an electricity cable which
snagged an airbrake and bingo - a local power
cut which reached the local radio news that evening. Thank goodness there was little damage to
the glider and none to the pilot.
Friday, July 4, was not cause for celebration
for Enterprise with the task scrubbed. Saturday
dawned grey with a forecast for rain spreading
from the NW. To keep us within easy reach for
the evening's events, at the 1230 briefing John
set a 102km dog leg OIR, Merryfield, Rampisham masts, Merryfield with bonus points for
landing at Merryfield or North Hill. Only 27 pilots
new and Lemmy Tanner alone completed the
task having been almost first to launch.
So to the prize-giving. Director Ken Bunyan
thanked John Fielden and Mike Garrod and the
North Hill team (with a bouquet for Vivienne Fitzgerald). Mark Darby and Lemmy Tanner tied
exactly for second place and the meritorious
effort award went to the Challock K-13 gang
under Tony and Mike Moulang.
Tail piece. A pilot landing in standing corn In
the valley below North Hill found the farmer's
conversation turning to thoughts. of compensation. After a long chat. terms were agreed - £30
to lbe paid tQ an 'RAF charity. the pilot to pay £15
and the farmer the balance.
Tail twist. The farmer sold us North Hill.
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SALES POINTS
Dear Editor,
I was fascinated' to read that an advertiser in
your last iSSUE! was selling a Winter barograph
"that has achieved several successful badge
flights." (My italics.)
What offers for a set of well-worn Ottfur rings
that have launched probably even more; a soldering iron used for a wiring fix ·before a Gold C
completion, and a pair of Long Johns that have
often soared in wave? The soaring hat once
used to wipe dead bugs from a national record
holder's leading edge is not, I regret, for sale.
BOB RODWELL, Belfast

COMPETITION GLIDING
Dear Editor,
One of the accepted beliefs in the gliding
movement seems to be that competition gliding
is the be all and end all of the sport.
I agree that it is tremendous fun and you can
easily get hooked so you finish one competition
with the resolve to get a better machine etc to
do better in the next year. This has paid off
enormously in terms of the aircraft and technologies which are available, but I find myself
that competitions are better considered as a
means to an end than an end in themselves.
The air is a very rich environment and I think
the object of the exercise is to gain a mastery
of it. Sometimes one wants to slow down to

study something which is interesting on the
ground or to detour to a wisp of cloud or a
slope to see if it works, activities which lead to
a massive loss of points in a competition.
Competitions are rather too short. I find I
need a week or two of practice to get myself
properly cranked up to fly well and t suspect
most other people do as well, so we are at a
disadvantage compared with full time instructors who are already in practice.
Competition gliding at the Ihighesflevel
reqUires a line fUdgment of what the weather is
likely to yield. The inexperienced pilot may put
up with a rate of climb of 2kt, the more skilled
pilot knows that under that particular sky he
can get 4kt so he keeps hunting until he finds
it. Such considerations score a lot 01 points but
are not essential if all you want is to enjoy the
environment.
I greatly enjoy cloud flying, although in modern competitions you nearly always lose out by
doing it. I think forbidding cloud flying is like
forbidding going under water when you swim.
The risk of cloud flying can be calculated and is
very small, particularly when you realise that il
about half of collisions in clear air the pilots had
little warning.
You can calculate risk in the following way.
Supposing you are 4OyrS-old and have an
expectation of 70yrs. You cross the Atlantic by
air in six hours compared with a crossing by
sea of four days. The risk of the flight is one in
100000 (say) so the life shortening is
70-40Oyrs
100000
which is about 2hrs, but the sea crossing is
three days 22hrs longer so in effect you make
a profit on the deal. By the same calculation,
gliding shortens the life of every other person
that flies by a 'fraction of a second wtlile
enhancing the lives of glider pilots by a factor
often?
BRENNIG JAMES, Marlow, Bucks.

WING ROCKING
Dear Editor,
In his article "Higher Launches" in the last
issue, p173, Gordon Peters appears to advocate the re-introduction of the wing rocking "too
slow" signal. His rationale for doing so being
that "as the speed is now normal the manoeuvre is now safe."
This signal was generally discouraged so
long ago that many pilots will probably have
never heard of it, and I would question the wisdom of bringing it back into fashion. Consider
the following points:
1. Is the "normal" speed required to rock the
wings safely not increased due to the weight
of the cable?
2. Is the penalty for a wing drop with a cable
attached not too high to encourage pilots to
adopt the practice?
3. Is the signal likely to be seen anyway?
If ·given at a reasonably high altitude the
rocking of wings seen in planform is in most
cases unlikely to be, notiCed. 1\ will only be
obvious when the glider Is low enough to be
seen head on. At this shallow angle lowering
the nose with a slack cable attached is inViting
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YOUR LETTERS

a parachute over the canopy or a cable over
thawing.
I am all for higher and more efficient
launches. However too ittle speed is a killer,
with or without a cable attached. Surely the
only sensible action to take with a launch that
is too slow is to pull off.

BOOK
REVIEWS

M. E. NEWLAND-SMITH, Epping, Essex
Bill Scull, BGA director 01 operations,
replle$: :Right! Recommended Procedures
(RP11) only gives a signal for "too fast!'. I
doubt that the BGA Instructors' Committee
would approve the re-introduction of a "too
slow" signal, since nothing has changed.

CAN ANYONE HELP?
Dear Editor,
Helpll have a Crossfellelectric variometer.
Unfortunately the cable that leads from the dial
,to the eleetrlDnics box was broken. There are
nine wires in that cable and the colours on the
other side are different. I have no information
about this vario. The company has apparently
gone out of business. All I can say about our
unit is that lit has a xl scale, a x3 scale and a
battery check switch. Can any reader help?
MICHAIR STECKNER, 108 Hampton Crescent, London, Oatario, Canada N6H 2P2

A LETTER TO JULlET
"0 Romeo, Romeo! Wherefore art thou
Romeo?
For thine hour is up and thou art without my
sight"
Take a wave day, any wave day, ,and 1'30.1
will be punctuated at ten minute intervals of a
military precision by this plaintive cry as the
shepher.d calls down one ,of his flock from the
magic world of wave.
"0 Romeo, Romeo, ... " Where are they? I
can tell you, Almost without exception they will
be, within 5nm of base, ,hovering hang glider
fashion at great height, hoping for a Diamond
to fall from a lennie of an even higher system. I
irnagine them waiting tensely - is there lime for
a further loo0ft gain before the dread call
romes- "0, Romeo, Romeo ..."?
What a way to spend: a Sunday! As 'I sit, high
in my own sunlit freedom, I pity them. fancy
being, recalled just before they are high enough
to fee" their wings brushed by Gold and
Diamonds and fancy having all the lovely lift
and Iileight and not being able to use it - after
all, an hour doesn't go very far does it?
"0 Romeo, Romeo! ... " Yes, I know that I
can switch you off, but if I do I might miss what
130.1 was made for - such as passing information, botl'\ vital and interesting, maybe for greeting old friends heard at gre.at distances and
certainly for calls of jubilation - but not for this!
So Juliet please, please brief your pilots on
the ground or get your own radio channel and if
you must limit their flights, Why not install cock-
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Soaring Across Country By Bill Scull,
published by Pelham Books at £9.95 and
available from the BGA at £10.95 including
p&p.
Bill Scull's revised edition of Soaring Across
Country is recommended to every aspiring
cross-country ,glider pilot. There is virtually
nothing superfluous, with the longest chapter
(55. out 01 the book's 191 pages) being quite
rightly on navigation.
Many early cross-country pilots have great
diffiCUlty in navigating, as well as searching for
the next lift and keeping an eye on everything
raise, and :Bill gives plenty of excellent advice
on what to do and, more importantly, what not
to do. Untlsually he has described a 180km
triangle flight with photographs taken along the
route and using a half million Md/or a quarter
million map. It is a vef'J useful exercise for an
inexperienced pilot to follow.
The main emphasis of the boOk is on the
importance of accurate flying, having a purpose
on every flight and making sure your
cross-country techniques are bettered on each
flight, using' tiny triangles at first and
progressing to O,fls on the line of future
triangles in order to get 10 know the country.
The chapter on field selection and landing is
well se! out and essential reading.
Importalilt but sometimes forgotten points are

pit alarm clocks so that you only depress them
and not the rest of us?
But Juliet, I must also thank you - your
incessant calls have given me the incentive to
travel in an attempt to escape. Yes, it is
momentarily possible, eg by being low in the
Lake or Peak Districts or by changing frequency to cross the Scottish TMA - you fade
that far north anyway! So thanks for the lovely
photograph collection I now have of Scotland
and northern England from wave - I might drop
in and show you some day. How are yours of
the racecourse coming along?
To your flock/pilots: Dare you join me? We
won't be going high enough for oxygen, we'll
just be going far so bring your lunch and maps,
have a pretend radio failure and come and see
the rest of the world' I'll be passing over your
Diamond mine early next wave day.
To you Juliet: Find your Romeo quickly and
elope if you must, but remember, glider pilots
are supposed to do it q...... however long they
can stay up!
Best wishes,
SOAR EARS

Please send all contributions to S&G to
the editorial office, 281 Queen Edith's
Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH and not to the
BGA office.

covered in the later chapters and appendices TP photography, retrieving advice, flight
documentation and many otheruseful features.
B. H. BRyeE-SMITH
Calculating the Aerodynamic Loads and
Moments On Airplane Wings by Harmen Kof·
feman" Published by Itek Aero Engineering,
Ontario, Canada with 203 pages .and priced at
US $29.65.
If the methods desc-rlbed in this book were
applied to a wing of suitable planform with the
type of structure suggested, the results might
not be too greatly in error. But it encourages
the use of magic formlilae In an uncomprehending fashion and could lead the innocent
reader serioUSly astray. At no stage ,(Ioes the
author indicate the limitations of his approach,
although he does hint darkly that "the spanwise
lift distribution is a rather complicated business," Since no references are quoted the .
reader is not encouraged to seek mOre sophisticated methods and he is ,given not ,the slightest hint that washOut may be desirable for
some of the planforms considered and that it
will affect the results.
The section om torsion is extremely oonfusing. The "stress" on p91 is actually a s'hear
flow and the "strain" on p93 is actually a
stress. There are so many misconceptions and
half-truths that one seriolJSly questions the
author's grasp of his subject. We can, however,
deduce that he owns a calculator displaying an
unusually large number of digits.
Despite the evident diligence lavished OIl its
preparation, this book is a thoroughly bad buy,
to be avoided by the aspiring designer of flying
machines.
F. G.IRVING

THE EASY WAY
Dear Editor,
Poor A. Etchells (s~ the last issue, p185)oertainly seems to have been '''ripped off" by that
Nairobi ~axl driver, but scores ze~o 'for initiative!
There is an adequate "up market" bus service,
run bV RV?, to take you up-country to Naku(u
and beyond. From Nakuru it's easy to hitch a
lift <from t!:le Rift Valley CluD Or get a taxi or bus
the fifteen miles or so west to the glidIng club at
Njoro Country Club - and having got there,
why' not stay at the club? <It's a wonder1ul place
and the sun h.asn't quite set on that bit yet. No
winch driving Or glider pushing there!
The way to do it with style is to go to Wilson
Airport Aero Club, Nairobi, <check the flight
plans in the tower Gust look authoritative) and
note the ,registrations of the .aircraft bound for
Nakuru (or if you're really lucky, Njoro). Then,
stand on the. runway thresho'ld with your thumb
out as the appropriate ones do their holding
checks. You generally get to fly the plane into
the bargain and expatriate hospitality is legendary. Il's always worked forme but ... whal
are A. Etchells' Vital statistics?
GERAlYN MACFADYEN, North Woodchester,

Glos.
PS - see GUDE IN IKENYA advertisement in
this issue.
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CHR:IS WILLS

4TH INTERNI
VINTAGE GLID
In the middle is the newly
restored Smith/Ballard 'version (Lasham based)'followed by another 'newly restored owned by Jan
Forster of Holland. The restoration of T-31 s is very popular thanks to the many recently sold by the
RAF.

A t(1O of T-:}1S - COlin Anson (Dunstable) owns the one on the left,

tare were an incredible 88 entries for the
14th International Glider Rally, at Lasham from
August 2-8, the next largest Rally ever held having had only 51, It was the firsttime we have had
an American team flying with us and gliders new
to an International Rally were the Gull 3, Falcon 1
(Falke), Crested Wren, Manuel Condor and
Gnat, Fauvel AV 22 flying wing, Fauvette,
Octave Chanute 1910 replica, Mg-19A, Jaskolka
and RhOnlerche. A Rheinland, Goevier 2 (Munster), Arsenal 4-111 and an AIR 102 were specially restored for the Rally and the high standard
of finish was very evident.
As to the weather, we inherited the previous
week's continuous stream of trailing warm fronts,
but a high pressure system with good weather
was forecast for the latter half of the week.
To our surprise we were allowed good but
windy weather for the opening and had ,an impressive air display (without balloon launching
because of the wind). Speeches were made by
Johnathan Spencer, managing director of ,Ideal
Homes Solent, our sponsor, and 'Richard Noble,
holder olthe world land speed record. (Chris, as

president of the Vintage Glider Club, also made a
speech. Eo.) The Vintage Glider Club's new flag
was run up the masthead having been para;
chuted from 3000ft by Julie Shea-Simmonds,
wife of the Royal Aero Club's chairman. Music
was by the Senson and Roke brass band. (Chris
plays in this band. Eo.)
Sunday, August 3, brought heavy rain with no
flying and Mike Russell managed to pack 76
gliders in the hangar.
Monday allowed a maximum duration task to
be set which was won by David Charles (Skylark
2) who flew for 5hrs 3min to earn 70pts. At the
British evening we were entertained by morris
dancers.
On Tuesday the first prize went to Ron Davidson who flew his 1938 Petrel for 6hrs 10min,
achieving an 88km triangle, Winchester and
Middle Wallop. We held a children's party in the
evening.
It was not so much the rain that stopped flying
on the Wednesday as the wind. At the International evening the national teams provided food,
drink and a song for a song contest which was

The Rheinland owned and restored by Mike Beach from Twickenham.

won by the Dutch with a ditty which seemed to
include much mention of our sponsor. It was all a
tremendous success.
At last 00 Friday it waspc)ssible to set a 100km
O/Fl to Membury airfield which was achieved by
lan Smith (Sky), David Chapman -(Mg-19A) and
led Hull (Moswey 4A). The weather did overdevelop later making the returrn difficult. Derek
Piggott gave the Falcon 1 its first flight and commented most favourably on its Characteristics.
We have created two VGG presidents - Paul
Serries of Germany and WiIIi SChwarzenbach of
Switzerland who have attended all our international rallies.
Colin Street and David Ballard organised this
most successful rally with six helpers. The work
they achieved was prodigious and their willingness and good humOur at all times did much to
create the magnificent spirit which characterised
the entire event. We,and Lasharn, will always
remember that goOd time at the beginning of
August 1986. We wish particularly to thank Ann
Welch, Derek Piggott aAd everyone at Lasham
for helping us. As to OlK sponsor, we could never
have held such a rally without the support of Ideal
Homes Solent ancUhank them with all our hearts.
Tile overall results were: 1 David Charles/Mhur Elvin
(Lasham pilots), Skylark 2, 21Opts; 2 Evert and JaIl
Vermeer (Holland), Prefect, 197pts and j Ron Davidson (Coventry GC), Petrel, 159pts.

TI'le Fauvel (AV 22) flying wing owned and flown by lan [)uti
three flying wings entered,
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Rendez Vous International Rally. This was held
the week before, July 26-August 2, at the London
GC and attended by some 35 gliders from
France, Germany, Switzerland, Holland, Norway
and Britain, Imre Mitter, his wife and son, represented Hungary but alas without a glider.
The weather map presented an ominous
stream of trailing warm fronts stretching back to
Newfoundland which were exactly lined up on
Ounstable unless drifted off by a high pressure
area to the SW of England. This did not happen
and we had them all with their strong winds and
rain.
In spite of this there were three days of SW
wind and thermals which allowed prolonged
nights on the hill. The bad days were spent visiting Duxford, Doe Slater at Cambridge, the RAF
Museum and Shuttleworth. The outstanding
achievements were two hill soaring duration
flights by the Norwegian, Sjom Reier, In his
Grunau 9 (Skullsplitter) open Primary. He flew it
for more than an hour above the hill. Norway has
many mountains but few aerodromes so the
Gruriau 9 had only been flown for 3min circuits
before.
Our best day was Thursday, July 31, when
there were many Ibng duration flights.
Credit for organising this successful event
must go to Geoff Moon" and Colin and Alice
Anoon.

~, the Minimoa (1936) owned by Wemer Von-Arx of Switzerland. Below, the French entered
an AV 22 flYIng wing owned by Christian Ravel.

The Falcon 1 replica (the original was Slingsby's first type built in 19(1) whiCh was rebuilt by Southdown Aero 5ervices at Lasham. With Derek Piggott at the, controls it made its first flight at the rally.

GEORGE THELEN

THE MORTALITY
OF GEL COATS
There is mounting evidence that gliders need more care than they
are sometimes given and we reprint this excellent article by 'kind
permission of Soaring. George, the owner of Northbrook Ine, is a
specialist in the repair of coatings (gel coats, porcelain and synthetics).

\lrtuallY all major manllfacturers of glassfibre sailplanes, past and present, are using one
of two' German-made gel coats (made by the
same company) as the outside finish that comprises almost everything we see except the
canopy, and any lacquer contest number or
anti-collision markings. This year the French
company, Centrair, reports beginning the use of
a similar french-made product in their most
recently delivered Ships.
Gel Coats are a polyester coating with additives to make them hard, resistant to ultraviolet
light, and flexible enough not to break when bent
somewhat. These additives make them as similar to a paint such as DuPontlmron, as to just a
normal polyester gel coat. Exceptions were the
Finish PIK sailplanes, which were made like Corvetles; a glass-fibre structure, sanded, filled, and
painted like a ,car. I've heard that the French are
using a similar system since they took over production of the 'PIt<; 20E. One problem withl this
approach is that a great deal of the strengthof the
thick gel coat is ,lost in substituting soft fillers and
thin paints which must be made up with a heavier
inner structure,
All other glass-fibre ships are made backwards. If they made people this way, they would
put the skin on first, and pour the bones in later. A
clean mould is coated with a wax mould release,
pulled Into the spray booth, and shot with a thick
layer of gel coat which was freshly mixed just
before the application, A pressure pot sprayer
throws a maximum amount ()f material with a
minimum amount of air or thinl'lers added ,to the
material, unlike the syphol'l-type of sprayer used
in auto paint shops. Modern plants ,in the USA
use a spray sYstem that mixes the catalyst and
any thinners at the gun head, though I haven't
heard r.eports ofthese being used in the sailplane
factories.
In laying down the gel coat, of course, the side
against the mould will be as smooth as the mould
surface is. But on the "inside" the gel coat
achieves a wavy surface which is the result of its
flowing somewhat in a thick application, At this
point, depending on the thinning,. the type of
material and the'temperature, the gel coat is left
to tack for various periods of time. This may be
from an hour to much longer (according to differ226

ing accounts). The, coating is left to get firm but
still with a sticky sucface, Then the firstlayers~1
epoxy resin and cloth are laid up, bonded to the
tacky material, Remember that this Is the tirst
structural layer, and it is not flat, but wavy as it
adheres to the back of the gel coat. This is an
important point because In a recoating 01 the
sailplane, the cloth ,is no! smooth, and il the old
gel coat needs to be totally removed, almost
Invariably either the cloth is damaged or there is
the possibility that future surface problems may
reoccurwhen everything can't be taken off. Much
more about this later,
Next, three or four layers of thin silk-like grassfibre cloth are applied and, using various techniques. pushed as tightly as possible to the gel
coat atlemptingl to avoid air bubbles that may
show up later as air VOids (small hollow pockets
just below the outside finished surface that may
easily break through in future times),
These glass cloth layers are the main structure
of .glass-fibre construction and in aircraft are
bonded with epoxy resins. primarily for strength
reasons in contrast to polyester resins which
are used in boat and bathtub construction,
Remember this point in the future when we discuss moisture penetration,
To these existing layers, sheets of fairly
coarse, rigid loam are bonded, again using an
epoxy resin to mate them to the other materials.
From this we get the proper name for what we are
flying - it is a fRP structure (standing for Foam
Reinforced Plastic). The foam is a hard, coarse
stuft, and by having a lot 01 porosity has a large
surface area to bond to the surroundingl cloth
layers,
Some IEnglish sailplanes used Quite a different
approach here, having a much denser (read
smoother feeling) white, foam, which has a very
muchismaller surface to be grabbed by the epoxy
resin, My tests show that this may be broken free
of the cloth structure more easily, because there
i.s It very shallow resin penetration zone compared to other coarser loams.
Finally, usually one but sometimes two layers
of fine cloth and epoxy are used to seal the
"inside" of the sandwich. This prodllCes an
astonishingly strong and rigid structure for such
small and light materials. (Strong, but maybe not

as far as you go over the ,red line, chump!)
Before we get on to the reason that all 01 this is
important, a few more :points about the manufacture, of the finished pieces are in order. First,
remember that eadhhull', wing, tail plane, aileron,
etc, is made in two parts and joined together after
being Iremoved from the mould. Each of these
joint lines needs to be smoothed and coated,
using either a spray ,or brush application 01 gel
coat to smooth the finish.
These types of applications never have thQ
uniformity, Iilardness; holding power or chemical
resistance of the gel coat laid tip against the
mould. And lurt,hermore, since these joint area
layers are often mixed lin small or odd-sized
batches, there is quite Cl cha~ that the percel'ltages of hardeners and thinners (if any, depending on whether the mixture is to be shot or
brushed on) are nowhere near the optimum to
give the material its best characteristics. This is
because most often it is an "eyeball" mixture,
and the tendency is for there to be far too high a
percentage of hardener.
"Brushing" is another lactor here, this being a
technique where a workman with a pot 01'gel'coat
and a brush wanders around the nearly finished
pieces daubing or smoothing on extra layers
where needed. Careful sanding, and polishing
"leathers" these new layers into the other .gel
coat, though on almost every sailplane I've ever
seen, the layers are visible when subjected to
close examination.
OK, now that we have established the basics.
let us 90 on ...

Problems were not only on
older ships that were abused
or not properly maintained
Over the years I've had friends ask me about
problems that they were having with the finish on
their sailplanes: blistering, cracking, yellowing,
chalking, etc. I flQured that this was only Olil older
ships that were abused or not property maintained, You know, the kind 01 guy who does
outside loops on the way back from the hOuse
thermal; or the one who leaves a 30000ft wave
by flying Into the "down," and lands back at the
airport 15min later (the spar being -40"F and the
skin at +60° air temperature.)
'Not being in the sailplane repair business, I
wasn',t lbeing confronted with this daily, so I didn't
form too many opinions as to what was going on
here, However, a great number 01 things fell into
place at the San Di$gO SSA Convention during a
cooversation with Mike Bargelt of Australia while
we were discussing the similarities and differences between soaring here and there. As it
turns out, the lack of pollutants in their air
increases the amount of ultraviolet (UV) light
coming through the :atmosphere, as it does in
many of ,our higher altitude soaring sites in the
west. Moisture is generally a bit less 01 a problem
there, depending on the loCal climate, but still
very much a lactor. They have been experiencing a problem with the finish on their sailplanes
and have been looking into the characteristics of
gel coats.
This rang some bells with me because I
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Two ways of looking at a glass.-libre sailplane construction; above is a
drawingl~ how it's done but on the fight is the rea/thing" a section 01 a broken
Glasflugel 604 wing. The gel coat and outer glass cloth layer are at a, ,loam
layer at b and' inner cl'oth al c.

been

recently had
asked to inspecl several
hundred glass-fibre shower stalls that had been
stored outside through a hot summer. Almost all
had suffered considerable U.v damage (partly
because the gel coat was not an "iSO" Or UVprotected type) after they were left standing facing the sun. As the light during the various times
oIthe day was focused and reflected, each of the
showers exhibited, yellowing, parlicularly in
"stripes" down the corners, where there were
hairline cracks and checking.
Mike came to visit here in northern California
after the convention, and during a trip to do some
soaring we 'looked at a couple of sailplanes
together. The first was a poptllar new two-seater
-this one less than eight months old - which was
lied out regularly: It tlad Irained a couple 01 days
previously and the coated-fabric canopy cover
was still sopping wet underneatl:l. A 6in discoloured stripe on the upper surface of the nose:had
what appeared10 be hundreds ot light scratches.
These were to be seen also on top of the hull
behind the seCOnd seat, and were particularly
evident arGUnd the access door for rigging, the
ailerons and spoilers farther back. Each of these
areas would be ones that would have been
"brushed" at the factory. After this. I started to
look at as many Ships as I could find.
It is well known that ultraviQletlight ages.your
skin. It also does the sarme thing to your sailplane. Remember the old insinglass, a flexible
clear material used as windows on convertible
car tops that would heavily yellow after a short
useful life? Or remember the old plexiglass of
years ago that would turn bright yellow and then
totally opaque with time? Long since, additives
have been developed to eliminate or delay this
effect. The plexiglass skylight I put in my bathroom is still as clear as it was when I installed it
ten years ago. So, have the chemists eliminated
these problems? Take a look around at all olthe
metalle paints being delivered on expensive new
cars these days ·and realise that chalking, crazing, and oxidation are still very much with us.
While the gel coat on a sailplane is white and
reftective ot much light shining on it, there is also
an amount captured by the surface. The light
penetrates somewhat into the coating - it has a
certain transparency. This is the factor that along
with smoothness makes something appear
shiny. My theory is that the gel coat laid down in
the uniform firstcoating during production stands
up well because it is consistent in the capture and
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reflection of the ultraviolet rays. At the seam
areas where thin "onionskin" layers of coating
are repeatedly laid up and sanded. There is less
reflectivity (more UV is captured) not by a thick
uniform material, but by very thin separately
bedded layers.
This may account for my observation that the
areas on a sailplane that show the effects of
crazing, first are a stripe 'over the full top of the
fusela~e; the leading edge 01 the wings, tail and
stabiliser; aQd specially coated areas like around
the aileron hook-up .door behind the COCkpit.
What initially appears are very fine parallel ·crack
lines. Later these cracks increase in number and
widen (capturing even more UV); the gel coat
darkens and yellows; finally full-blown ,cupping,
flaking andl deterioration of the substructure
occurs. This is particularly true of manufacturers
who "brush" these zones.
Interestingly, the orientation of the cracks will
be in whatever direction the sanding was over
that area - 01'1 the willQs the crazing will Initially
go over the ch.ord, though on the flaps and ailerons the cracking will run along the 'length of the
wings. I reaIlY'don't have the answers here - alii
have are my observations of this kind of cracking
on many glass-fibre sailplanes.

Il's hard to see, but thaI'S the dimpled, wavy and
irregular surface of a fresh gel coat in a wing
mould before the first layer
cloth has been
applied. It will be wavy too when it ,bonds to the
gel coat, making total gel coat removal difficu'lt
without damaging the cloth.

of

sure? Commonly there is virtually no damage
under the wings or under painted anti-collision
wingtlp areas. An example is one of the .sailplanes shown in IRe photos where the gel coat is SI
mess with heavy cracks right out to the thin brighl
orange wingtip lacquer, where everything is -as
smooth as can be underneath.

Definitions
A glider wing may be somewhat less robust ,than
you think. Here is a section through the aileron of
a broken Glasflugel 604 with a dime aft of the
main spar for scale.
To relate this to our later discussion about
moisture, let us follow the diurnal cycle of a sailplane left tied down outdoors. During the night
dew, rain or fog might moisten the surface, bm
selectively; the water runs off or collects in droplets which penetrate, wetting the gel coat SOmewhat, but not uniformly. As the sun comes up the
surface is now heated and the moisture dries,
leaving "water spotting" or dust behind. As the
day progresses, less light is reflected fr0m these
wet, dirty areas and they selectively receive
more insolation. That night the dew collects more
readily over the previously laid down water spots
and the cycle goes on. This seems to be especially true over the seam areas. How can I be so

Ultraviolet Light: tight having wavelengths
shorter than 4000 Angstrom units, or Short
enough to sneak right inside your gel ·coat and
eat it alive. After this hpppens, don'tcount on the
gel coat doing any of tMe things you paid lor,it to
do.
Oxidation: Whether all of this is caused by
oxygen or also by other contaminants :In the air,
oxidatlon;produces chalkIng on the surface. Polishing 'mm time to time lakes care ot this.
Gerhard Glaser reminded me Ihat it takes two
years after manufacture for a sailplane to cure so
he suggested a sanding bOard with 600 grit wet
and dry sandpaper, every coop'le of years, run
acroSS the «lrd of the wings to smooth minor
waviness. This may be a good maintenance
technique, followed by polishing. (Ed note: some
experts contend that epoxies neverstop curing,
and grow continuously harder and more brittle
with time.)
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Cracks wlll first appear in the direction of the original sanding; chordwise on
the wings, spanwise on the control surface. When it gets to this stage, getting
all the way down through the cracks to get the bad gel coat off is a real
problem.
Crazing: Small hairline cracks, first to look like
parallel scratches, and finally to go completely
through the gel coat, usually aligned in one direction only.
Checking: Small hairline cracks, usually laid out
in a chequerboard pattern going in both directions, and often the next step past crazing.
Cupping: Advanced checking where the edges
of the squares have lifted like "cornflakes" to
produce a no longer flat surface.
Chalking: Oxidation of the gel coat leaving a dull
surface with a powdery residue.
Yellowing: Ultraviolet light acting on the gel coat
gives the material a slight to extreme yellow cast.
Discolouration: Usually in areas where the
extra finishing occurred - the gel coat looks
darker, holds dirt more distinctly, is less chemical
resistant, yellows more readily and is often
somewhat duller with time than the gel coat laid
up against the mould.
Remember the story of fcaruswhoflewso high
that the sun singed his wings? The bad news is
tnal it is not totally untrue. There is a 4% increase
in the Ultraviolet "8" Iighl per 1000ft of altitude
,gain. This means at my normall summer 'soaring
site at aboul 500011 elevation, my ship is getting
20% higher IN inc:idence thanal my favou'rite
winlertimegliderports near ,sea level. And, atour
normal 12000 to 1500O,ft summertime flight
altitudeS, the gel coat' is getting 50% mOre UV
exposure. The worst sunburns I've ever seen
have been on skiers'faces, or exposed skin
areas, on sunny winter days near my home in our
high Sierra Nevada mountains here in I10rthern
California. .All or this is not due just 10 reflections
from the snow.
ne Australians have recognised t!:le consequences of exposuredanaage to gel coats and
FRP structures by going so far as to issue an
airworthiness-directive aimed at the problem ,of
entirely removing an QId gel ,coat surface from a
sailplane without damaging, the epoxy-glass
cloth matrix below it in the process. lhey are
requiring an inspection of lli1e upper remaining
surfaces to determine if any damage has been
done to those few layers of glass cIGttllhat constitute the real structural members of ,the sandwich. Wlnat they are saying is that it is very difficult, if not impossible, to use any mechanical
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Irregular water beading ean lead to uneven accumulation of dust particles,
patchy UV absorption and evantuaJirregular gel coat deterioration. Itcan cost
more than the glider is worth to remove and rep/'ace the gel ooat.

means to get the old surface off without doing
significant damage below it. They are worried
that after a slipshod recoat the damage might be
bad enough to cause a structural failure. This
concern also includes structural damage from
letting the gel coat cupping and chipping go to
extremes of also causing delamination of the
cloth layers.
I think that the Australians have legitimate
concerns, and I especially respect their research
into this topic. Maybe we need not go so far as to
require the FM, to do this sort of inspection; but
we do need to start a dialogue to begin to resolve
this whole area of problems - one at which we
can be successful.

Definitions
Moisture: Is by far the most damaging element
to gel coats (especially with prolonged exposure)
either 'duringproduetion 0Ii during the life of the
sailplane. This is important because, moisture in
gel coats adds aoothef element 01 porosity which
can lead to crazing or blistering. Worse yet,
chlorine in tap water or some elements in soap
added to clean the ship can accelerate the
~ffects of porosity.
So ~hen, how do the boat manulacturers get
away wi~h this? Their gel coats, not being under
SUCh rigid weight restrictions, are much thickerj
the hulls are laid up in one, piece, without seams
which require manual joining; and', if the boat is to
be left in,the water for extended periods of time,
they coat the area, belOW the waterline with water
resistant paints. Wet canopy COVefS, damp
tiedown straps, wet wing holders, moist wing
covers, etc, either inside Or outside of trailers
hold moisture against the gel coat, causing at the
very least discolouration, or at the worst, crazing,
or blistering. I mentionedl,earlier a 2% penetration 01 gell coats by water. Studies have proved
that this also affects the strengthl 01 the whole
structure, but this is beyond wlilat we are talking
abOut here.
Blisters'. Bumps in the gel coat (whictlrnay Inave,
s minute pinhole at the centre) where separation
has occurred between lhe gel roat and the
underlying epoxy structure; almost always
caused by moisture, either during manufacture,

during use, or in storage in the hands of the
owner.
It still is a com mon practicefOli many sailplanes
to use hollow portion~
their wings to hold
waterballast without the use Of the water bags. I
would personally prefer tohave that extra layer of
F>rotection againsl a crack 0Ii other anomaly leaking water into the structure. In talking to Ray
Gimmey the other day about this he reported that
they have had no indication whatsoever on Oick
Brandt's, Nimbus 3 of any'moisture-relatedprob!ems despite leaving ballast in the bags for many
days at a time.
I think he is right, which leads me to believe
that the main problem t/:lat we are observing is
moisture penetration thmugh the gel coat Irom
outside tIiIe wing" and that th8'crisis point is at tha
gel coal/c1ot!:l juncture. Water that actually
reaches down to Ule upper layer 01 cloth may
stay there for long periods, of time (like under·
ground water) from even a limited: exposure.
Gliders :have water inside and out - dO your
best to limit its effects.
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A discussion of blisters on sailplanes
reminded me of the hundreds of glass-fibre
baths we were asked to repair a few years ago
belore everyone switched to acrylics. What lilappened was that the chlorine in the water at the
temperature at which baths are maintained
attacked the colbalt dry.er in the gel coat, boring
pin holes through. the cOating and separating the
gel coat from its backing (See Fig 1.} Because
tlnere is a natural 2% penetration 01 gel coat by
water In normal circumstances, this together witl:!
the hol chlorine was devastating 10 these coatings below the water line where there might be
thousands of black marks and bumps. This led
me to relate Ihis to a couple of friends who have
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A high-teeh soak test detaminated a glider sandwich of high density foam,
blisteredlone of a typical current low-density foam but did not harm a sample
01 glass-fibre from a bath. Water is not for sailplanes.
had blisters on their ships and ultimately to ask
questions of virtually all of the representatives of
manufacturers at the San Diego convention
about the coatings on their sailplanes.
Further thought on these problems led to a real
scientific inquiry ...
Does moisture affect these gel coat and FRP
materials? Using a mayonnaise jar full of water, I
put in sample pieces of sections cut from a sailplane Wing, a section of the German rigid foam
used in the FRP structure, a British foamepoxy-cloth laminate, and a chunk cut from a
normal glass-fibre bathtub.
As you can see in the picture, one month's
submersion resulted in blistering in the wing section; delamination of the glass cloth from the
foam in the other sample; little or no change
(besides a weight gain due to absorption) in the
coarse foam; and finally, no effect at all on the
bath tub piece.
My high tech conclusion is that while the moisture penetration of the gel coats is probably the
same in .polyester bathtub and epoxy aircraft
FRP structures, some combination of additives
or oombination of materials makes blister separation of gel coats in the aircraft case an
endemic problem. I have seen or have heard of
blister separation of gel coats witlil sailplanes
made by most major manufacturers.
The term "paint" inreferenee to gel coal
almost makes. my skin crawl! Get coat is a catat!sed liqUid plastic that makeS. a lousy paint. 11
doesn't stick well 10 things that are not themselves resins. It doesn't lay down flat when it ,is
installed in the' proper depth. And it is awfUl to
shoot out of a gun in any sort of well-oontrolled
manner unless it is thinned so much as to lose
most of its inherent strength. So wby do they use
get coat? It is thick and can be easily sanded to
depth. It can be made iflto extremely smooth
surfaces. It is flexible. And it adheres chemically
to its backing"but, not when it is [put on "backwards".
Going back to the first part of this article,
remember that the gel coat is made to be laid up
against a mould to hav.e a flat SURace on the
outside of the finished piece. If, however, it is laid'
up during a recoating of the sailplane, the surface
that we see will not be as wavy as the inside used
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Areas where the gel coat was applied by brush are particularfy susceptible to
early deterioration if not properly protected. Here cracking has reached the
cupping stage, admitting more moisture and aggravating the situation.

to be. During the factory installation the gel coat
adheres to the glass cloth-epoxy matrix by
TACK, a chemical bond. In a recoating the gel
coat adheres to an already cured surface by
means of TOOTH, or scratches made by coarse
sandpaper in the surface to be recovered. This is
definitely not as good as the original. Invariably,
the finished product is heavier.
Almost all of the factories report 'Using heat
curing and humidity cont~ol equipment during the
manUfacturing process. Few repair shops can
muster the resources to equal the best installation conditions (unless they are in the desert at
the right time of the year). Moisture in the air is
translated into inereased ·porosity, less strength"
and 'less density in the recoat.
Fmther, if any of the crazed surface is left, or if
any of the separated portion of I! blister remains
(filled with air or water with a vent hole) under the
new surface of a recoat, it probably will reappear
with, time through the new coating. The truth is
that even U1e best refinisli1 job is never as good as
the original surface of your sailplane. And
remember the weight gain penalty of any refinishinglob.
.
One other problem associated with, refinishing
is the use of primers, feather fill or other soft
pre-coat$. These are potential separation points
(between the surface coating aM the epoxycloth layer) which during strong flexing of the
wing can produce heavy cracking on the underside, thereby letting ~he gel coat break loose.
Moisture penetration of gel coat also travels
readily along Ihese porous materials causing
blisters, separation, ,crazing, and flaking of the
surface. Those. ships that included these materials in their Qriginal manUfacture also~have a reputation for an increased incidence of these Iproblems.
Being in the repair-recaating business myself,
I can say that our sailplane repair shops do us a
wonderful service; but, the 'smart money takes
care of their equipment so these prol)lems never
happen in the first place.. As John Sine'fair (JJ)
pointed OLlt. for those Of you with glass-fibre gliders on lease-back, a $5000 I.hangar is a great
investment against a much more expensive refinish a few years later.
If you wouldn't buy a Florida swamp then why

would you pay someone good money to park
your expensive glider in a local one? To start
with, it is Quite logical that they build airports in
flat places. Flat places don't drain well when it
rains. Buildings, runways, even flagpoles have
priorities in placement over where sailplane trailers are parked. The major criterion for where
sailplane trailers are tied down is that there is no
other use for that area. Most often this is the least
well-drained section of the already flat property.
Why do we expect something parked axle deep
in water for months on end not to have some kind
of deterioration (if not grow barnacles) whether it
was made of metal, clay or even glass-fibre?
I believe the blister damage shown in the earlier pictures was caused to an otherwise perfectly
good glass-fibre sailplane because it was stored
for two seasons in a trailer sitting usually in shallow standing water (during a four to six month
rainy season). This is a gliderport a short distance from a large body of water. Just by its
proximity to high humidity and condensation for
extended periods, blister damage to the gel coat
was inevitable.
Here's the dilemma. You need to get bug
spots, dirt, tape residue or grease off your sailplane, but you don't want to scratch, chemically
damage, remove or otherwise damage the get
coat. Worse yet, the major gel coat manufacturer
warns against chlorinated hydrocarbons (paint
removers), acetone, lacquer thinner, ethyl acetate or methyl ethyl ketone. There is the temptation to use acetone or lacquer thinner to remove
tape residue, grease, or asphalt spots from the
gel coat. This should be resisted as "brushed
areas," repaired zones or after-mould finishes
are Quite prone to damage or removal by these
solvents.
Further limitations are suggested; limited
usage of isopropyl alcohol', or rubbing alcohol in
small amounts "without strong· rubbing." Use of
organic solvents or lri-Sodium Phosphate (TSP)
is discooraged. iMy own experience is that many
household soaps and cleaning agents have
some absolutely vicious components (acids,
tints, etc) ,that let them compete with the abrasives on the market in speed of 'cleaning." A big
bucket of hot soapy water and a sponge might
not be a very good idea, either.
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SOLE AGENTS

NEW

6103

TWIN III ACRO
FOR MID 1987

DELIVERY
G109B THIRTY
SOLD IN UK FOR
SPRING 1987 DELIVERY
ORIGINAL
LURWAFFE

SOLID GOATSKIN
FLYING JACKET OF
SUPERB QUALITY
£126.50 inc VAT +
£5 p&p

SPECIAL INSURANCE
FOR ALL GRaB
OWNERS

JOHN ADAMS
Soaring (Oxford) Ltd.
lower End, Ewelme
Oxon OX9 6HB
0491-37184
Telex 83147 attn
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So what can you use? ,I use adampchaliTlois to,
clean bug spots. Scratches or marks can be
taken out with DuPont 606S Fine White Lacquer
Rubbing Compound, available from auto paint
suppliers. Small amounts of soap, or mild liquid
soaps may be used in the water for the damp
chamois on especially dirty areas (followed by
rinsing with clear water in the chamois). As ,for
tape residue, grease/tar spots - kerosene, white
gas, wax and grease remover (from auto paint
stores), or paint thinner are probably the safest to
use.
Wax is yet another dilemma. If moisture is a
problem, why not wax everything on a regUlar
basis? Again, wax peAelrates the surface and
causes barriers to refinishing. But evel'll more
importantly, I have some very real problems with
wax after watching test results at the San DiegO
Convention, of waxed sailplane wings flying into
rain. They lost, due to IbeMing of IM water droplets, as much as two-thirds olll:leir tlD almost
immediately - a problem I deem to, 'be a safety
issue. SO" for most 01 the country I would recoliTlmend against wax. However, if I owned a ship
and lived along the Gull Coast, Florida or any
other hot, humid area, I would use a pure carnauba car wax {Without cleaners) and pay special attention to the other problems.
Don't use siliconeanywhere 011 the gel coat on
yowr sailplane. Used as a sealer, glue or an additive 10 wax, the stuff is Virtually inert WheA it is set
up; and that is precisely the problem. It penetrales the structure (Of the gel coat similarly 10
moisture and ,holds 01'1. So far, so good. But there
comes a time when you may wallt to do a repair
or bond some new gel coat to that surface and
you will find that nothing sticks to silicone. Even
after heavy sanding to penetrate the gel, coat, it is
very common to have extensive fisheyes (hollows in a new coating caused Iby dirt, grease, or
silicone, making the, maleriall thin out or run away
from the oontaminated spOt) w,hen silicone has
been applied in any form. Silicone caulk is
routinely used to seal shower doors on bathtubs,
and my co-workers will attest to the problems of
doing anything that requires adhesion anywhere
near the wretched stuff.
Therefore· I was dismayed to read in a care
sheet from the major manufacturer of sailplane
gel coats that a silicone wax is recommended.
Follow me for a moment. You wax your ship
with a silicone base wax. On your first flight the
tow plane throws a small stone which chips the
leading edge of your wing. Being a fastidious
person, you decide to repair the damage. You
sand the affected spot and either add a filler or
apply thick layers of gel coat to build the surface
back out. BUT, (this is a big "but") the outer
edges of your repair don't seem to stick. You
sand outward to a larger area, but the edges still
don't stick. At this point you can settle for coating
only the inner area of the repair, and significantly
alter the wing's profile, or go on to Plan B.
Theoretically we are now talking about sanding
off all of the gel coat, refinishing, and profiling the
entire wing to properly make your repair; hence
using lots of gel coat. Let's not get carried away,
but I sure won't be using silicone waxes on a
glass-fibre sailplane.
Silicone adhesives do have their uses on gliders. I attach sealing materials over openings in
the spar ends of the wings, and as an adhesive

for wpholstery in the cookpit on my DG-300, but I
am careful to keep them off any of the exposed
exterior surfaces. For this reason I, have grave
questions about using silicones as adhesives for
sealing materials applied to the ailerons or tailplane.
It's in the box. But what kind of bol< is it in?
Sailplane trailers are made of wood. canvas,
metal, ,glass-fibre Of combinations of the above.
Some trailers are well ventilated, some are not;
some leak like a sieve, and others are tight as a
drum. Cold has (as tested iA Germany) not much
effect on glass-fibre sailplanes, but t1igh heat is
not terrific for them. It produces unwanted waviness in the FRP structure.
So as· long as the trailer is enclosed, what
difference does il make? Well, I have been in
metal sailplanes trailers (including myoid one) in
moist winter conditions when, though it wasn't
still raining outside, it definitely was inside from
heavy condensation. My daughlerdid a Science
!Fair project that checked the level of condensation build-up in a model wood trailer, a model
metal trailer, and a model glass-fibre ,One. It all
has to do with rapid relative heating or cooling of
the surface or the air during humid conditions.
Wood trailers are lbest, glass-fibre next and
metal worst. Look again at the piclure of the
blisters under the gel coat in the previous section.
In short, Whatever trailer you have, open it
fairly frequently, pull covers off and open the
canopy 10 air everything out. Improve the generally poor ventilation provided in most sailplane
trailers. If I still had a metal' trailer, I would look to
Installing foam or other insulatkln on the inside of
the upper surface. Finally, park the trailer in
areas with good drainage to decrease the humidity inside.
Overall', the recommendations made in this
article should ineludethe care given 10 sailplanes
made by all manufacturers, especially those having to do with moisture control. In fairness, many
of the ,comments made about ultravioletl
moisture-produced crazing damage do not apply
to sailplanes currently made by lBurkhart Grab
Co or Glaser-Dirks GmbH. Again, however, I
would consider the factors of care ,and maintenance 10 apply 10 all glass-fibre gliders 'alike. Not
to do so will be a consciOl!ls choice, and the
consequences won't come as a surpriseto you. "
you love sailplanes and soaring as much as I do,
maybe everyone involved can work together ta
improve our gliders and the care we give them to all of our mutual benefit.
Now that I have insulted glider manufacturers,
distributors, fixed based operators, repair services, gel coat and wax manufacturers, my faA
club may be smaller than I had hoped. But as Sgt
Joe Friday used to say on the old Dragnet TV
series, "Just the facts, ma'am; only the facts."
After concerned and careful observation, these
are the only conclusions that I have been able to
come up with. As for my fan club, send only large
denomination bills, no lawsuits accepted.

*

*

*

My thanks to Mike Bums, chief technical
officer airworthiness of the Gliding Federation of
Australia; Mike Borgelt; Tim Montagne; Gary
Knapp; Oliver Dyer-Bennet; John Sinelair; and
Roger Clark. These comments are my own and
don't fully relfect the views of the above persons.
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TRAVELLER'S TALE

TALK TO THE GROUND, AND
KNOW WHERE YOU ARE!

THE NEW HAND-HELD
HT 830 720 CHANNEL

NAV/COM/VOR
Transmits and receives on 720 channels
and receives all VOR frequencies, givin9'
an LeD read'out of your present VOR
radial, Ask about accessories (240v
transformer at £20 needed if yow haven't
a 115v shaver plug option at homel
£425 + VAT
delivery extra

CAMPBELL DISTRIBUTION LIMITED
BUton Centre, Coronation Road,
Cressex Industrial Estate.
High Wycombe. Bucks
Tel: 0494 459535
Telex 946240 re' 19008300

WAIKERIE --(""

SUMMER COMPETITION
December 14th-21st 1986

Waikerie Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 320, Waikerie, South Australia 5330
ISO +61 85 412 644

AUSTRALIA
John Rolls gives his
impressions of Ilying in
Australia
DUring Ihepast three years I have spent some
time gliding at various locations in Australia and
was lucky enough to have six months driving
through and around Ihe country covering
27 oookm- Karen could never understand why
we ,saw gliders in, the sky wherever we went!
The Australian glider pilots are totally spoilt as
they have, lin my opinion, one of the best con·
ditions in the world, 1'0 Southern Australia, where
I1 have flown mosl, it is poSsible to glide, nearly the
whole year. Most pundits pack their ships \liP for
the winter simply because they can't fly crossc,ountries everyd~. It is amusing that SOOOft is the
magicall:1eight to leave the field for your crosscountry. They think you are mad leaving at, say,
35ooft.
Most Brits tend to tease them, nicely of course.
They don't mind as they love to hear the horrific
stories of gliding in Northern Europe with low
heights and postage, stamp size paddocks (fieJds).
Lam February, whilst at Waikerie, South
Australia, I wasrelurning from ,a cross-country
and about 25km Irom fuEl field when we had' a
radio message to either land immediately or stay
high, A line squall was coming through whicl:l
was a most interesting experience.
I was already at 4000ft In a club Nimbus 2
dodging scattered rain showers from very high
alto Cl), About 10'-15km hom tile field the squall
was heading in that direction, blowing up dust to
about 4S00ft before it curled over, just like a desert
sand'storm. The main, band was 4 -5km wide and
travelling at 35-45k1. I found the lift around me
increasing enormously to over 10l<t in places,
Within a very shM time I was just under
1200011, but alas being middle-aged t didn't think
,it safe to remain at the altitude too long' without
oxygen.l,estimated at 'least a further2000tt togo
to Cloudbase: Visibility at the time was 100km plus.
One, could watch ,this faseinated and be quite safe
at altitwde with plenty of height in hand to follow
it Ior some lime. As the squall hit some of the

WE ALSO COVER GLIDING.

~~
INTERNATIONAL

newly ploughed wheat paddocks it lifted a dense
cloud of top soil. When I landed an hour later the
surface wind was back to about 5kt.
I had previously seen a rain squall whilst gliding
at Sebring in Florida and that appeared like a
curtain of water in a straight line. When that went
through it must have deposited an inch or so of
water within a very few minutes,
In Australia you have to have an official DI
number and if you rig your own glider you can't DI
it - which could make sense. At one club when
I told the eF11 hadn't a number, he asked whether
I was qualified and then suggested "Well put your
telephone number down." Low tow is the general
rule, Recently it was approved that instead of
going all the way up to a high tow to release, probably missing your thermal, you may now release
just in the lower part of the slipstream of the tug.
This reminds me of an amusing autotow I had
at Alice Springs. The towcar was a decrepit VS of
some kind with a huge length of cable which the
driver said wouldllaunch Ihe glider to 2500ft. We
set -off but ,I shortly noticed the end of the airfield
fast coming, up and the glider by this time at about
100ft. 'Thatdoesn'tmalter," the driver yelled, "yOu
watch' '. With that we continued over the end of the
strip and turned half right on to a dirt road,
Thundering towards us was a SOm long road train
- "ll's okay," the driver assured me, "because the
cable is on our side!" The pilot did achieve his
25ooft.
Our club insist when you join them that you can
land on tow, which really is bordering on the
ridiculous. One needs a powerful arm to hold the
airbrake, especially if the tug pilot has an extra
knot or two on, Women can't do it!
Every club has its own "piecart" which is normally a shed on wheels abOut the size ota caravan
and is used as the control point at the launch area.
The name originated fr()m the street pie seller's
cart used in theearly days. It's an eXCellent idea
for both efficiency ,and comfort.
Every aircraft and gliding site uses radio as a
standard which, when you think oHhe size of the
continent and the difficulty you may have when
landing out, is important. You can relay·to an airborne glider who in turn relays to base giving, we
hope, reasonably close co-ordinates for the tug.
Another useful item is the old wartime metal
mirror with a hole in the middle which you flash
to attrae( the tug. And finally, clanger of all
clangers is not remembering to allow for the
correct magnetic variation to the east. How does
it go? "East least, West bes!."

WHO ARE WE?

Britain's new magazine for all AIR SPORTS

OCTOBER ISSUE features gliding training.

NOVEMBER ISSUE features the case for motor gliding.

Send £9.00 (special price for glider pilots) for annual subscription to:
PILOTS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, 12 Elmbank Way, London W7 3DG
October/November 1986
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NATIONAL LADDERS
Ed Johnston, ladder steward, says that some
pilots haven't noticed the weather has bflen
appalling with 500kms by Pave Nunn and John
Bell and a 672km on JtJly 17 by Chris Starkey,
all from Lasham.

Open Ladder
Leading pilot
1. P. O'Oonald
2. J. Bridge
3. F. J. Sh~ard
~. M. B. Je eryes
5. S. N. Longland
6. A. P. Hatlon
Club ·Ladder
Leadi7? pilot
1. M. . Cuming
2. D. Taylor
3. J. Ellis
4. B. Shaw
5. G. Wills
6. A. Beaumont

Club
Cambridge Univ
Essex
Booker
Essex
Cambridge Univ
Yorkshire

Pis

Club
Booker
Yorkshire
Coventry
Yorkshire
Coventry
Yorkshire

Pis

6832
6682
6605
5578
5528
5362
3539
2110
1825
1150
984

960

Fits
4
4
4
4
4
4
Fits
2
2
4
1
3
2

GLIDING eOMMITIEE JOINS OSTIV
The International Safety and Training
Committee, formed in 1972 to interchange
ideas on safety and training, has now been
incorporated into OSTIV.
rt first met in Germany and since then
meetings have been held in Denmark,
England, Finland, USA and the Netherlands
with the next in Belgium from November 14-16.
Membership was initially limited to European
countries but with the American oHer to host
the 1983 meeting there was a wider response
and Australia, Canada and USA are
represented, with many more now being
eligible.
Bill SCull, BGA director of operations, is the
chairman with ale Didriksen, the Danish
Gliding! Union's national coach, and Jurgen
Sageniuhl, responsible for glider pilot training
within the German Aero Club, as
vice-chairmen.

Doe SLATER
Doc Slater has been moved from the SaHron
Walden old people's home to Primrose Crolt,
Primrose Street, Cambridge, tel 0223 354773.
While comfortable and in good health, he is
lonely and welcomes visits from glider pilots.

INTER-UNI,VER$ITY TASK WEEK
Held at Aboyne airfield, home ot Aberdeen
University GC, from July 12-19, the only losers
at this year's Inter-University task week were
those who didn't attend. Sadly, the distance to
Aboyne put oHa few ,clubs, but those who
made it were .not disappointed with wave on
almost every day. Cross-country tasks were
set for the more experienced while points for
height gain kept local soarers busy. Silver and
Gold heights fell like ninepins and there was a
Diamond height of 225001t.
. The first two day's tasks were 100km and
107km triangles respectively, with minitriangles for pre-Brooze C pilots. Aberdeen,
helped by local knowledge and a OG-100, won
both days. Edinburgh's K-8 did well to reach
Dallachy in a fair,ly strong nor1h-westerly, while
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Surrey's K-21 got in some more field landing
practice.
The weather then deteriorated slightly but
one daring dl,JO from Southampton disapPeared
with their K-13 through a rapidly closing wave
gap, only to reappear over 5hrs later al about
2130hrs having completed the 31 Okm triangle
task, Ounblane, HunUy. As nobody else had
attempted it because 01 the overcast skies,
Southampton leapt into 8 last-minute lead
which proved ,unbeatable.
Congratulations to SouthamptOI\ and many
thanks to the teams from Edinburgh, Surrey,
Bath and my lellow team-members from Aberdeen who helped make it so enjoyable, to
Deeside GC and to Alan Middleton, CH for his
excellent weather forecasting and task setting.
Robin Cutts, Aberdeen University GC

WE WOULD LIKE YOUR HELP
We would be grateful if readers would contribute their knowledge and experience on the
management of winch launching cable (solid
and' flexible-stranded), including such matters
as the use of swivels, laying-on procedures
etc. There is a desperate shortage of such
information, and if we could pool your ideas it
promises to make a valuable article.
:Please send,your artiet'es/comments/nOtes
(all forms will be weloome) to the editor.

HOLIDAY ESCAPE
11 you are on holiday in Cyprus and can escape
for some gliding,. you will get a welcome from
the Crusaders GC .at Kingsfield Airstrip,
Dhekelia, eight miles east of Larnaca.
They fly at weekends and Wednesday afternQOOs al)d Ihave five aircralt, a K-13, Blanik,
T-21 , Swallow and Pilatus B-4 with the promise
of a Motor falke soon. A winch launch costs
aPout £1.00. A Cessna 172 tug puts in an
appearance for aerotowing approximately one
weekend every couple of months.
Socially, the club ofters a clubhouse with bar
and a very friendly atmosphere. During the
summer baroecues ,are a way of life. Visitors
are always most welcome.
For further details tel Larnaca (041) 53000,
Ex 244/216 or write to P. Jackson, 12SU,
BFPO 53.

OBITUARY
Norman H. Sharpe OBE
With the death of Norman Sharpe on July 28
we have lost one of the· great pioneers 01 the
sport. Norman was a bachelor who, with his
younger brothers Billy and Donald, made a
significant contribution to the development of
sOaring in Yorkshire. Donald survives him.
Impressed by the soaring flights by Carli
Magersuppeand Robert Kronfeld at Beamsley
Beacon near IIkley in 1930, the Bradford GC
was formed with Norman, as chairman. He persuad'ed the Bradford Newspaper Co, pub~
Iishersof the Telegraph and Argas, to put up
the money for a glider as an advertisement.
The aircralt, a Oixon Primary, was constructed
by a local boatbuilder from drawings pUblished

in Flight magazine and used when the club
started operations at Apperfey Bridge.
Wherl the Yorkshire GC became.1l limited
compan.y in 1935 Norman was one of the founder directors and with Phillip Wills and Fred
Slingsby negotiated the lease of the Roulston
Scar site irl 193-3 from the Church Commissions which is now the home 01 the Yorkshire
GC.
As CFI since the club's inception" Norman
flew the· firsl circuit from a winch launch at Sutton Bank in ~tober 1934. He realised t~e
advantages 01 winch launching for ridge soaring and ,training ci~cuits. He also saw the
advantages 01 aerotowil19 and the club was the
first to· oHer this cOO'ice. He was one of SliAgsby
Sailplanes' first customers acquiring. a Professor, later a Kite and then a Gull 1.
He remained as chairman and a director until
1'958 and was the epitome of good sense and
good judgment. His advice was always _sought
and valued. It was his generosity alter the war
which :kept the cluo in being. With his Ibrothers
he 'gave us the T-21 A prototype and later the
donation which paid for the 44 acres of the airlield. He was equally as successful In his business career being chairman and managing
director 01 W. N. Sharpe Ltd, pr,inters of Bradford.
A kind and just man, INorman was an example 01 the capable, highly intelligent, determined, disciplined person that the family
businesses of Yorkshire produce. He was a
fine leader, being awarded the OBE for his services to industry. It was a privilege to have
known him.
CHRIS RIDDELL

GLIDING
CERTIFICATES
Rarely dOes a pifot's Silver Badge have a lower
serialll1um'ber than /ilis SUbsequent Gold
Badge, but Graham P.ratt:of East Sussex GC,
having 26 years-ago gained Silver No. 933 in
the days when the number was individually
engraved on the back of the lapel badge" has
now completed his Gold Badge, No. 11.62.
Few pilots would contemplate takingcoH on a
duration attempt at half past five in tt:le alternoon, but on July 14 David Dash released from
an aerotow at Aboyne at 1734hrs to land 5hrs
later, less than 1?hrs before midnight! High
latitude does have its compensations in high
summer.
IFurther west, at Feshiebridge, William LongstaH' simultaneously achieved Silver distance,
Silver height and Gold height in a Swallow,
completing Ilis duration a few days later illlhe
same ageing Swallow.
Scotland .has been particularly prominent in
badge claims this year. Of a total of 57 Gold
height and distance legs in Britain up to the
end of July, nearly half originated from Scot.land, and whereas wave soaring to Gold aAd
:Diamond height is .traditionally confined to ,the
spring and autumn, several such height gains
'have been achieved this summer.
Gordon Camp, FAI cenificat.e officer.
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C OF A OVERHAULS
TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES
BY BGA INSPECTOR
AU. THREE DIAMONDS
Name
C.G.CotbeIl
207
A. J. Hogg
B. D. SCougall
208
201
J. G. BeR
M. F. Cooling
210
211
G. E McAndrew
212
D. HiIlon

No.
208

DIAMOND DISTANCE
No.
Name
11321 D. Edwards
lJ322 C.G.CotbeIl
lJ323 R. D. payne
11324 A. J. Hogg
11325 F. J. Davies
11326 E. W. Richards
11327 B. D. SCougall
11328 J. G. Bell
11328 M. F. Cuming
11330 G. E. Mc.Andrew
11331 D. HI10n

Club

Essex
Bicesler
SGU
Surrey & Hants
Bool<er
Booker
Booker

Club

1986
16.5
3.7
8.7
16.5
16.5
16.5
16.5

Booker
Essex
Bristol & Glos
Bicester
Coventry
Bicester
SGU
Surrey & Hanls
Booker
Booker
Booker

1986
16.5
16.5
18.6
3.7
3.7
3.7
8.7
16.5
16.5
16.5
16.5

DIAMOND GOAL
Name
Club
2/1476 D. J. Gordon
Fenland
2/1477 JiI WaII<er
Surrey & Hants
2/1478 P. W. Bulcher
Essex
2/1479 M. O. Breen
Booker
2/1480 M. J. Haynes
London
G.N.OOes
2/1481
Lasham
2/1482 P. J. Disdale
Lasham
2/1483 E. W. Richards
Bicester
2/1484 A. J. Baldwin
Bool<er
2/1485 D. P. Allnai
Bicester
2/1486 R. C. Wills-Flaming Bicester
211487 G. R. Brown
Booker
2/1486 J. A. Stephen
Deeside

1986
16.5
16.5
16.5
16.5
18.6
18.6
18.6
18.6
18.6
3.7
3.7
3.7
20.7

DlA/.OIIO HEIGHT
Name
3f125 C. Wilby
3f126 G. F. Brindle
3f727 P. O. Craven
31728 R.G.c.Ats

1986
18.5
26.5
10.5
16.7

No.

No.

Club

Derby & Lancs.
Clevelands
Lakes On USA)
Deeside

OOtDBADGE
Name
Club
R. J. Baker
1151
Cambridge Univ.
1152 P. W. Butcher
Essex
P.
D.
Craven
Lakes
(in USA)
tl53
1154 M. J. Haynes
London
G. N. Gllkes
1155
Lasham
Booker
"'56 A. J. Baldwin
1157 R. C. Wills-Flaming Bicester
1158
G.G.Dale
Dorset
\159
G A. Brown
Booker
11l5O
J. A. Stephen
Deeside

No.

OOtDHEIGHT
Ntme
J. W. Stemerd'onk
R.J. Baker
D. A. RarI<in
P. HoI!lwld
B.J.T~

A. D. EV&'lS
R.D. G. Hill
M. P. EIis
B. Shaw
G. G. Dale
G.H. EIII1e
W. R. J. Longsta"
R. G. CU1s

Club

Oeeside
Cambridge Univ.
Bicester
Yor1<shire
Ouse
London
Cleveland

Bum
Yorl<shire
Dorset
Deeside
Cairngorm
Deeside

1988
15.12.85
16.5
8.5
18.6
18.6
18.6
3.7
26.5
3.7
20.7

1986
1.5
15.12.85
9.4
18.5
18.5
26.5
18.5
18.5
19.5
26.5
14.7
20.7
16.7

GOlD DISTANCE

IIwne

Club

D.J. Gordon
JNWalk8'
P. W. Ilulcher
P. D. Craven
C. R. I. Emaon
M. J. Haynes
Go N. Gilk..
P. J. Disdaie
E. W. Richards
A. J. Baldwin
D. P.AknaI
R. C. WlIlis-Aeming

Fenland
Surrey & Hanls
Essex
Lakes (In USA)
Oxford
London
Lasham
Lasham
Bicesler
Booker
Bicesler
Bicester

OCtober/November 1986

1986
16.5
16.5
16.5
8.5
16.5
18.6
18.6
18.6
18.6
18.6
3.7
3.7

G. R. Brown
J. A. Stephen

SILVER
No.
7177
7178
7179
7160
7181
7182
7183
7184
7185
7186
7187
7188
7189
7190
7191
7192
7193
7194
7195
7196
7197
7198
7199
7200
7201
7202
7203
7204
7205
7206
7207
7208
7209
7210
7211
7212
7213
7214
7215
7216
7217
7218
7219
7220
7221
7222
7223
7224
7225
7226
7227
7228
7229
7230
7231
7232
7233
7234
7235
7236
7237
7236
7239
7240
7241
7242
7243
7244
7245
7246
7247
7248
7249
7250
7251
7252
7253
7254
7255
7256
7257
7258
7259
7260
7261
7262

BADGE
Name
P.B. WaI1<er
T. J. Milner
T.Copp
A. J. Chappell
J. P. W. Towill
J. B. Taylor
C. Constantinou
J. G. Jury
R.C.S. Edmonds
D. M. Edwards
M. R. Brooks
M. J. Philpoll
P. A. Gelslhorpe
B. Lomas
A. Robinson
B. A. Delmer
S. K. Bucl<ner
Julie Hunt
Alayne Bradbtook
D. W. Gaunllell
J. A. Gee
P. J. Joslin
MIle Bolslad
J. J. Baker
D. S. Hawes
M. Morlon
J. C. Gibson
W. R. Mills
B. M. Utller
W. E. J. Pollinger
G. D. Rivers
O. A. Woods
S. C. Moss
T. Miller
A. Bailey
Susan Hu1chings
Sharon Morgan
C. Oewhurst
R. McGough
R. Skingley
R. J. JeaI
S. O. Young
Patricia payne
J. A. Luck
T. R. Dews
T. J. W~tshire
T. Cust
T.Gall
C. A. I. Hickling
D. J. C. Wheeler
H. J. Guylon
G. C. Bishop
M. J. Dicken
A. R. Bushnell
R. M. H~chin
T. G. Hum
J. Crawford
R. G. Buick
D. HoIt
P. R. Woodruffe
T. M. B. Guy
A. D. Evans
M. S. A. Skinner
M. J. Driver
D. R. Hurley
P. E. Farrelly
HeIen Quirke
J. M. San
B. J. Taylor
P. S. Smart
C. R. May
R. G. Culls
I. R. Robinson
A. M. Barhem
A. W. Webb
B. S. Chadwick
I. C. While
K. Scott
A. J. Oultram
D. A. Slewart
Patricia Marlow
R. A. Cheetham
F. P. Wllson
I. O. McLeod
W. R. J. Longstaft
M. R. Fisher

Bool<er
Deeside

Club

Bristol & Glos
Wolds
Yorkshire
Staffordshire
Imperial College
Midland
Crusaders
Fenland
pegasus
Two Rivers
Blackpool & Fylde
Booker
Brislol & Glos
Blackpool & Fylde
Two Rivers
Four Counties
Bicester
Fenland
(in Auslralia)
Fulmar
Phoenix
Essex & Suffolk
SGU
Essex
Lasham
Fenland
Blackpool & Fylde
S. Wales
Southdown
Essex
Newar!< & NoIIs
Blackpool & FyIde
Bristol & GIos
Bracktey
Avon Soaring
Cranwell
Four Counties
Deeside
N. Wales
Bicester
Southdown
CoCswold
Bannerdown
Cranfield
Bath & Wins
Hamblelons
Burn
Pegasus
Booker
Humber
Lasham
Bristol & Glos
Bannerdown
Welland
Bath & Wilts
Black Mounlains
Bicester
Lasham
pegasus
Bioes1er
Midland
London
Marchinglon
Surrey Hills
London
Wyvern
Cranwell
Channel
Ouse
Phoenix
Shalboume
Deeside
London
636 GS
621 GS
Welland
Sou1hdown
Welland
635GS
Deeside
Deeside
Bucl<minster
Hamblelons
Kent
Cairngorm
Devon & Somerset

3.7
20.7

1986
16.5
16.5
16.5
16.5
16.5
16.5
16.5
16.5
16.5
19.5
19.5
19:5
23.5
23.5
25.5
26.5
28.5
28.5
3.1
19.4
31.5
26.8.85
3.6
4.6
16.5
13.4
19.5
4.6
4.6
4.6
5.6
8.6
11.6
19.6
12.6
14.6
14.6
15.6
16.5
16.5
18.6
18.6
18.6
18.6
19.6
8.6
24.6
28.6
3.7
3.7
37
3.7
1.7
6.7
6.7
26.5
26.5
18.6
29.6
1.7
3.7
3.7
12.6
18.6
18.6
24.6
1.7
4.6
3.7
26.4
26.4
14.7
9.7
9.7
11.7
15.7
17.7
17.7
18.7
20.7
20.7
24.7
20.7
22.7
267
27.7

JOHN SMOKER
9ANSONWAY
BICESTER, OXON
Tel: Bicester 0869 245422

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

SKIDS
Laminated ash skids
for most of the
popular gliders supplied
from stock.
Others made to order

FABRIC
Ceconite Fabric any
Quantity supplied

DART 15
FOR SALE

ZJ ~ @~@ dfl.@.~ @(J1.VtJ.$
ASSOCIATES LTD eo.

WHEN ONlY
THE BEST WILL 00

PESCHGES ELECTRONIC VARIOMETER AND NAV
COMPUTER SYSTEMS ARE

THE BEST
-

-

THE MOST ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
OFFERS YOU
Excellent accurecy
Unequalled TE compensation
Excellent response
No celibration or eltitude errors
Maximum durability
Easy Installation. only pitot and static needed
Optional dial LC readoul as illustrated

FLETTNER-

Cl

nlEBEST
ROTARY
VEJIInLATOR
Prevent dempness.
>'umidrty. and heat
build-up in your trailer.

Conlacl:

TED LYS
54 TORBRYAN
INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM4 9HN
Tel: (02n) 352418

BOBSZULC
48 GREAVES AVE
WALSALL
Tel: (0922) 30810

EVENINGS
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Copy and photographs. for the
December-JBnuary issue of S&G
should be sent to the Editor, 281 Queen
Edith's way, Cambridge CB1 4NH, telephone 0223 247725, to arrive not later
than October 7 and for the FebruaryMarch issue to arrive not later than
December 2.
GILLlAN SAYeE-SMITH
August 13

BLACK MOUNTAINS (Ta/garth)
June and JUly have been dry with consistent but
light westerlies, giving excellent conditions for
the holiday courses. Wave heights have been
modest with the best for June being 101 OOft and
7000ft for July.
Congratulations to Tim Hum for his Silver C
gained in the Swallow, also 10 eFI John Bally for
a promising start with the British team at
Mengen. (See European Championships' report
in this issue.)
W.D.M.
BOOKER (Wycombe Air Park)

AQUILA (Hinton-in-the-Hedges Aimeld)
After a brief skirmish we have learned to live with
the Upper Heyford MRAmid-week. But it doesn't
affect us at weekends so visitors are more than
welcome.
. We hav~ the whole fleet back on line, sparkling
In new paint schemes. Our at home encouraged
Oxford GC to visit us for good companionship if
poor soaring.
Good luck to our ex CFI, Roy Dalling, who
goes to the Long Mynd as manager. Our loss is
their gain!

J.R.
BATH & WILTS (Keevil Airfield)
We are moving into the fashion world - or some
of our gliders are. Organisers of a large annual
fete are planning a fashion show and their posters and press photographs have two club gliders
in the background. We will also have a static
exhibition and give a flypast during the fete,
which should bring some free pUblicity.
Tim Dews (Pirat) and Bob Hitchen (Skylark 4)
have completed their Silver Cs and Bob came
2nd in his first competition at Aston Down. Ron
,!,eave~ has resoloed and Dave Morgan is mak,ng rapid progress since going solo, finds lift
where none seems to exist and has now joined
the Oly 463 syndicate.
We have another ab-initio course spread over
four weekends starting at the end of September
with Jim Gardiner and Phil Gascoigne as instructors.
T.K.
BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
We are happy to report that Jackie Hymers is well
on the way to recovery.
There were few spectacular flights in June
apart from Bronze and Silver legs. Well done all
new solo pilots including Ruth Brown, Nick Wilson, Peter and John Ralph and Donna Tutor.
Congratulations also to Dave Aknai and Ted
Richards on their 300kms.
July was better. Congratulations to Roger
Couch and Paddy Hogg on their 500kms and
well done again to Ted Richards who followed
Roger and Paddy round.
The first flight on our longest day, June 28, was
at 041 Ohrs and the last at 2200hrs, both by Roger
Crouch in the T-21. We achieved 294 launches.
Congratulations to Ken Hartley and Jed Edyvean on coming 3rd and 5th respectively In the
Open Class Nationals.

C. & G.
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Not wishing to be too bashful (we feel we may
have become unduly modest recently) it is time
to report that May 16 provided a good start to the
Season with 13 500kms and one 600km being
flown.
Since then Booker pilots have gone on to do
tolerably well in the 15 Metre Nationals and are
now looking forward to a season of record break~
ing flights in the new Janus CM (if the engine
starts!).
The Booker Regionals went well with Peter
Bayliss (the Met) and Brian Spreckley (the director) conspiring to litter the home counties with up
to 55 gliders ,on seven contest days.
M.F.C.

BORDERS (Milfield)
Obituary - David Harvey
The death on June 4 of David Harvey resulting
from a gliding accident was a very great shock to
everyone. (See the last issue, p182.) He joined
us last October and was one of that group behind
the strength and smooth operation of every club.
He was an enthusiast.
He had the willingness and technical ability to
help anyone with electronic and instrument problems, in fact almost any problem, and willingly
gave help with the more mundane, physical
work.
David made rapid progress at Milfield and I'm
certain would have gone a long way in both our
club and our sport.
We extend our deepest sympathy to his widow
Elaine and daughter Antonia in their tragic loss.
Alan Unwin
BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE
(Nympsfield)
The 15 Metre Nationals we hosted was a success (see report in this issue) and our club
improvements helped make catering easier.
The season started well but never lived up to
expectations, though pilots have notched up
500kms, many 300 and 400kms and a host of
smaller tasks. A flock of new members, including
Andy Davis (Discus) and his father Bill (Ventus),
and syndicates have swelled our ranks and visitors have enjoyed ridge and thermal flying. The
courses have gone well with a smart fleet.

Claude Armes is the new administration manager and we wish him well.
Faces trom the past came to our special party
to celebrate 30 years of flying at Nympsfield.

N.W.
BUCKMINSTER (Saltby Airfield)
It has sometimes been difficult to raise a team for
the Inter-Club League IbUt this should improve
next season. Russell Cheetham and Guy Camp.
ion have completed their Silver Cs. Doug. Upson
missing his by 2km. Within our two student
groups, Matt Fellowes from Trent Polytechnic
has soloed their K-7 and Helen Clay has soloed.
Nottingham University's Blanik, the first to'do $0.
The first club flying week was successful and
well supported ibut more miles were covered on
tlie treasure hunttlian were flown cross-CO!Jntryl
We are hoping for better weather for the next
one.
R.N.C.
CHANNEL (Waldershare Park, Nr Dover)
We are very proud of our spanking new Grob
1096 and our new Bergfalke which is giving a lot
of fun.
Congratulations to Dave .Jones on his BrQnze
C and to Karen Edwards, David Abson and Ken
McCulloch on going solo. Jim and Karelll
Edwards are getting married ,on August 23 al
H~.20am and then coming straight to the club for
a day's gliding. Congratulations both of you.
L.S;

CHILTERNS (RAF Halton)
The Romorantin expedition was an enormous
success with all pilots achieving 300kms and five
compleling 300km goal flights. The total of
almost 200hrs and 4000km- from 60 launches
speaks for Itself. lihe' French made the expedition a hugely enjoyable experience and the
organisation, aC€ommodalion, co-operation and
just plain f~iendliness were first class. Our thanks
to Jer/y, LeS and Terry who organised the expedition, and to Mick Lee and Co from Cranwell who
loaned us their Janus.
On the home front, Mick. Willshore has Silver
height,lRalph Seddon his Bronze C and Julianne
Amos went solo. The longest day barbecue was
enjoyed with excellent food - thanks Marion and
Val.
T.L.S.
COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth)
Congratulations to Frank Davis on completing
his 500km on a so-so day; Helen Wright, rerry
Hurley and Derek WestwOOd for their Silver distanceand Dave Booth for his Gold height at
Sutton Ban'k. Our holiday and evening courses
have produced a crop of solo pilots too numerous
to mention - the ene who caused raised eyebrows by 5OIoing after one day turned out to be a
751 pilOt.
The Inter-Club league at Essex was notable
mainly for the performance of our pundit. We
welcome back Jack Naggington after a long
absence and wish Di Spalding a speedy recovery after het recent accident.
A.W.S.N.
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CRANWELL (RAFGSA)
We have had some reasonable soaring and congragulate Helel'! OUirke and Sue Hutchings on
oompleting their Silver Cs, Graham Pitchfork for
Silver height and SOkm, Dave Montgomery on
his 5hrs and Silver l1eig"'t and Uam Mc'Erlean on
SHver height ,Bronze legs were also gained by
other members.
Our motor glider is on ine again and being
used on tie'ld landing training and c~oss-country
navigation.
We welcome Derek Murray and P. Retzer and
welcome back Neil Rushen who brings a K-2
with him which will be very useful.

S.J.H.
CRUSAOERS (Cyprus)
Congratulations to Jane Sherriff and Philip Jones
on their Bronze Cs and to Costas on his successful instl\lClors' course at Bicester where he completed his Silver C.
We have obtained a Motor Falke which should
be airworthy by the end of the year and are
'hOp4ng to add a K-7 or similar glider to our club
fte~.

We said a fond farewell to Steve (Bam Bam)
Tipper who, on posting back to the UK, is to join
Four Counties.

P.M.J.
DARTMOOR' (Brentor)
We are enjoying a fairly successful season after
surviving a serious crisis when Ivor Phillips, CFI,
was ill, but thankfully he has now returned. Tim
Parsons, from Devon & Somerset GC, kindly
took over as CFI in his absence.
Unfortunately Stan Fouracre, our faithful Sunday man, is going to work abroad. His departure
was marked with a barbecue.
Thanks to a group of instructors our flying is
reaching a much higher standard and the launch
rate has doubled with long soaring flights more
frequent. Both runways are in use and the hangar plans are waiting final approval. The Royal
School for the Deaf paid us their annual visit and
our youngest pilot, Steve Bolt, soloed on his 16th

excellent summer wave or {idgesoared' low Qver
deer browsing in heather glowing purple and
browfll in evening sunlight.
The Inter-University task week teams reaped
the rewards of the long jomney north. (See BGA
news.)

thanks to outgoing chief tug pilot Richard Harris
for his fantastic work during the last Syrs.
Jonathan Abbess takes over with Steele Haughton as safely officer.
A social highlight was Pete Wllby's 50th birthday party complete with strippergram.

L.E.N. T.

V.H.

EAST SUSSEX (Ringmef)

HAMBLETONS (RAF Dishforth)

Aon Speer is our new CFI following the appointment of Fred Bishop to regional examiner by the
BGA. Ron .King takes Over from Ron as ground
engineer.
Our open day in June was a terrific success,
organised by the social committee under the
guidance of Christine Vanderberge and Joyce
Head. whQ ran the raffle and catering,_
Graham Pratt has Gold distance and Mike
Pierepolnt completed his SilverC with a distance
flight.
The clubhOuse is now almost complete thanks
to all the helpers. The evening flying courses
have been well supported and we have had a
successful membership drive. The owners of the
T-21 have loaned it to the club and it is proving
very popular.
Kent GC joined us to promote gliding at an
Outdoor Pursuits weekend at Bewl Bridge reservoir, half way between the two clubs, which gave
us the chance to talk to the general public.
J.S.

We have had a surprising amount of wave
recently, some of it starting low enough to give
spectacular trial instruction flights. The thermals
have not been so good but Iim Willshire (Swallow) managed a creditable Silver distance.
Our longest serving Blanik, 598, celebrated its
21 si birthday by sharing a small party with the
Clevelands' Swallow. We have rIOw established
a Friday "Adults only" evening' of spot landing
competitions etc, only gliders of mature years
being allowed to take part.

ESSEX (North Weald)
Ariane Deardon and Tim Hurst have claimed
Silver distances. The Inter-Club League meeting
gave one competition day won by Essex, putting
us into the final at Parham.
Mike Jefferyes and John Fricker (Silane) are
claiming the UK multi-seater 100km goal record
with a flight from North Weald to Tibenham in
excess of 100kmlh.
Despite the mixed weather for our summer
course, John Williamson got us airborne every
day and on August 5 John led a gaggle to Hadleigh and back and only one national coach
landed out! Our thanks to John for a successful
course.

bir1hday,
F.G.M.

P.W.B.

DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield)

ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Hadleigh)

Despite the unremarkable mid-summer weather
the club statistics show that nearly all of July was
soarable. Nearly a dozen Gold heights, several
durations, Silver distances and goal Diamonds
were claimed'. Some of the durations were from
flights taking off after Spm and distances from
take-oft after 7pm! Other pilots went to 2S000ft in

CongratUlations to Peter Hart, Mike Farr, John
Bedford and John Amer (on going solo), to Peter
Codd (Bronze C and Shrs) and Steve Hornung
(Silver distance).
During our May task week a cross-country
course run by Steele Haughton was very successful despite poor soaring conditions. Our

Sailplane & Gliding
The magazine can be obtained from most Glid ing Clubs in
Gt. Britain, alternatively send £9.50 postage included for
an annual subscription to the British Glid ing Association,
Kimberley House, Vaughan Way. Leicester.
Red leather-cloth binders specially designed to take copies of the
magazine and gold-blocked with the title on the spine are only
available from the B.G.A.
Price £4.25 including post and packing.
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J.P.
HUMBER (RAF Scampton)
On April 26 Deanna Rooke gained a Bronze leg
and Sue Gildea completed her Sliver C with a
SOkm flight to Saltby. Other achievements
include Elaine Petherick going solo.

T.J.
IMPERIAL COLLEGE (Lasham Airfield)
Many of our members went to Aosta in the Italian
Alps during July to sample mountain flying and
enjoyed some fine soaring. Martin Judkins
gained Diamond height with 22000ft over Mont
Blanc in our ASW-19 and Jo Rise got his Gold
height with 16000ft.
Edmund Field, Tony Shaw, Mike Carling and
Wendy Jolly have gone solo and Dave Greenhill
and John Towill have completed their Sliver Cs.

Wind cones made in Ministryof Defence
Hypabn~, also In nybn and cambric.
Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.
National. Advertising Flags and
Banners.
canvas Covers for all requirements.
Flagstaffs supplied and erected in
Steel. Aluminium. Fibreglass and
Timber - suitable Ior Windcones.
Towing Cable Drogues.
PlGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Slanlord Rivers. Nr. Ong8r. Essex CMS 9PJ
Tel 0277 363262

OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA
T. R. Beasley. Soaring Supplies. PO Box 4851.
SI. Laurent. p.a. Canada. H4L 4Z5.
SOUTH AFRICA
Peter Eich. PO Box 82707. Southdale 2135. Johannesburg. Transvaal.
HOLLAND
Aeropress (Ary Ceelen) P Slockmanslaan 53. 5652 AB Eindhoven
USA and all other Countries
Payable in either Sterling £9.50 or US $15 but International Money
Orders preferred. direct to the British Gliding Association.
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H36DIMONA

8hoffmann
TWO SEAT GRP MOTOR GLIDER
LOW INTEREST FINANCE
BRHlSH C of A
FOLDING WINGS
EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE
THREE POSITION PROPELLER

Contact

Airmark Aviation Ltd, 48 Crossl'ands Avenue, Southall, Middx

Tel 01-574-1603

OXYGEN EQUIPMENT

The Air Apparatus & Valve A.I.R. 24 series oxygen equipment for gliders,
comprising a control head and 6.80 litre oxygencyl,inde~, is now available for self
installation. With all the in-flight oxygen controls situated in the one position, this control
head has been developed from the Company's highly successful Domiciliary oxygen unit to
Drug Tariff Specification 0 I B.
The 6.80 litre cylinder is of British manufacture in aluminium to H.O.A.L. 4
specification and is su.pplied valved and charged to 2000 p.s.i.
The company also supplies oxygen equipment based on 230- and 6.80-litre
cylinders, and face masks complete with \lalves and economiser bags.
In the unlikely event of servicing being required, the company operates a 24-hour
tum-'round postal system.

NOW AVAILA8LI: - SLlMLlNE 630 CYLINDERS

AIR APPARATUS & VALVE LTD

!fAO:tl:iv~1~f

Unit 1. Blackwater Way. Aldershot, Hants. GU12 4DL
reI: Aldershot ,(0252. 334581

a complete range of airband radio equipment

J

TR720 hand-held tranOCSlver (£476.30 inc VAT. carnage £1.00) CM APPROVED. 118 to 135.915 MHz (receive
and transJJlJt). lOO to 111.915 MHz (NAV BAND receive only). no need for crystals. retains three frequencies in
memory. supplied complete WIth nicad battery. mains charger. helical whip aerial.
R532 scanmng receIver (£224.05 mc VAT. carnage £1.00). frequency range !l0 to 139 MHz. one hundred
memory channels. 12V DC operahon (a mams power unit is available for home use). an optIonal rechargeable
mcad pack and soft case make the R532 tIuly portable.

R537S two channel plus tunable from 118 to 136 MHz (£69.51 inc VAT. carriage £2.00) and R528 six channel
scanning (£125.36 inc VAT. carnage £2.00) pockel portables. crystal conlIolled. operate on mternal dry cell or
nicad banery. cryslals net included. £4.60 each.
AR2OO2 (receiver £487.30 inc VAT. carriage £1.00). frequency range 25 to 550 MHz and 800 to 1300 MHz. narrow
band FM. WIde band FM and AM (supplied with simple telescopic aerial and mains power supply)
Please send for fW1her detaIls to:
-'

W
W

.

LOWE ELECTRONICS LIMITED

Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Telephone 0629 2817, 2430, 4067, 4995 Telex 377482 LOWLEC G
Shops in Glasgow 0419452626. Darlinllton 0325 466121. Cambridge 0223 311230. Cardiff 0222 464154. London 014293256,
Bournemouth 0202 577760.

Sole importer and distributor for AOR and SIGNAL equipment

I

'YOUVE GOT TO HAVE STYLE'

I

Without doubt the most established and experienced glider trailer manufacturers in the UK. The Biggest by being the best'for
Quality and Service. Over 160 built to date.
Selected for Ministry of Defence, FtA..F. Air Cadets Contract
"42 AMF Trailers at '85 Lasham Comps"

"PHOBABlY THE BE:ST TRAILERS OF ALL TIME!"

ADD Auto Reverse and GRP, self colour mUdguards now standard.
ALSO GRP Locking DV Panels, solo towing gear. trestles and our
superb range of fittings to order.

NEWS OUr continued development /las now proven our new
Bonding/sealing system which means no more loose rivets.
Even less maintenance at no extra cost.

Call in, ring or write (or details

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS
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0488 72224
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John Towill is the ,new captain and Peter Plackowski, tne vice-captain.
P.T.H.
INKPEN (Thruxton Airfield)
Thanks to a barn dance organised by Sheila and
Ray Goodwin the tug engine fund is £200 better
off.
It has been a quiel year, good weather .and
members rarely coinciding. Bill Murray has taken
his Mosquito to the Regionals and seems to be
our only competition minded member at the
moment.
I.D.
KENT (Challock)
We hope to incorporate Glide Aid into our task
week thereby raising money by sponsorship for
kilometres flown.
We were well represented at Competition
Enterprise and congratulations to rony and Mike
Moulang and their K-13 team for oomir)g 1st in
the Wooden Class.

Many hands make light work rigging the Bocian
at North Wales GC.

David Hannah and Graham Sturgeon have gone
solo, Graham, who is doing a good job as one of
Peter Lewis's helpers on the courses, just after
his 16th birthQay.
Ftying has been restricted by the weather
although, Keith Butterfield fooOO some nice wave
soaring. Our best wishes to Chris Dobson as he
recovers from illness.

M.S.

Yuka Sato, who went solo on her 16th birthday, is
photographed with her instructor, Peter Poole.
Congratulations to Riohard Gardner and Yuka
Sato on going solo, Yuka on her 16th birthday; to
Jlm Coughlan and Steve Perry on their Bronze
Cs; to Jim Lambert and John Pain on their 5hrs;
Steve Noad on Silver distance and lan MacLeod
on SilVer distance and duration.

J.G.
LAKES (Walney Airfield)

Graham Sturgeon after his 16th birthday solo.
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LONDON (Dunstable)
Bitter controversy ranges following an application to bring a DG-400 self-launching sailplane
on site. The proponents claim it is progress; the
antagonists say it is cheating. The battle goes on.
The Munster van Gelder launch apparatus is
now hurling us vertically into the troposphere on
a regular basis and, contrary to speculation,
does not seem to make the blood drain from the
feet. It has proved immensely successful on our
trial instruction evenings and JJ is to be much
applauded on his vision.
A.T.G.
MARCHINGTON (Marchington Airfield)
Our task week in June.wasmarred by pOOr visibility. Tasks were set for three of the five days but
ol1ly the O/R to HusBos was completed.
At our Inter-Club League weekend in July we
had visitors from Camphill and Winthorpe with
overall s~ss going to the Marchington team.
Congratulations to Mike SkinMr on completing his SilVer C and to Chas Turner for his 5hrs.
P.A.W.
MIDLAND (Long MYnd)
Plans are being finalised for a new shower block.
Our thanks to Phil King for task setting during an
indifferent task week weather-wise.
Simon Adlard flew to Bidford to complete his
Silver C and returned the next day, just to make
sure.
We all wish Paul Garnham a speedy return to
the flying field after his accident.
N.B.

NORFOLK (l'lbenham AIrfield)
Mike Beam Ihas worked out a hangar packing
plan, drawing it out on a big piece of hardboard
for all to see and, marking off the hangar floor.
Time well spent; it makes life much easier.
Congratulations to Roger Abrahams, D.
Wright, John: Spinks, Mike Rushbrook, Owen
Edwards and Jon Ashworth on going solo, Jon
on his 16th, birthday - a few weeks later he
gained two Bronte legs.
Brendan Sargent recently did a Diamond goal
O/R flight to Aylesbury/Thame airfield.
M.J.R.L.
NORTH WALES I(Pen-y-Parc, flJr HoIywell)
Despite the poor summer we :have had several
achievements - Dave Jones alid Geoff Belshaw
have their Bronze C and Don Hyslop, Mark
Roberts and Geoff Glazebrook have soloed.
Our Christmas dinner-dance is on December
5 to whict:l friends old and new are welcome.
D.J.
NORTHUMBR~(Cu"OCkH~

Most of us took advantage of the BGA Falke
during its stay with us. It was particularly useful in
the field selection part of the Bronze C course run
by our CFI. Steve Eyles was awarded a bottle of
champagne for winning the best circuit and spot
landing competition.
Our summer barn dance was excellent. Alan
Cowell made two Bronze C flights at Wolds GC,
Tracy Harris has sOIoed and Steve Eyles and
Susan Hall1have their Bronze Cs.

S.M.H.
OUSE (Rufforth Airfield)
JustinWills's UK record flight across the Channel
(see the last issue, p162) was the first time a
record had been set from our site and we are
pleased it was during our Silver Jubilee year.
Our pilots did well in the Northern Regionals
again and we were represented at the International Vintage Rally and at our twin club, the
Aero-Club de la Cote D'Or, at Dijon.
Geoff Cline has retired as tug master and aircraft engineer and Kate Tate as course secretary
- our thanks to them for their hard work.
R.T.
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LAUNCNIN8 You INTO THE 21~fCENTURY/
The practical experience of 25 years and
1960150,000 Launches have gone into the design
1985
and manufacture of this new winch.
Keep your launch costs ,to a minimumenquire about the reliable Supacat Winch.
Supacat Ltd.
@ 108231 680379
Holcombe House, Hemyock, Devon 6)( 15 3P)(

.....................................

CANOPIES

*
MOST
SHAPES
AND SIZES
IN STOCK

*
GOOD OPTICS

*
FITTING IF
REQUIRED

*
BOB REECE, Rematic
School House
Norton, Nr Worcester
lel Worcester
(0905) 821334

Brand new
original R.A.F.

Neogene
Paints

FLYING
OVERALLS

Your specialist paint
manufacturer
C664 High Tautening Dope To
C/E DTD 753
C665 Aluminium Surfacer To
C/E DTD 753

Bulk purchase of
these superior top.

C666 Scheme "Z" Type
Enamels For Unsupported
Fabrics

quality flying
overalls to buy at
1/3rd of the
original cost

C667 Scheme "Z" Type
Thinners
C668 low Tautening Dope To
C/E DTD 751

Size
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

C965 Fabric Adhesive
C966 Fabric Adhesive Thinner
C762 Transparent N/C Non
Tautening Dope
The above have been selected
from our range of Aircraft
Finishes.

Height
165-173
165-173
165-173
173-180
173-180
173-180
180-189

Chest
84-91
91-99'
99-107
84-91
91-99
99-107
91-99

Size 1 to 4 £24,
Size 5-7 £28, P&P £2

Colour Matching Service
large or small quantities
supplied
ALSO A LIMITED AMOUNT
OF USED EX-RAF Z
HARNESS AT £45 carr £3

Consult our Technical Advisory
Service:
Printa Inks and Paints limited,
Neogene Works, 65 Alfred Road,
London W2 5HO.
Telephone 01289 2271

•

M Urban Trading Ltd,
101/3 Brixton Hili,
London, SW2 1AA
Tel: 01-6740121

Neogene Paints (Scotland) limited,
45 Lanark Road, Edinburgh EH14 lTl
Telephone 031 443 8793
~
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SOUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield)

We are busy preparing for the Inter-Club League
finals we are hosting during the Bank Holiday
weekend. Our thanks to Dave Connaway and
crew for their IUntiring efforts at grass cutting.
Congratulations to lan Ashdown for 3rd place
in the' Booker 'Regionals. and Mark Darby for 3rd
place in Competition IEnterprise; also te> Andy
White· and Peter Horn (going SOlo;} Dave Firman
(Bronze C); 'Mike Creagh (Silver height) and te>
Richard Beecham, Nick Barrie, Sten Filmer,
Bernie Litter, Paul Hampshir(j and ram White
(Silver distarnces), Paul and lan completing their
Silver Cs. lan, at 16years 256 days, could well be
the youngest Silver C pilot in ,the country!
M.C.
STAFFORDSHIRE (Morridge)

The Rt. Hon. Douglas Hurd receives grant cheques for the new hangar from Mike IHatpin of the Sports
Council in the centre and Brent Presdidge of the Cherwell District Councll on the right.
OXFORD (Weston-on-the-Green)

We had a successful grand hangar opening,
despite the adVerse weather. The official ceremony was by our president, the Rt Hon Douglas
Hurd, and followed by a barbecue· and dance in
the hangar. Our thanks to the organisers.
The JPOPUlar Friday trial instrtlction evenings
have brought new members. We have had a
good number of first solos, several Bronze Cs
andour two most recent Silver distance pilots are
Barry Shepheard and 'Carole Broad.
e.S.D.
PEGASUS (RAF Giltersloh)

Our new K-13 makes a useful contributior:l to our
training effOrts and Alan lf1arris. and Robin
Winis.-f]erning have bought a rather fine SF-27.
Congratulations to Tim Gatt, Dave Holt and
Darren Wheeler on completing their Silver Cs; to
Paul Gray and Emyr Owen on Silver heights and
to Richard Clarkson, and Paul Gunnell who have
gone solo, the 'latter after two trips but being a
Harrier pilot helps!

R.e.s.E.
PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING (Crowland
Airfield)
Congratulations to Mick Wright on going solo.
The Inter-Club League meeting was the third
consecutive non-competitive Crowland
weekend. The 'barbecue on the Saturday raised
the spirits but if anyone finds the spare prop for
the tug (for instance above a bar), we'd love to
have it back.
P.N.W:
PHOENIX (RAF erilggen)

The season is doing us proud with well over
8OOOl<m flown since April. Congratul'ations to
Chris Hearnes (ASW-20) for his success in the
Dutch Inter-Services and to "Wood'J" Woodcock
(K·6CR), Kev Crawley (K-18) and Dave Pratt
(Astir CS) in the Venlo Junior Comps.
Well done Martine Marinus (Bronze le9s and
OCtober/November 1986

Silver height), Mark Gradley (Silver distance),
Tom Kelsall (Silver height), Paul Mason (Silver
Cl, Gail Lindop ,(on going solo) and Lindi Marson
(on passing her instruc'tors' course).
P.M.
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION (Portmoak)

Stan Milne is our new chairman and John Henry
has become CH Tl1e hernia-,provoking hangar
doors Ihave been replaced with smart roller shutters.
After a. long spell otcola easterlies, we have
had some good Ilying days. July a was one·of the
best with thermals giving access to. wave up to
22000ft which allowed three SOOkm + flights
including only the second Diamond distance in,
Scotland by Brian ScQugall.
Joe Giacopazzi, lan Graham, Bob Mowat and
JohnWhitfield have gone solo. Peter Rlchardson
has his Bronze C and numerOUs Silver 'legs have
been claimed with Paul Copl'and completing his
Si.lver C within a yeaf of his 16th bilit.hday. Anna
Bolstad completed her Silver C just in time as she
has now finished her studies and, returned home
to Norway. Mike Richardson flew Silver distanoe
with a ticking but non-rotating barograph - On
April1!
mammoth invasion in
We are expecting
October and wish our visitors good weather and
good flying.

a

M.J.R.
SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill, Nr Hungerford)

Dawn to dusk flying was advertised for the
longest day and drew a big crowd on June 21.
We achieved 121 launches, the first by the
chairman at OSOOhrs, with our twin drum winch at
peak efficiency.
We maintained our usual strong support of
Competition Enterprise with five aircraft entered.
Our thanks to the small team of exhausted
stalwarts who have run the evening flying programme, including Stan Dram and Alan Pettit who
are to be congratulated on going solo.
R.S.

The club ,has been saddened by the death of Doc
Bradwell.
Two of our younger members, Paul McDonnell
and Martin Whalley have gone solo. In addition to
the three one week courses run this year, several
instructors have run one-day mid-week courses
for which we thank them. The new IK-l3 is earning its keep.
.
M.P.W.

Obituary - P. R. "Ooc" Bradwell
Doc became involved with gliding in the 1950s as
member of Derby .& Lancs and later the Midland GC. For some years he was an instructor
with the ATc Squadron operating from Meir airfield and in 1'962 became a founder member of
the Staffordshire GC which, SUbsequently, flew
from the same site.
Ooc's enthusiasm for the sport was solid and
freely applied to all aspects of club operations as
he served at various times as committee
member, instructor, CFI, chairman and trustee.
As CFI between 1964 and 1975, he helped the
club survive the trauma of moving to Morridge.
His financial support had also helped to make
this move possible as it had helped us improve
the fleet progressively over the years. In 1974 he
was awarded a BGA diploma for services to gliding.
In recent years arthritis restricted Doc's gliding
though he continued to keep in touch with the
help of a safety pilot. His death on July 27 at the
age of 68, after a long illness, is a sad loss which
serves to remind us of the debt the movement

a
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Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS
By L. GLOVER senior inspector
{.\

~--""""j't~-;;;;;;a-~
Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough 880375
Lutterworth 57544
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SPECU'tllST
SY'STEmS
LTD

ST'ORCOMM
TWO·WAV RADIO
TR7603 Air Set

TR7804 Vehicle Set

32 FERNHILlIlANE, .CAMBERLEY,
SU.RREY, GU17 9HA
0276 33706/65876
Telex 966676 PMFAB G

Each set fitted with all four gliding channels
130.4,130.125, l30.1 and 129.9.
'Vo'lmel' 128.6 optional on channel 4.

gliding holidays
for both beginner. and expert•.

instruction, full ground
t:rew. lropital sun and superb soaring,
togelher with excellent accommodation
and food. from £15 per day.
Profes~ional

* Full power transmitter with excellent
speech quality.
* Highly sensitive and selective Irecei'ver
works both distant and close range.
* Extremely rugged and reliable.
* Full back-up service and spares available.
* CM and NATS approved.

fR720 720cx hand held
tX/1iX •.•.. ,

All radios supplied absolutely,cQmplete with
easy fit connectors and all fittings.
Details information, prices and full Technical
Specifications FREE from

£454.25

£523.25

VEHICLE RADIOS etc.
Please phone for details

GEORGE STOREY Tel. 0932784422
If.T. Communications, P.D. Box 4

SI,INBURYON ntAMES, Middleslll. lWl'

£454.25

1C·A2 720cx hand held
5 watts PEP .. ,
CAA approved LA329
GL72A 720cx
panel mount

hA

Prices include VAT

THE WORLD'S

PERRY'S
WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN WIRE AND
FIBRE ROPEs/CABLES
Let us try and reduce your running costs
by quoting for your requirements of:
Towing Wires/Cables
Advise length, size and construction
Ropes
Advise length, size and type

90 Church Street, Blrkenhead
Merseyside L41 5EQ
Tel 051·6475751 Telex 627826
COntact Antony Sedgwick

pages. qualily
papar, 248 beautiful
black and white
phOlOS plus 65
colour plates and

~:~;;re~~c:~·IY

drawings. A
magnificent
collection of rare

information on

~lfli. SiVl'~\

~~j.~rmc~:siC

A SPECIAL CONCESSION OFFER FROM THE PUBLISHERSONLY is available to all Sailplane and Gliding
reader. who send u. 2 International Reply Coupons.
(Ask at your Post Office.) We will airmail you a free
colour brochure, supply all details of our special offer.
and tell you how to order. Write today!
Published by:

Thermal Clothing

PERRY CLAMPS LIMITED

by Marlin Simons
Hard bound, 176

C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC

Galvanised and Stainless Steel
Fastenlngs

Your enquiries will be welcome.

VINTAGE
SAILPlANES
1908-45

SAILPLANE
& ENG.
SERVICES LTD.

WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE
BUXTON 4365
SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTD.
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS.

KOOKABURRA TECHNICAL
PUBLICATIONS Pty Ltd,
PO Box 648 Dandenong 3175,
Victoria, Australia
Publishers of superior quality Aviarion reference
works since 1963.

Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing . • •
--~-.

CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTATION CONTACT: JON SALMON

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT

fL:.

FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S
Member of RI.RA
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LOWNDES LAMBERT
AVIATION LIMITED
Lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap
London, EC3P 3HL
Tel (01) 283-2000 Telex 8814631
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

CLUB NEWS

owes to all those who, like Doe, work tirelessly,
generously and unobtrusively ,to make gliding
possibl$ for the rest ot us,
Barry Gilman
STRATFORD-ON·AVON (Long Marston
Airfield)
CM busy programme of trial instruction evenings
is going well despite the fickle weather. The
summer courses were well' attended! and produced a l1ealthy crop oJ new members as well as
some excellent soaring.
The Boys Brigade want 10 establish a gliding
training scheme and we are finalising an experimental programme fot them to fly with us this
autumn:
Joe Kaval has acquired a Nimbus 2 and our
congratulations to Ann Hopkins on going solo.

C.M,
STRUBBY (Strubby Airfield)

Reg Brown, Strubby GC's oldest flying member
at 68 years-old, in his Oly 463.

I

Oilr Bocian is back and giVing service to the
pleasing crop of ab-initics. Our new runway
extension, gives aA extra 400/S00ft on each
lal:Jnch and increases soaring opportunities.
Many' thanks to GeQff Tiraves for his hard work.
Congratulations 10 Phil Trevelhick on gaining
his Bronze C.
P.J.T.

Barry Chadwick on the first 100km triangle from
Middleton, a flight of 7hrs 22min to complete his
Silver C; also to Alan Bushnell and Keith Scott on
their Silver Cs; Wallace Wilson on a Bronze leg
and Dick Backler, Heydon McEvaddy and Dave
Strachan on two and Trish Walkling on going
solo.
R.H.S. & K.S.

SURREY &. HANTS (Lasham Airfield)
The weather has been disappointing so far with a
brief good spell in April and a few odd good days
with the general utilisation of the club fleet well
down.
On May 16 John Bell flew an excessive 577km
for Diamond distance (with aspirations towards a
7SOkm), while Chris Garton flew up to Middleborough but failed to complete the return,
landing after 9hrs and 660km. JiII Walker gained
her Diamond goal.
June's good day was the 1Sth with SOOkms by
HUgI:1 Hilditch, Alan Purnell and Dave Nunn and
Diamondgoals 10rGraham Gilkes (4hrs 17min in
a Std Ci~rus), P. A. Green and ex CFI, Pete
Disdale.
Martin Grant and Chris Starkey took the club
DG-l01 10 Sisteron in the French Alps for two
weeks in June and enjoyed over 60hrs of superb
flying with just one day written off to thunderstorms.
JoI'1Il Bastill new the Ventus creditably in his
first Nationals, and Ray Partridge enjoyed his first
,taste of competitive flying at Enterprise.

WREKIN (RAF Cosford)
Our longest day was a great success with over
200 launches and only two cable breaks. AI Marshall is claiming a marathQn winch driVing record
haVing spent 18!hrs winching that day. The barbecue was very enjoyable with food by Geol and
Helen.
When the Bicester Grab 109 came for the day
many members took the opportunity to have lield
landing checks.
A big thank you to Ben of Four Counties for
letting us fly at Syerston while our airfield was
used for the World Aerobatic Comps. It was a
very productive weekend'.
Congratulations to: Nigel, Barney, Marcus and
Mal( OA going S010; to John ArnOld, Pete Evans
and Jon Phillips on their Bronze Cs and to MiCk
Boydon on coming Sth in the NATO ChampionshipS at 13uckeburg. He ,flew an t·Spatz against
K-6s and completed two 300km triangles.
We are celebrating our 21 stlbirthday early next
year. All ex members are welcome and should
write to the secretary, Wrekin Gliding Club, RAF
Cosford, West Midlands, WV7 3EX for details.

c.G.S.

J.A.

ULSTER (Bel/arena)
Congratulations to Victor Bothwell and John
O'Brien OIl goiri{l solo. Our new field is even more
sandy than the last one and however heavy the
rain it drains very quickly - a big plus for a 12
month operation. Also the east end tow out has
safer emergency field landing areas.
Loudon Blair, CO-builder 01 the Monerai, went
solo for the first time iA the V tailed beauty on
August 8.

YORKSHIRE (Sutton Bank)
Good; thermals have been rare in the north this
year with only two contest days at the Northern
Regionals. However, there was a successful
wave task snd 300kms were completed by several on the second day.
We had a salutary demonstration of the
hazards 01 handling oxygen when a member suffered severe burns due to a flash explosion whilst
re-lilliliJg, 'bottles. It is thought that grease on his
clothing caused the problem after a pipe had
burst under pressure. Fortunately he is recovering quite well.
The Astir and Pegasus have been seriously
damaged in accidents, though luckily no one was
badly hurt.

B.B.

"SOARING"
The official monthly
joumalol the Soaring
Society 01 America.
The ,only US periodical
devoted entirely to the
sport.

VEeTIS (Isle of Wight Airport, Sandown)
Congratulations to Peter Tuppen on his Bronze
C. Flying ha~ been good and thougl:l being a
coastal site may have drawbacks, cliff soaring
makes up for them.
Our barbecue, organised by John and Jenny
Pragnell, was a great success. As a public relations exercise we will be althe local Garlic Festival which has proved to be a great platform for
making the public aware of our sport. We can still
accept some new members, includingab-initics.

A. H. B.
WELLAND (Middleton)
For subscription send
$25 US by intemational
money order or international cashier's che qJe
payable to the S.S.A.
at PO Box 66071,
Los Angeles, CA 90066
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Our recent flying week was a great success with
good weather throughout. Congratulations to

P.L.

YOU CAN'T SCRAPE
the frost from your canopy with.
Superchip Nav Computer Mk. XV!

BUY YOU CAN WITH YOUR JSW CALCULATOR I
CALCULATORS, " " , , . , , " " ' " , , ,£6 & £9,50
K-8 to Nimbus 3i State Sailplane type
"DOLPHIN" NETIO CONVERSIONS" £32 & £51
Suitable for most simple varios. The cheapest
available, and the easiest to fill
FOLDING NAV RULERS, .. , , , ' . , , , , , , , , , , £2,50
Designed by JSW especially for glider pilotsi
VARIO TEST KITS, , , , , , , , , , . ' , , ... , . , , , , £3,00

Keep your varios tip-top all the time!
Prices include UK postage
SAE for product details to

Make sure of getting your copy of
S&G by taking out a SUbscription.

JSW SOARING
1 The Jollies. Crond.n
FARNHAM, Surrey
Tel: 0252-850299
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Motor Glider ,PPLs
and Conversions
and
Holiday Gliding Courses
"or Begi'nners
1£90-£140)

SKYCRAFT

Everyone i. welcomll ~t our sm~1I friendly club at
Wardershare Park. near Dover, Farmhouse Accommodation available, Ring 0304 824888 or 0843 63234
or write- for details to:
Th<! Secr.t~ry. 22 Masons Rise.
Broadsl.irs. Kent CT10 lAZ

services Ltd
6 FRENCH'S ROAD
CAMBRIDGE CB4 3LA
TEL: (0223) 315273

NEW PROPELLERS, OVERHAULS
AND REPAIRS,
FROM THE SPECIALISTS.

o
HOFFMANN

PROPELLER

RUTH B. PHILLlPS
14/14a, KENWYN STREET, TRURO
0872 73892 (day) 087255 2430 (evening)

HOLIDAY GLIDING COURSES IN
THE PICTURESQUE AND
FRIENDLY COTSWOLDS WITH
COURSES TAILORED TO SUIT
YOUR NEEDS.

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND
LIGHT AIRCRAFT

FULL DETAILS FROM:

Cotswold Gliders
(PlOp. 1'. Coa)

Stu Hoy (BGA Senior Inspector)
The Briars, Pixey Green, Stradbroke
EYE, Suffolk IP21 5NH

C. 01 A. inspections and overhauls to all types
Major Of minor repairs in glass. metal and
wood
KeslreVLibelle aileron drive rebuilds a
speciality
Wiring and rewiring 01 complete glider
electrical systems
Trailers manufactured or repaired
Writeorphcne

Tel: Stradbroke (037984) 306

le Stanton Harcourt Road, W1tney. Oxon oxe 6lD

TONYCOX

0993 74892 (e"enlng.)

PETERBOROUGH AIRCRAFT Co. Ltd.
NEW SAILPLANES - JUNIOR, PUCHACZ, JANTAR
SPARES FOR SZD SAILPLANES
MATERIALS - SPRUCE. PINE. PLYWOOD. FABRIC, DOPE, PAINTS, PERSPEX. ETC. ,
TRAILERS - ALLOY OR WOOD
COMING SHORTLY - RF4 MILAN POA
SALVAGE SPARES
K-6, K-7, K-S, KESTREL AND MANY OTHERS
Contact:

PETERBOROUGH AIRCRAFT Co. Ltd.
73 High Street, Maxey, Market Deeping or Tel: OnS-347506
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Trevellas Airlield is onl~' one mile from
Perranporth's ,;olden sands. one of
Cornwall's favourite family holiday ('entreS.

GUDERWORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON
Tels: Luppitt 33S (9-6 pm)
Honlton 41041 (after 6 pm)

(~

Phone or write to:

Courses from May to September
Under BGA instructors. Beginners wl'!comc.

COTSWOLD GLIDING CLUB

B.GA, CAA., P.F.A. APPROVALS

C of A Inspections and
repairs to all sailplanes
and motor gliders.

al

Perranporth,. Cornwall

'BRIAN WEARE

C of A OVERHAULS

Anglia Sailplanes

CORNISH GLIDING CLUB

ALEXANDRA PENTECOST
45 THE QUARRY
CAM, DURStEY
GLOUCESTERSHIRE GL11 BJA
Tel: Dursley 45631

COVENTRY GLIDING
CLUBLTD
Does your home gliding
club only operate at
weekends during winter?

Yes!

Then try our one- and two-day
intensive training courses which will
continue to operate during the
winter midweek. Flexible systems
with friendly and instructive
atmosphere.
• Good launch facilities
• Aero tow Winch
• Good field

COVENTRY
GLIDING CLUB
Husbands Bosworth Airfield
Lutterworth, Leics. LE1l6JJ
Tel: (0858) lJ8()429 . (0858) 880521
• WE HAVE THE BEST BAR ANYWHEHE

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

BLACK
MOUNTAINS
GLIDING
CLUB
(TALGARTH)
Situated in the Brecon Beaoons National Park
Imongst the higheS\ mountains in South '/Vales.
Talgarth has more soarable days than any other UK
gliding club. Longest ridge routes; wave In all wind
directions.
In 1985 the Club Iverage flight duration was 11
haU,.. Surely the premie, location 10' any soaring
course. Courses run 'rom mid March to mid Oclober
lOO include holidays. introductory and advanced
mountain lIying cross country courses.

Bookings: Secretary, B.M.G.C.
lower Penylan, Glasbury·on·Wy.
PQWY$ HR3 5NT
Te1: 04974·583/0874·711254

DEESIDE GLIDING
CLUB

--v--

Maximum Heights Gained
From Aboyne 1985-86

Dunstable Downs, Bedfordshire

Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan

30,900ft March
April
25,800
22,000
May
June
21,000
11,000
July
Feb Ski-ing

18,000
18,500
26,500
15,000
25,000

Book now for 1987
For more information contact

DEEStDE GLIDING CLUB
DIN NET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Tel. 033985 339 or 033985 236

LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Telephone: 0582 63419

Situated at the foot of the Chiltern hills,
and within easy reach of london and the
Midlands by road Oust off the M1). The
Cll,Jb has a comprehensive fleet of dual
and solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment including tug aircraft. This
famous site has plentiful thermals in
summer and hill soaring with fallourable
winds throughout the year. Resident
instructors, catering every day
(weekends only in winter), licensed bar,
accommodation and other facilities. Vi.sitors welcome.
Write for Course brochures or club
membership details to the Manager,
or ring 0582 63419

Ken, GLIDInG CLUB--Challock . Ashford . Kent TN254DR
Ring: Challock (023374) 274 or 307
Provides gliding holidays for both the
beginner and the more advanced
pilot, inclUding professional
instruction in club gliders and full
accommodation on the airfield.
Provides year-round launching
facilities for its members to go
soaring in either their own or a
club glider.
Holiday course members and visitors
welcome at our scenic club.
Courses from £110 to £145 with accommodation (flying extra). For details write to
Bristol and Glos Gliding Club, Nympsfield,
Stonehouse, Glos GL10 3TX, or phone

:~:~~-~;
£160-£200

4 or 5 day holidays courses
March-October

0453 860342.

(All inclusive o( professionaf instruction,
accommodation, meals and VAT)

Open all week April-October

,RIDGE UNIVERSITY
GLIDING CLUB

LASHAM
Does your home club operate only al weekends?
At Lasham we operale all week. eveIY week which
means we could provtde a useful sUPP'emenl to your

Iraning. Whether you are nol yet 0010 and would

The Name may sound a trifle exclusive,
but the Cambridge University Gliding
Club is open to everyone.
We winch and aerotow from Duxford
all year, mostly at weekends, and
aerotow only from Cambridge. We run
holiday courses from April to September for beginners and solo pilots.
For general

For Course
details write to

information write to

The Secretary
56 Moorfield Ad
J!)uxforo

Cambs

Course Secretary
6 Camside
Chesterton, Cambridge
Tel. Cambridge 67589

benefit from a week's consolidated instructl()n, or a
budding closs-country pilot needing soaring or

field-landing Iralning. we have the expertise and
facilities 10 help.

Aparl Irom our large two-sealer tleel and excellenl
aerolow and auto low facilities, we have a
comprehenstve bdefing room for lectures or

Inslruchonal vldeotapes ,I bad weather prevenls Ilyng.
On-site accommodato" tor club e)(pe<htions IS always
available by arrangement.

Absolute beginners are of course always welcome we have a large choice of courses and types of
membership to suit your needs

Lasham Gliding Society
Nr. Allon, Hants
Tel

October/November 1986

Hernard (025683) 322

or 270

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
THE LONG
MYND
All inclusive
5-day holiday courses.
Professional instructors, modern
two-seaters and a unique winch
launching system give
maximum flying time.
All facilities including centrally
heated, double-glazed
accommodation on site.
Book early for the best weeks.
The Course secretary
Midland Gliding Club
Church Stretton
Shropshire SY6 6TA
Tel: Lin/ey (058861) 206

PORTMOAK
IS

THE PLACE

FOR WAVE -

UK altitude record made
from here in 1980

FOR RIDGE -

our two hills give mofe
soaring opportunities

FOR THERMALS -

they're not bad,

either!
Holiday courses for all levels.
Good accommodation. catering and bar.
Friendly club atmosphere.
7-day flying wilh winch and aerotow facilities.
Molor Falke available.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
PORTMOAK,SCOTLANDWELL
Nr. KINROSS
Tel. 059-284-543
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HEREFORDSHIRE

MARCHINGTON GLIDING
CLUB

GLIDING CLUB
Shobdon Airfield, Hr. Leominster

Situated in the Midlands. OHers holiday
courses from April to September 1986.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wave • Thermal • Ridge
Minimum Air Traffic Restrictions
Hard Surface Runway
All Aerotow • 2 Two Seaters
Grob 109B Motor Glider
Caravan, Camping, Trailer Spaces
Canteen, Bar, Airfield Facilities
Full membership from £35
Please Enquire
• Holiday Courses • Visitors Weeks

Good local soanng and cross-country.
Courses to suit your requirements.
Private owners welcome,
Please contact:
Course Secretary
Marchington Gliding Club
Marchington Airfield, Morton lane
Marchington, Nr Utloxeter ST14 8lP
Telephone: 0283 222046

SOAR YORKSHIRE
For your COURSE!

NORFOLK GLIDING CLUB
Holiday courses from June to September - beginners to Silver C. Book now!
Motor Glider Courses throughout the
vear - Bronze or Silver C to PPL
(SLMG).
Visiting Aircraft welcome ideal
cross-country site - cheap aerotows
and temporarY membership.
Friendly club - accommodation on site
- licensed bar.
Write to
The Course Secretary, B. l. Owen
64 Chapel Lane
Wymondham, Norfolk NA18 ODN
Tel: Wymondham 605444 Evenings

SUTTON BANK

For your EXPEDITION!

For your HOLIDAY!

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities
RIDGE SOARING - 12 miles in suitable conditions
THERMAL SOARING - Club record is 582km from aerotow, 524km from the winch
WAVE SOARING - Club absolute record is 30 200ft. Club record gain is 29 500ft. Both from the winch
Our rates are amongst the Dest- £8.50 for aerotows to 2000ft. Visit us and stay in our fully licensed
residential clubhouse, Full catering available in season. Self catering at other times.
COURSES - April to October
Visitors always welcome

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237

(Marjorie Hobby)
BOOKS:
New for Christmas this year

Special price inc. p&p

Gliding - 5th Edition by Derek Piggott (Pub. Sept. '86)
£12.00
Soaring Across Country - revised edition by Bill Scull
£11.00
Old faithfuls
Cross Country Soaring by Reichmann
Meteorology for Glider Pilots by Wallington
Practical Wave Flying by Palmer

.£28.50
£17.00
£9.50

New titles
Complete Soaring Guide by Welch
Turnpoints by Seibels

£13.50
£14.50

Above are just a few of the sixty books in stock - send for
full list and prices.
GLIDING CHRISTMAS CARDS:
3 new designs exclusive from Hobbies
1986 designs (4 of each) 12 for £3.96 (inc. envelopes)
Old design (3 of each) 12 for £3.60 (inc. envelopes)

SEGELFLUG BILDKAlENDER 1987:
12 more stunning pictures for 1987 from this now famous
German gliding calendar
£9.78 (inc. p&p UK)
Available late November - reserve your copy now with
deposit of £5.00.
PARACHUTES:
UK Agent for the 'STRONG La-PO PARA-CUSHION BACK'super slim, comfortable and VAT reclaimable!
BUT now for something different - DEFERRED PAYMENTS
on
Security 350 (with or without bladders)
Security 850
trade in your old 'chute and get ready for next season with a
brand new outfit.
Canopies replaced - new harness for your own canopy carrying bags etc. See last S&G page 196.
All now available at the end of a telephone.
PORTABLE OXYGEN
Don't miss your diamond height this year.
HIRE a SET. Available for one week upwards.
Details on request.
Complete PRICE LIST available with SAE.

HOBBIES, 9 Knoll Road, Fleet, Hants GU13 SPA. Tel: 0252 615365 (evenings only)
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OVE,RSEAS NEWS=========
VIVE LE SPORT
Please send news and exchange copies o'
journals to the Editor, 281 Queen Edith's
Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH, England

EXPERIMENT AT BAGNERES
A new type of oompetition was tried out from
August 22-24 at Bagneres de l.!uchon 'in the
French Pyrenees. Tne aim was to obtain maximum media coverage. and to attract spectators.
The competition took the form of a knock-out
contest with pairs of pilQts racing each other
round a min i triangle of about 20km. The legs of
the triangle were orientated so as to follow the
main ridges 'in the area, all of whiCh were easily
accessible by vehicle or 00 foot. l'he organisers
aimed for the competitors to be easily observable
during most of the race.
French TV covered the event live, and the local
radio station gave a running commentary. As
well as leading French pilots, the event attracted
many well-known foreign pilots including Mozer,
Musters, Gantenbrink, Brigliadori, Reichmann
and 0ye.

A womens' committee has been lormediwithin the
French Gliding Federation with the avowed aim 01
increasing the proportion of women in the gliding
community (Jesslhan 10% at present). The committee is campaigning for IM>men 10 be better
integrated in club activities and fOf due consideration to be given 10 their domestic responsibilities.
A young mother of lwo, Micheline Jung, recently
broke a French two-seater triangular distance
record, and this is. given as evidence of what
women can achieve.

Associalion I'or the Preservation of the
Aeronautical Heritage) hosted the 3rd French
National: Vintage Glider rally at Paray-Ie-Monial on
May 3-4. The Association has restored to flying
condition gliders of the following lYpes -Castel C
255, C 800, fauvel AY-36 and Nord 2000.

(71'ans/atedby Max Bishop from Aviaspon and Der
Adler).

GLIDER
Stickpins

applied to host the 1989 Championships.

for lapels, ties, etc.
Also

GERMAN NATIONALS

GLIDER PENDANTS

The results of the German Open Class Nationals
held in May at Aalen-Eichingen were: 1 Ernst

TRANS-EUROPEAN RALLY
This year the 9th Rally, held from June 29-July
12, covered 2200km starting from Colmar in
France, then to the Wasserkuppe, W. Gennany,
Grenoble, France, Huesca, Spain and ending in
France a\ Angers. The remarkable performance
of this great adventure was the five day win by
Gerard Kurstjens (Nimbus 3). This beat last
year's record time of eight days by a wide margin.
Almost equally remarkable was the 9tfl place
gained by the Jacob:s team who completed the
course in a liwin Astir, a two-seater widely considered as far from ideal for cross-countty nying.
Contrary to the fOl'ebodings of the Jeremiahs,
thEt TP at the Wasserkuppe (skm from the East
German border) was no problem - no one went
to gaol and 00 glider was impounded for crossing
the frontier by mistake.
The only British pilot, Julian West was unfortunately forced to withdraw after slightly damaging
his Nimbus. 3 in a vineyard near Montpelliere in
southern France.
Provisional results (in brackets the days flown): 1. G.
Kursqens, Holland, Nimbus 3 (5); 2. J. Penaud, France,
Venlus (9); 3. 0, Flament, France, ASW-20F; 4. J.
Kolpa, Hollana, 'LS-3A (1'0); 5. R. Reubelt, W. Germany,
00-200 (1 0); 6. C. La Riviere, France, Nimbus 211 0); 7.
A. Hartog, W. Germany, ASW-20L (1 0), 8. A Mu ler, W.
Germany, LS-3A (11); 9. G. JacobiDrastiHolmann, W.
Germany, Twin Astir (11); 10. J. WeibleniReich, W.
Germany, Ubelle (13); 11. G. Wisniewski, France,
Libelle 304 (252km short after 13 days) and 12. G.
Giant;, France, ASW-20F (300km short).
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Wycombe, Bucks.

Te'

0494 442423. Rate 35p •

word. Minimum £7.00. We can accept black and
white photographs at £3.00 extra.

VINTAGE GLIDERS
TheAssociation pour la S8uvegarde du Patrimoine
Aeronautique en Charolais (The Charolais

EUROPEAN WOMEN'S
CHAMPIONSHIPS
The 5th European Women's Championships will
be held in 1987 in BUlgaria. The Soviet Union has

Gemol Peter, 2995pts; 2 Bruno Gantenbrink,
2797pts; 3 Waiter Neubert, 2774pts and 4 Klaus
Holigflaus, 2765pts. All except Neubert (ASW22) flew Nimbus 3s.

Advertisements, wilh remittance, should be senl
to Chelron Press Lld, 7 Amersham Hili, High

In 9ct gold at £24 each
In Silver at £10 each

£2.40

Box numbers

extra. Replies 10 box numbers should

be

sent to the same address, the closing date for
classified

advertisements for the

December /

January Issue Is 41h November.
FOR SALE
"MITY" STAINLESS weak links, 900 or 11 OOlb. Mitier linksup to 22501b. Aerotow ropes. Winch chutes. Aslleys Lld, Gosford SI, Coventry CVl 5DJ. (0203) 20771.
PVE WESTMINSTER, 3 gliding channels fitted, 12vimains
PSU, £150. 2 Pye Pocketphones 70's, same 3 channels, spare
batteries, charger, £250. May sell separately. Box No. 590.
SF-25E SUPER FALKE motor gilder. Hang81ed EnS1one.
Oxon. 3-position propeller. audio vario, Marco 720 channel
radio, VOR. Cross-country soaring and foreign lowlng group
fanning. Large or small shares for sale, finance available. 01
864 5021.
NIMBUS 2B, fuRy compel~ion equipped with all inS1ruments
and kil including radio. oxygen, parachute, barograph, oneman lowing-out aids and recently relurbished trailer. £15250
ono. Tel eves (0529) 304534.
K.4, FULLV Dyable w~h instruments, without current C of A or
lrail9r. Any inspection Sundays. All reasonable offers considered. fel SIamford 6201'5 aft8l' 7.30pm.

Supplied in a presentation box. The above
price includes post, packaging and insurance. Please allow a maximum 0128 days for
delivery.
Cheques payable to:

CRADLEY JEWELLERS
87 High St, Crlldley Heath, West Midlands 864 5HA
Tel: (0384) 635808

(Continued from p213)

receeded in the distance and I got the hang
of it a bit more.
I arrived back at Nympsfield with 3300ft
on the clock and touched down at 1709,
5hrs 17min after taking off. Duration as
well as distance (what no height?). I sat in
the motionless glider for a few minutes, not
knowing which emotion to feel first - delight at having done my set task or sorrow
that the flight was over.
Ray Lemin helped me pulllhe glider over
to ,the trailer where, slightly stiff and definitdy weary,. I stood chatting like a REAL
pilot. discussing all the points of the flight I
could remember.
The first bit of bad luck all day came when
lames returned from processing my ,photographs. They were a total failure, lames
tried for over an hour to make something of
them but we discovered my ,camera had a
faulty back plate allQwing light ,to leak in.

FOKA 3, No 193, Slingsby buiK, excellent condilion + trailer.
Fully equipped or not. Jan Vandenberghe" Gymnasiastr 22
8510 Marke. Belgium. 056 21 63 18.
NIMBUS 2C complele w~h custom-made Comel trailer. Low
hrs, excellent cond~ion, Ihe very last 2C made by SchemppHirth. Offers over £22000. TeI 01 9304785.

LS-4, 1/4 share available based 8t Bool<er. Full panel. radio.
EB73. wooden trailer wllh rigging aids. £3400 ono. Tel S Biggs
0344 55759.
TRAILER, PAINTED, aluminium. 18 months old. as new. suit
Open Class up 10 20m. £1950. Tel 0256-467400.
SHK, GOOD cond~ion. 360 launchesi650 hrs from new. Full
panel with Burton ADC. TM-6 radio. complete outfit including
,perachute, barograph. aluminium trailer £6000. 0274 599780

eves.
L-SPI,TI: 55, 'micro ballooned wings. glass nose section with
blown canopy. 30: 1. Low line self-loading closed trailer. Offers.
078886287.
BLANII(, 'BEAUTIFUL example of this fully aerobatic metal
two-seater, only 380hrs and new C of A. Fully instrumented,
electric vario F .& B etc. Large trailer and rigging aids. £4550.
Tel 0202 297841 work or 0258 54600 Jim Chapman. Also
damaged T-21 newly recovered wings. but badly damaged
nose sec1ion. Plans available for rebuild £350.
SLINGseV tRAIl!ER, SOUnd wood, 24 Jt x4 Ji x6ft. £975. TeI
J McKenzie worl< 061 429 0102. home 06633 4162.
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NEW 00-400 15117m self launching sailplane, based DunS!able or Cranfield, One or two partners required, Tel Trevor
Stuart 0908 582701,

PEGASUS WITH Comet traier and basic Instruments. Std
Class contest ready. £14750 inc Vat (tax invoice available).
Joh Bally, Glasbury (04974) 583.

KESTREL 19. Fantastic performance tor money, Hull. complete wijh all mandatory mods and a metal trailer, £9000 +VAT.
Instruments neg. offers considered. Till 0483-232576.

NEW ALUMINIUM trailer, ex-stock with Iorsion axle and 'A'
frame drop hllch. Marlyn Wells, Long Complon 217.

SPORT VEGA, ideal first glass, easy handling with good perfOfmance. Hull, COfnplete with all mandatory mods and a metal
trailer. £7600 +VAT. Instruments neg. offers invlled. Tel 0256
87271 eves.

ASW-111B with instruments and aluminium trailer. Many
exlras. Excellent oondltion. Martyn Well, Long Compton 217.

PAWNEE GLIDER lug C of A to 1989, Otters. Bowker Air
Se",ices lld, Rush Green, Hllchin, Herts, 804 7PQ. Tel
Stevenage (0438) 355051.
GRUNAU BABY 2B. 1943 German. 21 hrs flown since restoration. Clear doped vamished Aeroplane fabric. Bespoke professionally built wooden trailer. New C 01 A Realistic offers. TeI
Drifflllld 89235.
ASW-20 FP 1981 complete with Schroeder trailer. parachule.
radio, instruments, Peschges. SChuemann vario, Shanz compass. Covers, low hrs £18000. M 0110, PO Box 6630. Bloemfontein, 9300 S Africa.
L·SPATZ-55 buill1959ln box trailer. Col A to May 87, Refurbished 1985, 9 launches 1Ohrs since. Full instruments, £2800
ono. Tel 0905 424676.
LONDON SAILPLANES LIMITED. TM 61 and 62 radios still
available frOf" sole agent. London Sailplanes lid. Tring Rd.
Dunstable. Beds. Tel 05B2 62068 lor price details.
K-6CR, basic instruments. C 01 A Open trailer. £3750. Tel
Bristol 837766. View: Keevil Airfield - weekends.

K-6E, good oondilion. electric vario, radio, li&S. good metal
trailer. paraohule and barograph. £6000.or would sell shares at
Lasharn. Tal Winchester e82827 eves.
H'-20~ UBELlE. Excellent condition. Instruments, radio,
barograph. parachute. new low ~ne metal trailer. £8750. Tel
Boston (Lines) 750512 eves.

OXYGEN CYLINDERS, Mk 5. 750 litre, untested, unvalved.
£20. I ested. vaived, filled £75. Posl £3. A 0 Joss. 40 Park Lane
East Reigate, Surrey RH2 BHR.
CIRRUS 75. No 135. BuiK 1976. Fully instrumented. OOfnPlete
with trailer and rigging aids. Nationals prepared. Many 500km
nights achieved. Immaculate. £10750. Ken Stewart. 04203
4531.
STD CIRRUS·. Torva glass trailer, 8Qh~ compass, fuRl panel.
low out kll, waterballasl. Can be viewed at Nympsneld'. Ray
Payne', 0249 657133.
GLIDER in perfect condition. PHONIX-FS-24-T (GFRP) Old
timer (1960) 1000 hr. No. 301 only 6 built Glide ratio 1/40.
Lowest wing loading. Flaps (}-90'. Instrumentation completeE - vatio - radio. Original parachute PhOnix. Trailer +protecting cover. Armand BUssit. lavelvennestraat 136. 3500 Hassell Belgium. Tal 011/21.16.65 (after 18.00 hrs)

ASW-20L. Sole private owner. Low hours, Immaculate. CIw
aluminium trailer, oxygen. 720 Dlltel, Bohli, horizon. Cambridge night director. Tel John Lang 0334 52113.
STD CIRRUS. Col A, 1971, good
glass trailer. Tei 01-349-2406.

condi~on.

KESTREL 19, full instrument panel including Rico ftighl dlrec·
tor. radio. oxygen. barograph, parachuta with new enve~.
solo ground handling aids and lorva trailer. All in excellent
oondnion with C of A to 31 March 87. £9750. TeI Mo4'eIon in
Marsh (0606) 50464.
BANTAM RADIO (Nicad bat) £130. Parachute £420. Tel Marjorie 0252 615365 (eves only).
NIMBUS 2, Comp No 195. Flitl panel, horiz(ll1. T&S. boIlli.
Cambridge Mk 11 direc\Ol'. P~ vatio wllh double Dolphin. dilu'ter. demand oxygen system with 72011 bottle for those long
wave flights. parachute, re-profiled wings, AMF trailer with
rigging and towing aids. There Is no substnule for span. Offers
Ken Hartley 0491 37170.
.

TWIN ASTIR No 97
Complete outfit. BGA-owned 1r0f" new. Full instruments
(Including 2 AIH:) parachutes. barograph; oxygen (2cyts);
radio; batteries; fitted trailer. Ideal wave andcross-counlry
oulfil.

Available now al only £13,500.
Tal BOA Office, 0533 531051

1SHARE Std libeDe based Marchinglon. includes rad'lO. parachule. oxygen, trailer. £1650. 0602 309383.
ASW-17, THIS beautiful exlremely high performance sailplane
wllh excellent pedigree and past ownership. much refinished In
last 12 months. in Immaculate oondioon with rigging aids and
good traller. comprehensive instrunents lor £15500. Details
lrom Brian Sprecldey, Booker GIlding Club. 0494 442501.
ASW-20, MADE for 1981 World Championships, complete
with excellent glass-fibre trallar. £15000 inc VAT. Details 1r0f"
Brian Spreckley, Booker Gilding Club, 0494 442501,

basic panel and
WANTED

KESTREL 19, probably the best. Only 650 hrs. Tinted Canopy.
Spare new rear transparency. Burton ADC. PZL and Dolphin,
Boh~. TIS. horizon. radio, oxygen. GRP trailer. Solo rig and tow
00'. £10800. Till 031·339-1588.

PIK 20E motor sailplane. with or wllhoul trailer. Will collect UK
or Europe. Box No. 591.

VINTAGE NORD 2000 (French Oty 2-B) wllh fitted trailer.
;lJrframe professionally restored. Needs covering, instruments
and BGA registration. Must sell 10 best oiler. Seen N Wilts. Tel
0249 13329 or 0272 298969.

BAROGRAPH in working order. Ansaphone 0532 523373,

MOTOR GLIDER, Fournier RF-5 or Super Falke. Good oondition. cash purchase, Detalls 10 062 582 266.

LS-4. 00-300, Pegasus. Hull only. Good oondllion. no prangs.
Smnh 0963-2511 07 evenings.

YS-53. two-seater, excenent condition. two tu" panels. C of A
June 87. Must be seen at £2000. TeI 06977 2476
PYE CAMBRIDG! transceiver. glider frequencies. complete
with magnetic car aerial. good oondition. First £75 secures. RJ
lock. Highlands. South MoIton. ,Devon. 076 95 4169.
STRONG PARACHUTE,S yrs old. repacked, £425 or offer.
Wooden trailer 3211 6in, £450. Bill Dean. Basingstoke (0256)
52970

NEW MARCONI RC666 compact
ground/mobile transceivers with 5 watt
output and up to 110 channels. All Sets
meet CAA/NATS licensing requirements.
Prices from £220 +pp. C P Accessories
061 4398673.

TWO-SEATER. K-4 or similar. (With trailer or purchase separately). Will also consider older wooden single or two-seater
sullable for restoration. Prafer no major damage. Davld WIIlIams (0669) 810691.

sm CIRRUS. 00·100 or LS-l. Complete oullll. Cash waning.
Phone Steynlng 815297 or Sou1hwater 732194.

SLINGSBY SWALLOW. Details please. D Shrimptom, 46
Langdon Road. Bath, Avon BA2 1LT. TeI (0225) 315062.

QUALITY ALUMINIUM TRAILERS AT ECONOMICAL PRICES!
complete or part built to your
requirements for home completion

trailer components
Axles, couplings, wheels
& tyres at unbeatable prices
Our hand built trailers
include many extras as
standard
For all your trailer requirements and
Sailplane repairs and maintenance contact

DAVID SCHOAELD . SCHOFIEiD AVIATION UNIT 6c SOUTH MARSTON INDUSTRIAl. ESTATE - SWINDON· WILTSHIRE· TEL: 0793 822300
246
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EXPEREINCEQ' AND, enthusiastic BOA Inspector required to
supllVise major rapairs on K-6. I have wor1<shop l!lld \Ni. pay
elljllnS8S. G Dale. t'6 W.,derernere Rd. Bournemouth.

Dorset

BH37lE

OTHER NEWSPAPERS
PLEASE COpy!

NEW LASHAM' syndicate requires PIK 20E and syndicate

AMF Enterprises
Aero Marketing Associates
Aerospace Information Centre
Airmark Aviation
Anglia Sailplanes
Angle-Polish Sailplanes
Austin Aviation
Black Mountains GC
Bristol & Glos GC

members for same. TeI Q256 862652.

BGA

RF 58 moIol glider - must be in good ftying condition. Tel
0937-63951 .

CM
Cambridge Aero Instruments
Cambridge University GC
Campbell Disttibution
Channel GC
Chiltern Sailplanes
Classifieds
Cornish Gliding & Flying Club
Cotswold GC
Cotswold Gliders
Coventry GC
Cradley Jewellers
Oeeside GC
Electrim Sailplanes
Glider Instruments
GlidetWork
HT Communications
Herefordshire GC
Hobbies
JSW Soaring
Kent GC
Kookaburra Publications
lasham Gliding Society
London GC
London Sailplanes
Lowe Electronics
Lowncles Lambert
Marchington GC
McLean Aviation
Midland GC
Mowbray Vale Insurance
Negus
Neogene
Nine Four Aviation
Njoro Country Club
Norfolk GC
Oxfordshire Sportflying Club
Peny Clamps
Peterborough Aircraft Co Lld
Piggott Bros & Co
Pilot International
RD Aviation
Rematic
Sabre-MV
Sailplane & Engineering Services
S&G
Schotield Aviation
Scottish Gliding Union
Segelflugschule Oerlinghausen
Skycraft Services
J L Smoker
Soaring Magazine
Soaring Oxford
Southdown Aero Services
Southern Sailplanes
Specialist Systems
Speedsoaring
Speedwell Sailplanes
Supacat
M Urban Trading
Waikerie GC
Brian Weare
C. P. Witter
Yorkshire GC

MODELS

MODELS OF any aircraft made 10 order. gliders a speciality.
SAE Ior Ieaftel and quote. Miller Aviation Models, Red Col,
New SI. Glemslord. SudbUly, Suftolk, 001 0 7PV, EAgland. T eI

@

GIlding

0787 280425.
ACCOMMODATION

BED AND Breakfast £7: near Sulton Bank. Evening meal by
arrangement. MoIra & Mike Wood, BuckiAgharn House, HelmsIey, N. Yaks (0439) 70613).

PUBLICATIONS,
flLOSlE SOARJNG wijh a radio control model seaplane Is a
fascinating pastime and a typical phase of aeromodelllng.
Read about Illis and other aeromode.ing subjects in
1tstomod8lJer and !'ladlo Con1IOI Models and Electronics, the
wortcrlleading magazines published monthly. Model & Allied
PIilIicalions Ltd, 13-35 Bridge Street, Hemel lHempstead,

He!ls.

NEW ZEALAND:

"Gliding Kiwi" official GIlding Magazine of

Illt NZ Gliding Association. Printed October and: al18rnate
months. Wrije NZ Gliding Kiwi. Private Bag, Tauranga, New
Zeaand. £7,00 Sterling for year's subscription (inclusive ot
pos1age).
AUSTRALIAN GLIDING, monthly publication of the Gliding
Federation of AuslraJia. Editor AIIan Ash. A complete coverage
d Aus1JaIian Soaring and axclusive features of international
irWesI. Subscription. Surface mail $A 1e.2Q, ainnail SM2.00.
payeble in Auslralian currency or by international money order,
Box 1650, GPO, Adelaide, South Australia 5001.

"SOARING" - offICial monthly journal of the Soaring Sociely of
America. The only US periodical devoted entirely to the sport.
For IUb&cription sent 525,00 US by international money order
at i1l8mational cashiers check payable to the ,SSA at PO Box
eeo71, Los Angeles, CA 90066.

\lI\iiC!' s DON'T TAKE SAFETY RISKS
• low With confidence I AA Seal of App.roval.

• Britain's top-selling towbar
SEE YELLQW PAGES FOR LOCAL
SPECIALIST FITTER OR STOCKIST

~

~

C.P. WiRer lid. Chellt.,43 Tet: 024.41166 Tt.: 6'623 EllRBAA G.

PARTNERSHIPS
PARTMERS WANTED for new cross-country syndicate 10 be
bIIsed at S1eap. Modern high perfonnance single-seater. T et

0925726036,

SITUATIONS VACANT

COURSE INSTRUCTOR

REQUIRED FOR 19B7 SEASON (March-October)
Will also include supervision of visitors flying.
Full BOA Rating, MGIR preferable, but not essential.
Applications to Chief Flying Instructor, SCllttish G~d
hit Union, Portmoak Airfield, Scotlandwell, Kinross
KY137JJ. Tel Scollandwell 543.

October/November 1986

Weekend gliding prospects for Humbersidt: Situat'ion. Old fronts will weaken in situ over N'ortbern England as
pressure build's and an anticyclone is
established over the eastern North Sea.
General we.ther. Dry, with variable
thinn,ing of layers of cloud, but some
mist or fog patches generally around
dawn. Inland, mist and fog will lift and
disperse by mid-morning but patches
will tend to persist near the coast.
Winds. (surface and low level), Variable mainly south-westerly and remaining light.
Thermals. Very limited.
le_Wilves. Slight wave only.
This information ,is for pre-planning,
An up-to-date. forecast should be obtained on the day of the flight.

There's been a warm response by glider pilots
in Humberside to a new service from the Hull
Daily Mail, believed to be unique in Britian.
The evening newspaper, which circulates
widely in North Humberside and parts of the
south of the county, introduced an advanced
weather forecast for sailplane pilots for
weekend activities during the soaring season.
It appears lin the paper's highly-successful
informatiOn desk column and is supplied by the
Leeds Weather Centre,.
The forecast appears on Fridays and gives
general weather details for Saturday and Sunday with forecast wind speeds, thermal activity
and the likelihood of wave etc.
Editor Michael Wood, who has flown at the
Wolds GC at Pocklington, said he was pleased
to respond to pilots' requests for the forecast
which goes alongside those for weekend ramblers and-sailors.
'The InfOffi1ation desk is a service for all sections of our wide readership and there are a lot
of glider pilots in our area who may benefit
from the forecast." said Mr Wood.
Wolds GC CFI, Bob Fox, said it was the first
time he'd seen such a forecast in the general
Press. "I feel it indicates to ,the non-flying
public that gliding is. taken seriously by people
other thar! thos& actively involved."
Derek Hilton, Wold GC
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ONL Y ABOUT 7 SHOPPING WEEKS TO CHRISTMAS
CAN WE HELP YOU FIND THAT SPECIAL GIFT?
For example:

* Prints Date or Time
* Standard 35mm
* Built-in flash
* Many advanced

KONICA EFJ
DATA BACK CAMERA
Ideal for Turning Point Photography

features

£55.99 (p & p £1.50)

Double Mounting Brackets (Lockable) for EFJ - £19.95 (p & p £1.00)
35mm Black and White 20 exposure film - £16.66 for 10 (p & P £1.00)

BAROGRAPH CARRYING CASE

* Top quality construction
* Lined
* Space for foils, etc.

£39.96 (p & P £2.00)

(Specify "Winter" or "Replogle")

VHF AIRBAND RECEIVER - R537S
Listen to any selected frequency
(crystal controlled channels, up to 2 available)

£70.09 (p & p £1.50)

OR -JUST FETTLING FOR NEXT SEASON?
We can supply:

Antenna
Batteries
Barographs
Cameras & Films
Chargers
Connectors
Drag Monitors
Electrical Components

Intercom
Lighting
Oxygen
Safety Equipment
Transceivers - fixed & hand held
Water Ballast Trolleys
Wing Covers

Flight Preparation Aids
Hang Gliding Variometers
Headsets
Instruments
ASls, Altimeters, Attitude Indicators,
Compasses, Electric Varios,
Engine Instruments, Turn & Slips, Varios
Navigation Aids
EXPORTS ARE NORMALLY FREE OF UK VAT

PLEASE WRITE OR 'PHONE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED -FREE - PRICE LIST

RD Aviation Ltd
until early December 1986
Cotswold House
Mill Street
Islip
Oxon OX5 2SY
Tel: 0869-245052 or 08675-2357
248

Telex:
265871 Monref G
(Quote
MAG 10189
in a/l messages)

from end December 1986
Unit 23
Station Fields Industrial Estate
Kidlington
Oxon

VISA

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Special From The BGA

1987 Soaring
Calendar
The SSA's calendar is again offered in
Great Britain and Europe. This high
quality calendar on heavy stock features
16 of the finest soaring pictures in the
world. Last year both the BGA and SSA
sold out their entire stock!

8

9

15
22 23 24

Here is an affordable, quality pictorial
of soaring that will remain useful all
year long. The large photographs are
framable for perennial display. The
date pages are spacious to invite easy
recording of appointments, memorable

flights or club and contest schedules. A
great gift for friends or co-workers!
Available in Europe through the
British Gliding Association. The 1987
Soaring Calendar, only £6.50 plus
45p. postage.

From the BGA, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester, LEl 4SG

YET ANOTHER CLEAN 'SWEEP - AGAIN!

SCHEMPP-HIRTH GLIDERS
, DOMINATE:
.

.

EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS
Open 1st .. .. .. .. ... .. ... ... .. .. ... N IM BUS 3
NIMBUS 3D
2nd
4th
NIMBUS 3
Standard 1st

1.5 Metre'1 st
2nd
3rd

VENTUS
VENTUSA
VENTUS B

.

DISCUS

UNITED STATES STANDARD CLASS NATIONALS
1 st
2nd
3rd

4th
5th

DISCUS
DISCUS
DISCUS
DISCUS
DISCUS

6th................................ DIISCUS
7th
DliSCUS
8th
DrSCUS
9th
DISCUS
10th
DISCUS

UNITED STATES 15-METRE NATIONALS
1st
VENTUS
2nd........................... VENTUS A
3rd
VENTUS A
4th........................... VENTUS A

5th........................... VENTUS B
7th
:,'
DISCUS A
VENTUS
9th........................... VENTUS A
8th

UK Agents for these superb gliders:

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
(R. Jones)
MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS. RG16 7TH. Tel: (0488) 71774

